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FOREWORD 

Many highway design and traffic operational criteria are based in part 
on vehicle characteristics. Most of these current criteria are based 
on passenger car characteristics even though truck characteristics may 
be more critical. 

This report, FHWA-RD-89-226, contains information on truck characteristics 
that are related to the design and operation of highways. The information in 
the report will be useful to engineers involved in the design of highways with 
a significant amount of truck traffic. The report will also be useful to 
persons performing research in the area of highway design. 

Sixteen highway design and operational criteria that are based on vehicle 
characteristics were evaluated in terms of truck operating characteristics. 
A sensitivity analysis was conducted for each criterion to determine how it 
varies over a range of truck characteristics. Based on this analysis and 
considering potential costs and benefits, recommendations are provided that 
a designer may use to adequately account for trucks in highway design. 

Sufficient copies of this report are being distributed to provide a minimum of 
one copy to each Region and Division office and State highway agency. Direct 
distribution is being made to the Division offices. Additional copies for 
the public are available from the National Technical Information Service 
(NTIS), Department of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 
22161. A small charge will be imposed by NTIS. 

~~ 
R. J. Betsold, Director 
Office of Safety and Traffic 

Operations Research and Development 

NOTICE 

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department of 
Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United States 
Government assumes no liability for the contents or use thereof. 

The contents of this report reflect the views of the Contractor, who is 
responsible for the accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents 
do not necessarily reflect the official policy of the Department of 
Transportation. 

This report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation. 

The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. 
Trade or manufacturers' names appear herein only because they are considered 
essential to the objective of this document. 
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Symbol 

in 
It 
yd 
mi 

in' 
ft2 

yd2 
ac 
mi' 

ti oz 
gal 
ff' 

yd' 

When You Know Multiply By 

inches 
teet 
yards 
miles 

square inches 
square teet 
square yards 
acres 
square miles 

tluid ounces 
gallons 
cubic feet 
cubic yards 

LENGTH 

25.4 
0.305 
0.914 
1.61 

AREA 

645.2 
0.093 
0.836 
0.405 
2.59 

VOLUME 
29.57 
3.785 
0.028 
0.765 

To Find 

millimetres 
metres 
metres 
kilometres 

Symbol 

mm 
m 
m 
km 

millimetres squared mm' 
metres squared m2 
metres squared m2 
hectares ha 
kilometres squared km2 

millilitres 
litres 
metres cli>ed 
metres cubed 

ml 
l 
m' 
m' 

NOTE: Volumes greater than 1000 l shall be shown in m'. 

oz 
lb 
T 

OF 

MASS 
ounces 28.35 
pounds 0.454 
short tons (2000 I:>) 0.907 

grams 
kilograms 
megagrams 

TEMPERATURE (exact) 

Fahrenheit 
temperature 

5(F-32)/9 Celcius 
temperature 

• SI is the symbol for the International System of Measurement 

g 
kg 
Mg 

oc 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Highway design and operational criteria must consider both the char
acteristics of the vehicles that use the highways and the characteristics of 
the drivers who operate those vehicles. Driver characteristics for use in 
highway design, once established, are relatively stable, since human perfor
mance characteristics do not change rapidly over time. Vehicle character
istics for use in highway design change continually, however, due both to 
changes in the dimensions and performance of specific vehicle types and 
changes in the mix of vehicle types on the road. It is vital that highway 
design and operational criteria be based on current and future, rather than 
past, vehicle characteristics. 

Many highway design and operational criteria are based either explicitly 
or implicitly on vehicle characteristics. For example, current passing sight 
distance requirements are based on an explicit specification of passing vehi
cle acceleration capability. However, the maneuver distances used in deter
mining passing sight distance contain implicit assumptions about the length of 
the passing and passed vehicles. It is important that the vehicle char
acteristics used in design are appropriate for both the current and future 
vehicle fleet. 

There is a critical need to reexamine current highway design and 
operational criteria to assure that they properly consider vehicle character
istics and, in-particular, truck characteristics. The need to focus on truck 
characteristics arises from the following concerns: 

• Trucks are longer, wider, heavier, less maneuverable, and require 
greater stopping distance than passenger cars or other vehicle 
types. Thus, trucks are often more critical in highway design and 
operation than other vehicles. 

• Many current highway design and operational standards are based on 
passenger car characteristics, even though truck characteristics may 
be more critical. 

• Trucks have been increasing as a percentage of the traffic stream. 
On some Interstate freeways, they constitute 20 to 30 percent of the 
traffic. 

• Trucks have been getting longer, wider, and more powerful. These 
trends have been accelerated by the 1982 Surface Transportation 
Assistance Act (STAA) which allowed double-trailer combination 
trucks and longer, wider, and heavier tractor-semitrailer com
bination trucks on many roads where they were not previously 
permitted. 

• Engineering research currently under way strongly suggests that 
future trucks may have more powerful engines, better brakes, and 
more stable hitches for multiple trailer combinations; yet trucks in 
the future may be allowed to be still heavier and longer. 
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Thus, there is a need for a comprehensive review of current highway design and 
operational criteria to determine whether they are adequate for current and 
future trucks. 

A review of current highway design and operational criteria identified 
16 criteria based on vehicle characteristics. These criteria are identified 
in table 1. Each of these criteria was evaluated in this study. 

Table 1. Design and operational criteria based on 
vehicle characteristics. 

• Stopping sight distance 
• Passing and no-passing zones on two-lane highways 
• Decision sight distance 
• Intersection sight distance 
• Intersection and channelization geometrics 
• Railroad-highway grade crossing sight distance 
• Crest vertical curve length 
• Sag vertical curve length 
• Critical length of grade 
• Lane width 
• Horizontal curve radius and superelevation 
• Pavement widening on horizontal curves 
• Cross-slope breaks 
• Roadside slopes 
• Vehicle change interval 
• Sign placement 

A. Research Objectives and Scope 

The objectives·of this research study were to: 

1. Identify those highway design and operational criteria that are 
sensitive to truck performance characteristics. 

2. Determine the adequacy of those criteria for trucks. 

3. Develop and assess new criteria for those situations where the 
current criteria do not adequately address the current or future 
truck population. 

The study was primarily analytic in nature. While ft was necessary to 
test and/or measure vehicles to determine certain performance characteristics, 
such tests were minimized. Whenever possible, existing truck characteristics 
and truck performance data (such as driver eye height and acceleration capa
bility) were used to determine the sensitivity of various highway design and 
operational criteria to these characteristics. 

The highway design and operational criteria examined in this study 
included geometric design policies, as well as criteria for signing, signals, 
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and markings. The study scope did not include pavement design criteria (other 
than pavement surface friction), design of highway structures. or design of 
roadside hardware. 

B. Organization and Scope of This Report 

The remainder of the report is organized in three major sections. 
Section II reviews the truck characteristics that are needed to assess highway 
design and operational criteria. This section documents the truck character
istics but does not assess their design and operational implications. 

Section III of the report assesses the adequacy for trucks of each 
highway design and operational criterion that is based on a vehicle character
istic. The section documents the current specification for each highway de
sign and operational criterion. presents a critique of that criterion based on 
the literature, and presents a sensitivity analysis of the effect on that cri
terion of the differences between current policies (often based on passenger 
cars or outdated truck data) and the estimates of current (or future) truck 
characteristics found in section II. Where truck characteristics data were 
lacking, appropriate assumptions have been made. These assumptions, where 
critical to determining appropriate highway design and operational criteria 
for trucks, were documented further and/or validated in special studies pre
sented in the appendixes in volume II of this report. 

Although some of the sensitivity analyses in section Ill of this report 
imply that current design or operational criteria do not acco11111odate trucks, 
these analyses are only one portion of the process for determining appropriate 
criteria and do not by themselves provide a basis for recommending policy 
changes. Policy changes are appropriate only if (1) the sensitivity analysis 
indicates that current design and operational criteria do not accommodate 
trucks; {2} the policy change would enhance truck safety or operations; 
(3) the policy change would not degrade safety or operations for other vehicle 
types, including passenger cars; and (4} the policy change would be cost
effective (i.e., the safety and operational benefits of the policy change 
would outweigh any increased highway construction costs). These issues have 
also been addressed in section III of the report. 

Section IV of the report presents the conclusions and recommendations of 
the study. 

References cited in the text of the report are listed in section V. 
Cited references are identified in the text of the report by superscripts. 
However, two references are cited so often that they are not identified by a 
reference number each time they are mentioned. These are the American Associ
ation of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) publication,~ 
Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets - 1984, which is referred 
to in the text as the AASHTO Green Book, and the Federal Highway Administra
tion {FHWA} Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and High
~. which is referred to in the text as the MUTCD. 1 •2 These publications 
set the basic criteria currently used in highway design and operation. 
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Appendix A in volume II of the report presents a detailed discussion of 
factors influencing truck braking distance, as well as an analysis of new data 
on truck braking distances collected by NHTSA specifically for this study. 

Appendix Bin volume II presents an investigation of truck rollovers on 
horizontal curves using the Phase-4 computer vehicle dynamics simulation 
model. This appendix addresses the rollover thresholds of specific design 
trucks and the effect of the type of superelevation transition on the likeli
hood of truck rollovers on horizontal curves. 

Appendix C in volume II addresses the offtracking characteristics of a 
range of design vehicles, including trucks larger than those addressed in the 
1984 AASHTO Green Book. The appendix includes a new model of truck off
tracking on horizontal curves that addresses the contributions to offtracking 
of vehicle speed and pavement superelevation. 

Appendix Din volume II addresses recent trends in truck performance on 
grades and includes a reanalysis of existing truck performance data to derive 
appropriate truck weight-to-power ratios for use in climbing lane warrants. 

Appendix E in volume II reports the results of pilot field studies to 
establish data collection techniques for evaluation of intersection sight 
distance requirements for trucks. The results of the field studies include 
some preliminary estimates of gap acceptance, deceleration rates, acceleration 
rates, and minimum separations for use in deriving intersection sight distance 
criteria for trucks. 

Appendix Fin volume II documents the methodology for cost-effectiveness 
analyses of candidate revisions to highway design and operational criteria for 
trucks used in the study. The cost-effectiveness methodology is illustrated 
by several examples related to revised stopping sight distance criteria for 
trucks. 

The data presented in all of the appendixes in volume II are used in 
appropriate places in this volume to determine truck characteristics for use 
in sensitivity analyses and to determine the cost-effectiveness of candidate 
changes in highway design and operational criteria. 
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II. TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS 

This section of the report reviews the available data on truck charac
teristics that need to be considered in the development of highway design and 
operational criteria. The review of truck characteristics is based primarily 
on data from existing sources in published and unpublished literature. Gaps 
in the existing state of knowledge are noted. 

The review focuses primarily on the characteristics of the current truck 
population. The effects of recent trends in trucking and recent legislative 
changes. such as the 1982 Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA). are 
accounted for whenever possible. Where current trends in truck character
istics are evident and truck characteristics may be changed in the near-term, 
projected future truck characteristics are also addressed. For example, the 
review recommends that highway design criteria should consider the effects of 
a tractor-semitrailer design vehicle with a 53-ft (16.2-m) semitrailer length 
that is likely to become more common in the future; the improvement in truck 
braking distances. that can be E(pected if anti lock brake systems come into 
widespread use should also be considered. 

This review of truck characteristics provides the basic data used in 
section III to consider the highway design and operational criteria that would 
be suitable for trucks. Thus, the review is selective, rather than exhaus
tive; it focuses on the data needed for the analyses in section III. For 
example, some frequently discussed truck safety issues, such as rearward 
amplification in emergency steering maneuvers by multitrailer combinations, 
are not discussed because they have no clear implications for highway design 
and operational criteria. Many such truck safety issues are more in the realm 
of truck policy and vehicle design than geometric design or traffic 
operations. 

More complete reviews of many specific truck characteristics can be found 
in the references cited. In particular, the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) report, ''Heavy Truck Safety Study," provides an excel
lent overview of many truck design issues and another NHTSA report, "A Fact
book of the Mechanical Properties of the Components for Single-Unit and 
Articulated Heavy Trucks," provides the most detailed available data on the 
ranges of specific truck characteristics.3•~ 

A. Truck Dimensions 

1. Current Design Vehicles 

The AASHTO Green Book includes ten design vehicles for use in highway 
design: a passenger car, four trucks. two buses. and three recreational 
vehicles. The design vehicles are used as the basis for design criteria for 
which vehicle length, width, height, or offtracking are controlling factors. 
Table 2, which reproduces table II-1 in the AASHTO Green Book, shows the 
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Table 2. AASHTO design vehicle dimensions. 1 

Dlm-lon(hl 

Ovarall Overhang 

Dultn Vehicle Type Symbol Height Width l.afl91h Franl R•r wa, WB2 8 T wa, 
Pauengercar p 4.25 7 18 3 5 11 
Sl"9la unll lruck SU 13.6 8.5 30 4 8 20 
Singl<I ur,h bua BUS 13.5 8.5 40 7 8 25 
Atlieulal.ld bu1 A-BUS 10.5 8.5 60 8.5 9.5 18 41 3)A 
Combinalion vucu 
ln111medlale Mfflllrallot WB~ 13.6 8.5 50 4 8 13 27 
LlfQI 118fflilr.U.r WB-50 13.5 8.5 55 3 2 20 30 
"Double Bonom" Mffll- WB,60 13.5 8.5 86 2 3 9.7 20 4b 6.4b 
1ra.11r- full-trailer 

Recrulion ~ehi<:'-
Motor home MH 8 30 4 8 20 
c., 1nd camper Villar PIT 8 49 3 10 11 5 18 
C., and bcwlt trlliler P/B a 42 3 8 11 6 15 

a = Combined dimension 24, split Is estlmaled. 
b = Combined dimension 9, 4, split Is estlmaled 
we,, WB2 , WB 3, are effective vehicle wheelbases. 
S Is the distance from the rear effective axle to lhe hllch polnL 
T Is the dlslanca from the hllch point to the lead effective axle ot lhe following unlL 
NOTE: 1 ft = 0.305 m 

dimensions for the ten design vehicles. AASHTO specifies that the design of 
highway facilities should be based on the largest (or least maneuverable) 
design vehicle likely to use the facility with considerable frequency or on a 
design vehicle with special characteristics appropriate for that facility. 
The following discussion considers the changes needed for this set of design 
vehicles. particularly in light of the 1982 STAA. 

The four design trucks specified by AASHTO include a single-unit truck 
(SU), an intermediate semitrailer truck (WB-40), a large semitrailer truck 
(WB-50), and a "double bottom" semitrailer-full trailer truck (WB-60). The 
SU, WB-40, and WB-50 design vehicles are unchanged from the 1965 AASHO Blue 
Book.- The WB-60 design vehicle was first added in the 1984 Green Book. 

It should be noted that, although the WB-50 may have been considered a 
large semitrailer truck at the time of the 1965 Blue Book, it would no longer 
have been considered a large semitrailer even before the 1982 STAA. The WB-50 
has a semitrailer about 38 ft (11.6 m) long. The most common semitrailer 
lengths in the truck fleet prior to the 1982 STAA were 40 and 45 ft (12.2- and 
13.7-m). In updating the current design criteria, it would be desirable to 
replace the WB-50 with a typical truck with a 40- or 45-ft (12.2- and 13.7-m) 
semitrailer. This design vehicle would be appropriate for use at many loca
tions off of the designated highway system created by the 1982 STAA. 

By contrast, the WB-60 design vehicle does represent the most common twin 
trailer truck in use prior to the 1982 STAA. 

The combination trucks currently used as design vehicles all have heights 
of 13.5 ft (4.1 m) and widths of 8.5 ft (2.6 m). The STAA increased the 
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allowable width for many trucks from 8 ft (2.4 m) to 8.5 ft (2.6 m). In this 
case, truck regulations have now caught up with highway design policies. 
Further changes in truck height and truck width are not expected in the near 
future. 

2. Recommended Design Vehicles 

There is a need to update current design criteria, especially those 
related to vehicle length and offtracking, for the larger trucks permitted by 
the 1982 STAA on the designated highway system. Four new design vehicles are 
recommended. These are: 

• STAA single with 48-ft (14.6-m) semitrailer. 

• Long single with 53-ft (16.2-m) semitrailer. 

• STAA double with two 28-ft (8.5-m) trailers and a cab-over-engine 
tractor. 

• STAA double with two 28-ft (8.5-m) trailers and a conventional 
cab-behind-engine tractor. 

The key dimensions for these recommended design vehicles are shown in table 3, 
using the same dimensional elements as in the AASHT0 Green Book. Table 4 
gives more complete data on the spacings between the axles and hitch points of 
the recommended design vehicles. Dimension Din table 4 is applicable to 
semitrailers with the rear axles positioned as close to the rear of the truck 
as possible. The rear axles of long semitrailers can often be moved forward 
from that position to reduce the kingpin-to-rear-axle distance. The implica
tions of this practice for truck operations and safety are discussed in 
section III-E. 

The STAA single with a 48-ft (14.6-m) semitrailer is permitted by the 
STAA to run anywhere on the national network for trucks. This design vehicle 
is the most appropriate to represent the current fleet of tractor-semi
trailers. The dimensions shown for this design vehicle in tables 3 and 4, 
including the overall length of 63.5 to 65.5 ft (19.4 to 20.0 m), are based on 
unpublished data from a recent study and published data from the 1989 Trans
portation Research Board (TRB) study of truck access requirements. 5 • 6 In con
trast, another recent TRB study found a shorter (60-ft or 18.3-m) overall 
length for a truck with 48-ft (14.6-m) semitrailer and the California 
Department of Transportation highway design manual uses a sightly longer 
(68-ft or 20.7-m) truck. 7 •a Such variations are to be expected, since the 
1982 STAA limits trailer lengths rather than overall truck lengths. 

The 1982 STAA included "grandfathering" provisions that require States 
that already allowed semitrailers longer than 48 ft (14.6 m) in length to con
tinue to allow them, at least on the designated highway system. Thirty-four 
(34) States currently allow 53-ft (16.2-m) semitrailers on at least some 
facilities, either under the STAA "grandfathering" provisions, under permit, 
or on specific toll roads. However, data from the Truck Trailer Manufacturers 
Association indicate that only about 5.8 percent of the trailers that were 
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Table 3. Reconmended dimensions for longer design vehicles. 

Dimension (ft} 
Overall Overhang 

Design vehicle Height Width Length Front Rear 
-- -- --

STAA single with 13.5 8.5 63.5-65.5 2.5 4.5 
48-ft trailer 

Long single with 13.5 8.5 68.5-70.5 2.5 4.5 
53-ft trailer 

STAA double with 13.5 8.5 66.5-68.5 2.5 2.5 
cab-over-
engine tractor 

STAA double with 13.5 8.5 69. 5-71.5 2.5 2.5 
conventional 
tractor 

Note: we. we 1 , we 2• S, T. and we 3 are defined in table 2. 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

we 1 -

18.0 

18.0 

10.0 

13.0 

We2 

38.0-40.0 

43.0-45.0 

20.5-22.5 

20.5-22.5 

s T We 3 

40.0 

45.0 

22.5 6.0 22.5 

22.5 6.0 22.5 
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Table 4. Detailed axle spacings for longer design vehicles. 

Dimension (ft} 
Design vehicle A B C D E F G H Overall length 

STAA single with 48-ft 2.5 18.0 0.0-2.0 40.5 4.5 - - - 63.5-65.5 
trailer 

Long single with 53-ft 2.5 18.0 0.0-2.0 45.5 4.5 - - - 68.5-70.5 
trailer 

STAA double with cab- 2.5 10.0 0.0-2.0 22.5 2.5 6.0 22.5 2.5 66.5-68.5 
over-engine tractor 

STAA double with cab- 2.5 13.0 0.0-2.0 22.5 2.5 6.0 22.5 2.5 69. 5-71.5 
behind-engine tractor 

ID 

Note: Dimensions A through Hare defined below. 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

lr.~'1'5~ -r.ih'i'!>;-- -~-' 

~~- C 
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manufactured in 1988 have lengths over 48 ft (14.6 m); the comparable value in 
1986 was 2.5 percent, so use of 53-ft (16.2-m) trailers is increasing.9 The 
long single with a 53-ft (16.2-m) semitrailer may not currently be used widely 
enough to constitute a design vehicle for nationwide application. However, it 
is appropriate for current use on roads where 53-ft (16.2-m) semitrailers are 
allowed and it may become appropriate for nation~ide use in the future. 

The most common STAA double has two 28-ft (8.5-m) trailers and a two-axle 
cab-over-engine tractor. The dimensions of this design vehicle shown in 
tables 3 and 4 are based on estimates from two recent studies which recommend 
nearly the same dimensions.s•1 This design vehicle has an overall length of 
66.5 to 68.5 ft (20.3 to 20.9 m) depending on the fifth wheel offset. 

The TRB study indicates that most twin trailer operators use two-axle 
tractors and intend to continue to do so. 7 However. with no overall truck 
length limits under the STAA, there is nothing that requires twin trailer 
truck operators to continue to use the cab-over-engine tractor. The TRB study 
indicates that twin trailer operators were uncertain about their plans to move 
to conventional cab-behind-engine tractors. The use of conventional tractors 
for twin trailer trucks appears likely to grow, so a STAA double-trailer de
sign vehicle with a longer tractor has also been provided. The trailers for 
this design vehicle are identical to the previous design vehicle, but the 
tractor wheelbase has been increased to 13 ft (4.0 m), which is still shorter 
than the maximum wheelbase of 17 ft (5.2 m) for a two-axle tractor found from 
NHTSA data.~ The STAA double with a conventional tractor is the longest of 
the STAA design vehicles, with an overall length of 69.5 to 71.5 ft (21.2 to 
21.8 m). Several sensitivity analyses in section III of this report use a 
maximum truck length of 75 ft (22.9 m), which is a conservative choice, 
slightly larger than the largest recommended design vehicle. 

3. Longer Combination Vehicles 

Longer combination vehicles (LCVs), including Rocky Mountain doubles, 
turnpike doubles, and triples, are permitted to operate in a few States. Such 
trucks can have lengths up to 115 ft (35.1 m). The specific dimensions of 
these vehicles have been tabulated in the FHWA LCV study and another recent 
study.s•10,11 These dimensions are of interest in the specific States that 
permit their use, but LCVs are not appropriate as design vehicles for general 
use at this time. 

B. Braking Distance 

Braking distance is defined in the AASHTO Green Book as "the distance 
required to stop the vehicle from the instant brake application begins." 
Braking distance is used in the determination of many highway design and 
operational criteria, including stopping sight distance, intersection sight 
distance, vehicle change intervals for traffic signals, and advance warning 
sign placement distances. Currently, all of these design and operational 
criteria are based on passenger car braking distances and do not consider the 
longer braking distances required for trucks. The process of bringing a truck 
to a stop requires a complex interaction between the driver, the brake system, 
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the truck tires, the dimensions and loading characteristics of the truck, and 
the pavement surface characteristics. Because truck braking is much more 
complex than passenger car braking, it is necessary to discuss the role of 
each of these characteristics in truck braking distances. 

1. Tire-Pavement Friction in Braking Maneuvers 

Vehicles are brought to a stop by brakes that retard the rotation of the 
wheels and allow tire-pavement friction forces to decelerate the vehicle. An 
understanding of the forces involved in tire-pavement friction is, therefore, 
critical to the understanding of braking distances. 

The coefficient of braking friction (f) is defined as the ratio of the 
braking force (F~) generated at the tire-patement interface to the vertical 
load (Fz) carrieo by the tire. In other words: 

On a horizontal curve, tire-pavement friction also supplies a cornering force 
to keep the vehicle from skidding off the road. The coefficient of cornering 
friction (fx) is the ratio of the cornering force (Fx) generated at the tire
pavement interface to the vertical load (Fz) carried by the tire. In other 
words: 

(2) 

Figure 1 illustrates that both braking and cornering friction vary as a 
function of percent slip, which is the percent decrease in the angular veloc
ity of a wheel relative to the pavement surface as a vehicle undergoes brak
ing. A freely rolling wheel is operating at zero percent slip. A locked 
wheel is operating at 100 percent slip with the tire sliding across the pave
ment. Figure 1 shows that the coefficient of braking friction increases 
rapidly with percent slip to a peak value that typically occurs between 10 and 
15 percent slip. The coefficient of braking friction then decreases as per
cent slip increases, reaching a level known as the coefficient of sliding 
friction at 100 percent slip. 

The coefficient of cornering friction has its maximum value at zero 
percent slip and decreases to a minimum at 100 percent slip. Thus, when a 
braking vehicle locks its wheels, it may lose its steering capability due to a 
lack of cornering friction. 
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Figure 1. Variation of braking and cornering friction 
coefficients with percent slip. 
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2. Locked Wheel Braking vs. Controlled Braking 

The discussion of figure 1 implies that braking maneuvers can be per
formed in two general modes: locked wheel braking and controlled braking. 
Locked wheel braking occurs when the brakes grip the wheels tightly enough to 
cause them to stop rotating, or "lock," before the vehicle has come to a 
stop. Braking in this mode causes the vehicle to slide or skid over the pave
ment surface on its tires. Locked wheel braking uses sliding friction 
(100 percent slip) represented by the right end of the graph in figure 11 

rather than rolling or peak friction. The sliding coefficient of friction 
takes advantage of most of the friction available from the pavement surface, 
but is generally less than the peak available friction. On dry pavements, the 
peak coefficient of friction is relatively high with very little decrease 1n 
friction at 100 percent slip. On wet pavements, the peak friction is lower 
and the decrease in friction at 100 percent slip is generally larger. 

The braking distance required for a vehicle to make a locked wheel stop 
can be determined from the following relationship: 

2 

BO = _v_ 
30f s 

(3) 

where: BD = Braking distance (ft) 

V = Initial speed (mi/h) 

fs = Coefficient of sliding friction 

The coefficient of sliding friction in equation (3) is mathematically equiva
lent to the deceleration rate used by the vehicle expressed as a fraction of 
the acceleration of gravity (g), equal to 32.2 ft/sec 2 (9.8 m/s2). The coef
ficient of friction and, thus, the deceleration rate may vary as a function of 
speed during the stop, so fs in equation (3) should be understood as the aver
age coefficient of friction or deceleration rate during the stop. 

Controlled braking is the application of the brakes in such a way that 
the wheels continue to roll without locking up while the vehicle is decel
erating. Drivers generally achieve controlled braking by "modulating" the 
brake pedal to vary the braking force and to avoid locking the wheels. 
Controlled braking distances are governed by the rolling coefficient of fric
tion, which, for a typical truck, occurs at a value of percent slip to the 
left of the peak available friction shown in figure 1. Due to the steep slope 
of the braking friction curve to the left of the peak and due to braking tech
niques used by drivers to avoid wheel lock up, the average rolling friction 
utilized by trucks is generally less than the sliding friction coefficient. 
Therefore, controlled braking distances are usually longer than locked wheel 
braking distances, although theoretically they would be less if the driver 
could use peak braking friction. 
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Locked wheel braking is commonly used by passenger car drivers during 
emergency situations. Passenger cars can often stop in a stable manner, even 
with the front wheels locked. In this situation the driver loses steering 
control, and the vehicle generally slides straight ahead. On a tangent 
section of road this is perhaps acceptable behavior, although on a horizontal 
curve the vehicle may leave its lane, and possibly the roadway. 

Trucks, by contrast, have much more difficulty stopping in the locked
wheel mode. Figure 2 illustrates the dynamics of a tractor-trailer truck if 
its wheels are locked during emergency braking.J The behavior depends upon 
which axle locks first--they usually do not all lock up together. When the 
steering wheels (front axle) are locked, steering control is eliminated, but 
the truck maintains rotational stability and it will skid straight ahead. 
However, if the rear wheels of the tractor are locked, that axle(s) slides and 
the tractor rotates or spins, resulting in a "jackknife" loss of control. If 
the trailer wheels are locked, those axles will slide and the trailer will 
rotate out from behind the tractor which also leads to loss of control. 
Although a skilled driver can recover from the trailer swing through quick 
reaction, the jackknife situation is not correctable. None of these locked
wheel stopping scenarios for trucks are considered safe. Therefore, it is 
essential that trucks stop in a controlled braking mode and that highway 
design and operational criteria recognize the longer distances required for 
trucks to make a controlled stop. 

Steering Wheels 
Locked 

t : 

PlowOut 

(Con't Steer) 

Tractor Rear 
Wheels Locked 

I 

I 

~ I 

Jackknife 
(Troclor Spins) 

Trailer Wheels 
Locked 

Trailer Swi'IQ 
(Trailer Spins) 

Figure 2. Tractor-trailer dynamics with locked wheels,l 

The braking distance for a vehicle to make a controlled stop can be 
determined from the following relationship: 
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where: BO= Braking distance {ft) 

BO= L 
30fr 

fr= Coefficient of rolling friction 
V = Initial speed (mi/h) 

(4) 

As in the case of sliding friction, the coefficient of rolling friction (fr) 
in equation (4) represents the average coefficient of friction or average 
deceleration rate during the entire controlled stop. 

3. Pavement and Truck Characteristics Affecting Braking Distance 

In order to stop without the risk of loss of control, trucks must use 
controlled braking rather than locked wheel braking. The deceleration rates 
used by trucks in making a controlled stop are represented by fr in equa-
tion (4). The following discussion reviews the individual pavement and tire 
characteristics that affect the value of fr and, thus, the braking distance of 
a truck. Appendix A discusses the role of additional factors that affect 
braking distance including road roughness, brake adjustment, and brake lining 
temperature. 

a. Pavement Properties 

The shape of the braking friction curve in figure 1 is a function of both 
pavement and tire properties. Highway agencies generally measure pavement 
friction by means of locked-wheel skid tests with a standard tire. These 
tests determine a value equivalent to fs in equation (3). The results of 
these tests are often multiplied by 100 and referred to as skid numbers rather 
than coefficients of friction. Although skid numbers are usually determined 
at 40 mi/h (64 km/h), a procedure is available to determine the skid number at 
any speed from the skid number at 40 mi/h (64 km/h).12,13,14 The peak coef
ficient of friction (f

0
) can be estimated from the sliding coefficient of 

friction by the following relationship:12 

(5) 

Equation (5) represents the average relationship for truck tires between 
peak and sliding friction; this relationship can vary markedly between pave
ments and for the same pavement under wet and dry conditions. Pavements gen
erally have much lower coefficients of friction under wet conditions than 
under dry conditions, so highway design criteria are generally based on wet 
conditions. 

Estimates of braking distance in a recent evaluation of stopping sight 
distance requirements in NCHRP Report 270 used an assumed pavement skid number 
at 40 mi/h (64 km/h) (SN 40 ) of 28. 12 The AASHTO Green Book criteria for stop
ping sight distance are based on a pavement with SN 40 equal to 32. 
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b. Tire properties 

Truck tires are designed primarily for wear resistance. For this reason, 
they tend to have somewhat lower wet friction coefficients than passenger car 
tires. It is generally estimated that truck tires have coefficients of fric
tion that are about 70 percent of those of passenger car tires,12 However, 
passenger car tires generally have coefficients of friction that are about 
120 percent of the friction coefficients of the standard tires used in skid 
testing. Thus, the peak coefficient of friction can be estimated from skid 
test results with the following relationship: 

fp = (l.20)(0.70)(1.45) fs = 0.0122 SN~ 0 
(6) 

The coefficient of friction for truck tires decreases as the tires wear 
and their tread depth decreases. New truck tires have tread depths of 
15/32 in (1.2 cm) for ribbed tires and 31/32 in (2.5 cm) for lug type tires. 
NCHRP Report 270 assumes, based on the 1iterature, that the tread wear of 
truck tires has very little effect on their frictional properties until the 
tread depth falls below 12/32 in (1.0 cm). 12 • 1s Tire tread depth has little 
effect on the coefficient of friction on pavements with high macrotexture, but 
that the coefficient of friction does decrease substantia11y with tread depth 
for smooth, poorly textured pavements. 1& The following relationship was used 
in NCHRP Report 270 to estimate the reduction in friction coefficient of tires 
as their tread depth decreases:12 

where, 

T F = l _ _M"""'p'-('---,1,---_"1_x J_n) 
fp 

TF = adjustment factor for tire tread depth 

Afp = difference in coefficient of friction between new and bald 
(completely worn) tires 

x = remaining tread depth (in) (use 12/32 if x ~ 12/32) 

n = minimum tread depth with coefficient of friction equivalent 
to a new tire (assumed: 12/32 in or 1.0 cm) 

Equation (7) is apparently based on studies of passenger car tires, but no 
equivalent relationship for truck tires is currently available. 

(7) 

Data on the coefficients of friction for various types of truck tires are 
available in references 4, 16, 17, and 18. Both references 16 and 17 indicate 
that the friction coefficients of truck tires decrease slightly with increas
ing axle load. Tire inflation pressure has very little effect on peak fric
tion coefficient (fp), but increasing the inflation pressure from 68 to 
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102 psi (47 to 70 kPa) results in a very small loss (less than 10 percent) in 
the sliding friction coefficient (fs).1e 

c. Braking Efficiency 

Current truck braking systems are limited in their ability to take 
advantage of all of the friction available at the tire-pavement interface. 
Fancher has estimated that the braking efficiency for single-unit trucks is 
between 55 and 59 percent of the peak available friction.19 Both Fancher and 
NCHRP Report 270 assume that this same level of braking efficiency is appli
cable to tractor-trailer trucks. 12 • 1 s A primary reason for this relatively 
low level of braking efficiency is that most controlled braking takes place at 
a value of percent slip less than level which produces the peak braking fric
tion coefficient. Several other vehicle-related factors that contribute to 
low braking efficiencies are reviewed in this section. Factors, such as anti
lock brake systems, that might lead to future increases in braking efficiency 
are also discussed. 

By way of introduction, the operation of air brakes--the most corrmon 
braking system for trucks--is reviewed. Air brake systems use compressed air 
to transmit and amplify the driver's input from the brake pedal to the brakes 
on individual wheels. The use of air as an amplifying medium results in a 
slight delay in the system response due to the compressibility of air. (In 
contrast, hydraulic braking systems provide an almost irmnediate response). 
Once the brake pedal is released, the air in the system is expelled to the 
atmosphere and is replaced by air from a compressor on board the truck. 
Therefore, air brakes are not "pumped," as might be done in making a con
trolled stop with hydraulic brakes. Pumping of air brakes will result in the 
rapid depletion of the compressed air supply which in turn results in a total 
loss of braking ability. Rather, for an air brake system, the pressure within 
the system is adjusted by slightly depressing or slightly releasing the brake 
pedal to apply more or less braking force. This braking practice is called 
"modulating" the brakes. As discussed earlier in this section, "modulating" 
the brakes requires some experience on the part of the driver to obtain the 
maximum braking effect from the system without causing the wheels to lock. 

Loading configuration: Braking tests for tractor-trailer combinations 
have generally found that loaded trucks have the shortest (controlled) braking 
distances. Empty trucks generally have longer braking distances and bobtail 
tractors (with no trailer attached) have the longest braking distances. Some 
comparative braking distances for these loading configurations are presented 
in the review of braking test results later in this section. These differ
ences occur primarily because the truck braking system is designed to be 
balanced for the loaded condition and is, therefore, out of balance for the 
empty and bobtail conditions. 

Technology improvements to braking systems may minimize the effects of 
loading conditions in future years. For example, some tractors are already 
equipped with a sensor in the "gladhand" brake line connection that detects 
whether or not a trailer is attached and adjusts the brakes on the drive axle 
of the tractor accordingly. Future trucks may have microprocessor controlled 
braking systems with load sensors on each axle to adjust the braking system 
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accordingly. At present. conservative estimates of braking distance should be 
based on an empty tractor-trailer truck. 

Disconnection of front-axle brakes: For many years, truckers in the 
United States have disconnected the front-axle brakes of their trucks. 
Although this practice is now illega·1, it became widespread because of concern 
that the driver might lose control of the truck if the front-axle brakes were 
locked in an emergency situation. Figure 2 illustrates that while locKed 
front-axle brakes may lead to the inability to steer. this is potentially much 
less hazardous than locking the brakes on other axles of the truck. Tests by 
NHTSA have shown that trucks with disconnected front brakes require 20 to 
25 percent greater braking distance. 20 Enforcement activities to assure that 
front brakes are not disconnected have been increased. 

Automatic limiting valves for front-axle brakes: A new component added 
to braking systems that has gained popularity in recent years is an automatic 
limiting valve for the front-axle brakes. The purpose of the automatic limit
ing valve is to limit the amount of braking achievable on the front axle. 
According to NHTSA, approximately two-thirds of post-1980 combination unit 
trucks are equipped with automatic limiting valves.3 The advantage of an 
automatic limiting valve is that it reduces the possibility of wheel lock on 
the steering axle, which means the driver retains steering control during 
heavy application of the brakes, even if other wheels might lock. The main 
disadvantage is that, similar to disconnection of the front-axle brakes, an 
automatic limiting valve reduces the braking capability of the truck, which 
lengthens the braking distance. Table 5 presents data for controlled stops by 
trucks with and without automatic limiting valves.l 

Table 5. Braking distances for trucks with and without 
automatic limiting valves for front-axle brakes.3 

60 mi/h, empty, straight line stop 

Single-unit truck with three axles 
Bobtail tractor with three axles 

440 to 355 ft 
418 to 324 ft 

50 mi/h, empty, 500 ft radius curve, wet asphalt 

Single-unit truck with three axles 
Tractor-semitrailer (2Sl) 
Bobtail tractor with two axles 
Auto transport truck (stinger) 

18 mi/h, loaded. 500 ft radius curve, ice 

Tractor-semitrailer (3S2) 
Tractor-semitrailer (2Sl) 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

18 

268 to 233 ft 
260 to 224 ft 
308 to 249 ft 
215 to 181 ft 

273 to 253 ft 
213 to 179 ft 
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In all cases, the shorter braking distance in each range shown in table 5 is 
the braking distance without an automatic limiting valve. The increase in 
braking distance resulting from use of an automatic limiting valve ranges from 
8 to 29 percent. 

Antilock brake systems: During the mid 1970's, regulations for truck 
braking distances were adopted, which resulted in the introduction of antilock 
brake systems on trucks. Shortly afterwards, the restrictions were removed by 
court order and, due to a lack of consumer interest, trucks equipped with 
antilock brakes were no longer commercially available from domestic truck 
manufacturers. Since that time, with technological advancements and improved 
design, antilock braking systems have gained acceptance in Europe and are 
slowly being reintroduced into the United States, primarily through imported 
passenger cars. It is possible that antilock brake systems for trucks will 
become common in the United States (or may be required by regulation) within 
5 to 10 years. Thus, the improvements in truck braking distances that might 
result from antilock brake systems need be considered in the development of 
highway design criteria for future app1ication. 

The purpose of antilock brakes is to take full advantage of the available 
tire-pavement friction capabilities without locking the wheels and losing 

-vehicle control. Antilock brake systems try to achieve and maintain the peak 
coefficient of tire-pavement friction shown in figure 1, thereby maximizing 
the braking effort. 

Antilock brake systems operate by monitoring each wheel for impending 
lock up. When wheel lock up is anticipated, the system releases brake pres
sure on the wheel. When the wheel begins to roll freely again, the system 
reapplies braking pressure. The system constantly monitors each wheel and 
readjusts the brake pressure until the wheel torque is no longer sufficient to 
lock the wheel. The antilock brake system is controlled by an onboard 
microprocessor. 

A recent NHTSA study of the performance of a commercially available 
antilock brake system on a two-axle single-unit truck found a 15 percent 
reduction in braking distance for a straight line stop from 60 mi/h (97 km/h) 
on a wet polished concrete pavement surface with an SN~ 0 of approximately 30 
(very similar to the surface used by the AASHTO Green Book in the specifica
tion of stopping sight distance standards); tests on other pavement surfaces 
and in other types of maneuvers found decreases in braking distance up to 
42 percent with the antilock brake system. 21 Braking tests conducted by NHTSA 
for this study found improvements of 20 to 30 percent with use of an antilock 
braking system for straight line stops from 35 and 40 mi/h (56 and 64 km/h) by 
an empty tractor-trailer truck on a wet-pavement with SN~ 0 equal to approxi
mately 30 (see appendix A). Furthermore, in addition to improving the braking 
efficiency by operating closer to the peak braking friction coefficient, anti
lock brake systems should also minimize the increase in braking distance due 
to driver inexperience (see discussion in the following section). 
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d. Driver Control Efficiency 

Most truck drivers have little or no practice in emergency braking 
situations. This lack of expertise in modulating the brakes results in 
braking distances that are longer than the vehicle capability. NCHRP Report 
270 evaluated the effect of driver efficiency on braking distance using both 
experienced test drivers and professional truck drivers without test track 
experience. 1 2 The study found that the driver efficiencies ranged from 62 to 
100 percent of the vehicle capability. The braking performance of the drivers 
tended to improve during the testing period as the drivers gained experience 
in modulating the brakes. Because so many drivers on the road lack experience 
in emergency braking, the study recommended the use of a driver efficiency of 
62 percent in stopping sight distance design criteria. However, it should be 
recognized that this is a very conservative choice. The best-performance 
drivers can operate at efficiencies approaching 100 percent. Furthermore, in 
the future, antilock brake systems could eliminate the concern over driver 
efficiency by providing computer-controlled modulation of the brakes to 
achieve minimum braking distance. 

4. Braking Distances for Use in Highway Design Criteria 

NCHRP Report 270 has suggested a model to predict braking distance as a 
function of pavement surface characteristics, tire characteristics, vehicle 
braking performance and driver control efficiency. 1 2 Parametrically, the 
model expresses the coefficient of rol1ing friction. fr• as: 

where: 

fr= fp x TF x BE x CE 

fp = Peak braking friction coefficient available given 
the pavement surface characteristics 

TF = Adjustment factor for tire tread depth (see equation (7)) 

BE= Adjustment factor for braking efficiency (the efficiency 
of the braking system in using the available friction., 
typically 0.55 to 0.59 for conventional braking systems) 

(8) 

CE= Adjustment factor for driver control efficiency (the efficiency 
of the driver in modulating the brakes to obtain optimum brak
ing performance, typically 0.62 to 1.00 for conventional brak
ing systems) 

The factors that influence each term of equation (8) have been addressed in 
the preceding discussion. 

A paper by Fancher, derived from the NCHRP Report 270, used the model in 
equation (8) to predict truck braking distances. 1 2• 1 9 · Figure 3 shows the 
braking distances for trucks under controlled and locked wheel stops with new 
tires (15/32- to 31/32-in [2.4 to 4.9 cm) tread depth) and worn tires (2/32-in 
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[0.2 cm) tread depth} in comparison to the braking distances assumed in the 
AASHTO Green Book. Figure 3 shows that the braking distances predicted by 
Fancher are substantially longer than the distances for locked wheel braking 
by a passenger car assumed by AASHT0. The figure is based on a pavement with 
skid number {SN~ 0 } of 2B and the best-performance driver who uses 100 percent 
of the vehicle braking capability. A less-experienced driver would require 
even longer stopping distances. 

, ... 
'""' 
""" 

I! 

I ..,, 
i ..,, ... 

""' 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 mi 
1 mi = 1.61 km 

2f.lZ • ., lrNd 
_.., _ _ ,.._ _ _,_ 

Figure 3. Truck braking distances 
on a poor, wet road.19 

• 
• 

OO 20 30 4Q SO to 7" IIO ___ , 
Note: l mi = 1.61 km 

Figure 4. Truck deceleration rates 
on a poor, wet road.19 

Figure 4 illustrates the deceleration rates (i.e., values of fr) used to 
develop figure 3. Figure 4 shows that the deceleration rates for controlled 
stops on a wet pavement by the best performance driver are generally between 
0.20 and 0.25 g, and are relatively insensitive to vehicle speed. In con
trast, appendix B of NCHRP Report 270 shows deceleration rates as high as 
0.5 gin controlled stops on a wet pavement by some drivers. 12 These tests 
were performed on a pavement that apparently has a very high peak friction 
coefficient even when wet. The data in figures 3 and 4 were derived theo
retically from the model given in equation (8). 

The available literature does not provide a clear indication of which 
braking distances should be used in highway design criteria. Many of the fac
tors that influence braking distances, such as pavement characteristics and 
driver efficiencies, vary widely. For purposes of the evaluation of current 
highway design and operational criteria in this report, three braking sce
narios have been derived for consideration in the development of design cri
teria for trucks. These three scenarios are: tractor-trailer truck with a 
conventional brake system and the worst performance driver; tractor-trailer 
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truck with a conventional brake system and the best performance driver; and, a 
tractor-trailer truck with an antilock brake system. Deceleration rates and 
braking distances for these three scenarios are shown in table 6. These data 
are based on the results shown fn figures 3 and 4, with a minor change in the 
assumption concerning pavement surface properties (from SN~ 0 of 28 assumed by 
Fancher to SN~ 0 of 32 assumed by the AASHTO Green Book). All of the braking 
distances in table 6 are appropriate for an empty truck with relatively good 
radial tires (at least 12/32 in [1.0 cm] of tread depth). 

The data for the worst performance driver in table 6 are based on an 
assumed 62 percent driver control efficiency [CE in equation (8)), which 
represents a very conservative, worst case condition. The data for the best 
performance driver are based on a driver control efficiency of 100 percent, 
and, thus, represent the full capability of conventional brake systems. Most 
truck drivers on the road today have control efficiencies that fall between 
these two extremes. The data for an antilock brake system represent decelera
tion rates between 0.31 and 0.36 g, which are consistent with the result of 
the NHTSA tests reported in appendix A. This may, in fact, be a conservative 
estimate of the improvement that could be obtained from future antilock brake 
systems. 

It is important to note that the estimates of deceleration rate and 
braking distances in table 6 for trucks equipped with antilock brake systems 
are very similar to the AASHTO criteria for passenger cars, which are also 
shown in the table. 

C. Driver Eye Height 

Driver eye height is a combined driver and vehicle characteristic that is 
essential to the evaluation of sight distance issues. Truck drivers generally 
have substantially higher eye heights than passenger car drivers, which means 
that a truck driver can see farther than a passenger car driver at vertical 
sight restrictions. 

The AASHTO Green Book and the MUTCD specify a value of 42 in (107 cm) for 
driver eye height, based on consideration of a passenger car as the design 
vehicle. This criterion was recently decreased from 45 in (114 cm) as a 
result of field studies of passenger car driver eye heights. 

A 1983 FHWA study examined data from the literature as well as informa
tion provided by truck manufacturers.22 This study concluded that the driver 
eye heights shown in table 7 represented average values for the specified 
truck tractors. 
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Table 6. Truck deceleration rates and braking distances for use in highway design.a 

Deceleration rate {g} Braking distance {ft} 
Vehicle Worst- Best- Anti lock Worst- Best-
speed AASHT0 performacce performance brake AASHT0 performacce performance 

(miLh} ~olict driver driverc sistem ~olici driver driverc 

20 0.40 0.17 0.28 0.36 33 77 48 
30 0.35 0.16 0.26 0.34 86 186 115 
40 0.32 0.16 0.25 0.31 167 344 213 
50 0.30 0.16 0.25 0.31 278 538 333 
60 0.29 0.16 0.26 0.32 414 744 462 
70 0.28 0.16 0.26 0.32 583 1,013 628 

~ Based on an empty tractor-trailer truck on a wet pavement with SN~ 0 = 32. 
Based on driver control efficiency of 0.62. 

c Based on driver control efficiency of 1.00. 
Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 

1 ft= 0.305 m 

Ant flock 
brake 

21,stem 

37 
88 

172 
269 
375 
510 



Table 7. Average driver eye heights for trucks.22 

Tractor type 

Conventional cab 

Cab over engine 

Low cab over eng1ne 

Note: 1 in= 2.54 cm 

Average 
driver eye height (1n) 

93 

107 

91 

In addition, the 1983 FHWA study found that truck driver eye heights have 
a very large range, not only between tractor types and models, but also 
between different drivers for the same tractor. Even for a given tractor, 
driver eye height is a function of driver characteristics (typically, a range 
from the 5th percentile female to the 95th percentile male 1s used), seat 
adjustment, tires, suspension, and load. 

As an example, data obtained in the 1983 FHWA study discussed above 
indicated an estimated range of possible eye heights from 71.5 to 100 in (182 
to 254 cm) for IH S-Series tractors. The IH 42/4300 series conventional cabs 
had a range of eye heights from 87 to 101 in (221 to 257 cm) and their C0-9670 
cab-over-eng1ne tractors had a range of eye heights from 94.5 to 112.5 in (240 
to 286 cm). Data for Mack tractors were also examined; these data showed a 
smaller range because of a fixed seat position (and, possibly, only a single 
individual was considered). Freightliner provided only single values of 
driver eye height for their trucks.22 

A 1982 NHTSA study examined the eye heights of 16 tractors representing 
four manufacturers. 23 Single values of driver eye height were reported for 
each tractor, ranging from 80.9 to 112.5 in (205 to 286 cm). 

A 1978 FHWA study evaluated tractors by three manufacturers and reported 
average driver eye heights of 101 in (257 cm) for conventional t_ractors and 
94 in (239 cm) for cab-over-engine tractors.2~ Possibly the latter data 
represent low cab-over-engine tractors, since both the 1983 FHWA study and 
common sense indicate that cab-over-engine tractors should have greater driver 
eye heights than conventional tractors,22 

Based on the available data, the range of driver eye heights for today's 
truck fleet and driver population is estimated as from 71.5 to 112.5 in (182 
to 286 cm). Analyses of sight distance criteria later in this report consider 
driver eye heights of 75 in or 191 cm (a low, but not extreme, value) and 
93 1n or 236 cm (a typical average value}. 
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D. Truck Acceleration Characteristics 

Two aspects of truck acceleration performance are considered in this 
section. The first aspect is the ability of a truck to accelerate from a full 
stop to clear a specified hazard zone such as an intersection or railroad
highway grade crossing. Typically, a hazard zone of this type is less than 
200 ft (66 m) long; as a result, the speed attained by the truck is low, 
usually between 10 and 15 mi/h (16 and 24 km/h). This first aspect of truck 
acceleration performance is, therefore, referred to as "low-speed accelera
tion." The second aspect of truck acceleration is the ability of a truck to 
accelerate to a high speed either from a stop or from a lower speed. This 
type of acceleration, referred to here as "high-speed" acceleration, is needed 
by trucks in passing maneuvers and in entering a high-speed facility. 

1. Low-Speed Acceleration 

The low-speed (or start-up) acceleration ability of a truck determines 
the time required for it to clear a relatively short hazard zone such as an 
intersection or railroad-highway grade crossing. The primary factors that 
affect the clearance times of trucks are: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Length of hazard zone . 

Length of truck • 

Truck weight-to-power ratio . 

Truck gear ratio • 

Roadway geometry (percent grade, curvature) • 

A fairly complex mathematical model, including the effects of truck engine and 
transmission parameters, is necessary to adequately represent all of the vari
ables involved in the low-speed acceleration of trucks. The development of 
such a model has been reported in the literature but the model itself is no 
longer available.2s 

A simplified analytical model of the low-speed acceleration of trucks has 
been developed by Gillespie.2 5 The Gillespie model estimates the time 
required for a truck to clear a hazard zone, starting from a full stop, as: 

0.682 (LHZ + LT) 
t = V + 3.0 

C mg 
(9) 

where: tc = time required to clear hazard zone (s) 

LHz = length of hazard zone (ft) 

LT = length of truck (ft) 

vmg = maximum speed in the gear selected by the driver (mi/h) 
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Equation (9) is based on the assumption that the distance traveled by the 
truck during the clearance time is the length of the hazard zone plus the 
length of the truck, LHz + Lr· Neither the weight or the weight-to-power 
ratio of the truck is considered explicitly in equation (9), although it is 
implicitly assumed that the weight-to-power ratio would affect the driver's 
choice of gears. On a level road, Vmg can be calculated as: 

(10) 

where: gr= gear ratio selected by the driver 

This model of low-speed acceleration is based on the assumption that the 
gear design, engine speed, and tire size of the truck are such that its maxi
mum speed is 60 mi/h (97 km/h). It is also assumed that the truck will remain 
in its initial gear through the entire hazard zone. State and Federal regula
tions require vehicles transporting passengers and hazardous materials to 
accelerate at railroad-highway grade crossings without shifting gears. The 
assumption that the truck does not shift gears is probably 7ess realistic at 
intersections than at railroad-highway grade crossings. When shifting gears 
is allowed, a truck has the potential to reach a higher speed but, at the same 
time, it loses speed during the delay when the driver is shifting gears. 
Therefore, the overall effect on clearance time (tc) of assuming that there is 
no gear shift may be negligible unless the hazard zone is quite long. 

The estimated clearance times for a 65-ft (19.8 m) tractor-trailer truck, 
obtained from equation (9), are given in table 8. The values of clearance 
times on grades are obtained by multiplying the clearance time on a level road 
by a grade factor, Fg. The values of F9 derived by Gillespie are:2s 

Percent Grade 3-5 6-10 11-13 
Grade Factor (Fg) 1.26 1.47 1.78 

It should be noted that the results of the low-speed acceleration analysis in 
table 8 are presented in terms of clearance times rather than in terms of 
acceleration rates. The model assumes that, when starting from a full stop, a 
truck rather quickly reaches the maximum speed in the gear selected by the 
driver and then travels at that constant speed until it clears the hazard 
zone. Thus, equation (9) is essentially a constant speed model and accelera
tion rates, as such, are not meaningful. 

The Gillespie model was compared with the results of field observations 
of time versus distance for 77 tractor-trailer trucks crossing zero-grade 
intersections from a full stop.2s These data are shown in figure 5. There is 
no information on the weights or weight-to-power ratios of these trucks 
although they probably vary widely. A line representing the clearance time 
predicted by equation (9) for a level grade is also presented in the figure. 
Equation (9) provides a relatively conservative estimate of clearance times, 
since the majority of the experimental points fall below the prediction. 
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Table 8, Clearance time (s) for low-speed acceleration 
by a tractor-semitrailer. 

Percent vmg Lenqth of hazard zone (ft) 
grade 

0-2 

3-5 

6-10 

11-13 

Note: 

(milh) 30 40 50 60 70 

8 11.1 11.9 12.8 13.7 14.5 

6 13.8 14.9 16.1 17.2 18.3 

5 16.0 17.3 18.7 20.0 21.4 

4 19.2 20.9 22.6 24.3 26.0 

1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

o Ellperimentol Doto 
-Predicted 

16 

';;;- 12 
---
~ 8 -1-

4 

80 90 l00 

15.4 16.2 17.1 

19.5 20.6 21.8 

22.8 24.1 25.5 

27.7 29.4 31.1 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
DISTANCE (ft) 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 

ll0 120 

17.9 18.8 

22.9 24.0 

26.9 28.2 

32.8 34.5 

Figure 5. Field observations of time for tractor-trailer trucks 
to clear intersection after starting from a stop.2s 
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The experimental data in figure 5 can be bounded by two lines repre
senting the maximum and minimum observed clearance times. The equations 
representing these lines are: 

tmax = 10.8 + 0.075 (LHz + Lr) 

Notice that the lines for tmin and tmax are parallel. 

( 11) 

(12) 

Hutton collected data on the acceleration performance of 31 tractor
trailer combinations.2& The majority of the trucks evaluated by Hutton were 
cab-over-engine tractors pulling twin 27-ft (8.2-m) trailers. The engine 
horsepower of the trucks ranged from 228 to 375 hp (170 to 283 kW), while 
their gross weights ranged from 33,250 to 89,900 lb (15,100 to 40,900 kg). 
Figure 6 illustrates the resulting time versus distance curves determined by 
Hutton for initial acceleration by trucks with weight-to-power ratios of 100, 
200, 300, and 400 lb/hp (0.06, 0.12, 0.18, and 0.24 kg/W). The following 
equations provide an analytical representation of the curves in figure 6. 

700 

600 

500 

C 
,::. 
UJ 400 (.) 
z 
<( 
I-
en 300 i5 

200 

100 

0 
0 10 

Note: 1 lb= 0.454 kg 
1 hp= 746 W 

a. o ca. 
E -=-=.c 
:e ~:e:e 
0 8~0 Q N ~ 

' 20 30 40 50 

TIME {s) 

Figure 6. Observed time versus distance curves for initial acceleration 
from a stop by tractor-trailer trucks.2& 
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Weight-to-power 
ratio Clearance time (tc) (s) 

-6.0 + ~36 + 1.25 (LHz + Lr) 100 

200 

300 

400 

-3.2 + ~10.2 + 1.40 (LHz + Lr) 

-1.9 +~ 3.8 + 1.40 (LHz + Lr) 

-0.6 +~ 0.4 + 1.25 (LHz + Lr) 

Figure 7 compares the clearance times based on the Hutton data with those 
based on the Gillespie data. The Hutton data fall within the extreme boun
daries (tnJin and tmai> established for the Gillespie data. Equation (9) still 
provides a conservat1ve estimate of clearance time. since all of the Hutton 
data fall below it. The line of maximum clearance time (t...ax> exceeds the 
400 lb/hp (0.24 kg/W) line by approximately 30 percent. Since Hutton reported 
considerable scatter in his experimental data, primarily due to different 
driving skills, it seems reasonable to allow a 30 percent margin around the 
Hutton data for dr1.ver variations. Si nee the 11 ne representing the minimum 
clearance time (~;n) in the Gillespie data is well below the Hutton data for 
a 200-lb/hp (0.12 kg/W) truck. it seems reasonable to move the lower bound for 
clearance time to 70 percent of the observed average clearance time for a 
100-lb/hp (0.06 kg/W) truck. 

20 

15-

5-

Equation (9) 

Hutton data 
400 lbthp 
300 Iii/hp __,, 
200 lb/hp 
100 lli/hp 

Equation ( 12) 

\ 

o,-t-----.-----,-----.------.-----~ 
0 

Note: 1 lb= 0.454 kg 
1 hp= 746 W 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

50 100 150 200 250 

TOTAL DISTANCE (Hazard Zone + Truck Length), ft 

Figure 7. Comparison of time for a tractor-trailer truck to clear 
an intersection starting from a stop based on Gillespie 

and Hutton data.2s•2& 
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Thus, the recommended range for clearance times for trucks has been revised as 
follows: 

tmin = -4.2 + 0.70 J36 + 1.25 (LHz + Lr) (13) 

(14) 

Table 9 presents the estimated minimum and maximum clearance times for a 65-ft 
(19.8-m) truck to cross hazard zones of varying length. 

Range of 
clearance 

Times 

tmin 

tmax 

Note: 

Table 9. Minimum and maximum clearance t1mes (s) for 
65-ft (19.8-m) tractor-trailer truck. 

Length of hazard zone {ft} 
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 lOO 

4.5 4.9 5.2 5.5 5.8 6.1 6.4 6.7 

17.9 18.7 19.4 20.2 20.9 21.7 22.4 23.2 

1 ft= 0.305 m 

llO 120 

7.0 7.2 

23.9 24.7 

Fancher compared the results of two studies to the time versus distance 
for low-speed acceleration from a stop specified by AASHTO and found that the 
average tested heavy vehicles performed with more acceleration than the AASHTO 
criteria for a WB-50 truck.21 

2. High-Speed Acceleration 

There is a substantial amount of performance data in the literature for 
acceleration from a stop to a high speed. Figure 8 presents speed versus dis
tance curves for acceleration to high speeds developed in references 28, 29, 
30, 31. and 32. All of these sources are at least 10 years old and reflect 
the performance of past truck populations. 

Hutton also developed acceleration data for trucks classified by weight
to-power ratio. 2 & Although these data were collected in 1970, the fundamental 
relationships between weight-to-power ratio and truck performance may not have 
changed substantially. 
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Figure 8. Speed versus distance curves for truck acceleration 
from a stop.11 
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Figure 9 shows distance versus time curves for acceleration from a full
stop to higher speeds for 100, 200, 300, and 400 lb/hp (0.06, 0.12, 0.18, and 
0.24 kg/W) trucks. These curves can be approximated by the following analyti
cal relationships: 

Weight-to-power 
ratio {lb/hp) Distance-time relationship 

100 t = -15.1 +✓ 229 + 1.64 X 

200 t = -22.8 +,i/523 + 2.56 X 

300 t = -22.0 +,.,j 480 + 2.94 X 

400 t = -26.6 +a,f 708 + 3,57 X 

Figure 10 shows speed versus time curves for the same trucks shown in 
figure 9. The average acceleration rates for acceleration to 40 mi/h 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(64 km/~- from speeds of 0, 10, 20, and 30 mi/h (0, 16, 32, and 48 km/h) are 
given in table 10, based on the data in figure 10. Acceleration rates of 
trucks at higher speeds are less than those given in table 10. For example, 
the acceleration rate for a 100-lb/hp (0.06-kg/W) truck to increase its speed 
from 35 to 55 mi/h (56 to 88 km/h) is 0.53 ft/s2 (0.16 m/s2), based on the 
curve in figure 10. The corresponding rate for a 200-lb/hp (0.12-kg/W) truck 
is 0.36 ft/s 2 (0.11 m/s 2). Figure 10 illustrates that 300- and 400-lb/hp 
(0.18- and 0.24-kg/W) trucks cannot accelerate to 55 mi/h (88 km/h) within the 
time scale shown on the figure. 

E. Speed-Maintenance Capabilities on Grades 

The primary factors that determine the ability of a truck to maintain 
speed on an upgrade are: 

• Weight-to-power ratio. • Tire size. 
• Rolling resistance. • Drive line efficiency. 
• Aerodynamic drag. • Percent grade of roadway. 
• Transmission characteristics. • Length of grade. 
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Figure 9. Observed time versus distance curves for acceleration 
to high speed from a stop by a tractor-trailer truck.26 

100 lb/hp 

200 lb/hp 

lb/hp 

:2 .E 
Cl 
LU 
LlJ 
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ti) 

• Maximum Acceleration 
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Average Curve 

Minimum Acceleration 
Performance Curve 

20 40 60 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 lb = 0.454 kg 
1 hp= 746 W 

80 120 140 160 180 200 

TIME (s) 

Figure 10. Observed speed versus time curves for acceleration 
by trucks with various weight-to-power ratios.26 
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Table 10. Average acceleration capabilities of trucks from 
specified speed to 40 mi/h (64 km/h).2& 

Weight-to
power ratio 

(lb/hp) 
Acceleratiori rate (ft/s2) 

o mi/h Io mi/h 20 mi/h 30 mi/h 

100 
200 
300 
400 

1.87 
1.22 
0.91 
0.71 

1.70 
1.08 
0.81 
0.61 

1.47 
0.96 
0.72 
0.50 

1.29 
o. 79 
0.58 
0.36 

Note: Based on speed-distance curves shown in 
figure 10. 
1 lb = 0.454 kg 
1 hp= 746 W 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 mi = 1.61 km 

The speed of a truck on an upgrade is governed by the following equation: 

where: 

mV = P/V - Fr - Fa - mg sina 

m = mass of truck 
P = net engine power available at the drive wheels (hp) 
V = speed (ft/sec) 

Fr= rolling resistance force (lb) 
Fa= aerodynamic drag force (lb) 
a= angle of the grade (degrees) 
g = acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/s2 or 9.8 m/s2) 

(19) 

The steepness of grade c~n be expressed in the more conventional percent grade 
form as 100 tan a. The V term represents the time derivative of truck speed 
(dV/dt). 

Equation (19) can also be written as: 

where W/P is weight-to-power ratio in units of lb/hp. Several of the key 
factors in equations {19) and (20) are discussed below. 
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1. Literature Review 

a. Weight-to-power ratio 

The ability of a truck to maintain speed on an upgrade is very sensitive 
to its weight-to-power ratio. The weight-to-power ratios of trucks have been 

\ decreasing steadily for the last 20 years, as tractor engines have become more 
and more powerful. 

A number of studies have addressed recent trends in the weight-to-power 
ratios of trucks. Figure 11 shows an estimate of the distribution of weight
to-power ratios of trucks made by St. John in 1979 from data collected by the 
FHWA Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety and the California Department of Trans
portation.3~•3s The figure shows that St. John's distribution compares well 
with field data reported by Messer 1n a 1983 study.3& The St. John and Messer 
data are in agreement that the median weight-to-power ratio of trucks is about 
160 lb/hp (0.10 kg/W) and the 15th percentile weight-to-power ratio (at the 
poor end of the performance distribution) is about 240 lb/hp (0.15 kg/W). 

Table 11 presents average values of weight-to-power ratio of trucks 
obtained from field observations at sites located in the Eastern and Western 
parts of the United States in a 1985 study by Gillespie. 37 The table shows 
the average weight, power, and weight-to-power ratios of trucks by truck type 
and road class. The number of trucks observed for each road class is given in 
parentheses following the road class. 

Figure 12 illustrates the long-term trends in the weight-to-power ratios 
of trucks. The figure shows the several lines illustrating trends in average 
weight-to-power ratio of trucks as a function of gross weight from 1949 to 
1975, based on figure III-27 in the AASHTO Green Book. Added to the figure is 
a line based on the 1977 Truck Inventory and Use Survey (TIUS) performed by 
the Bureau of the Census and points representing the 1985 Gillespie 
data.3 7 •3& The TIUS is a survey of the owners of a nationwide representative 
sample of approximately 120,000 registered trucks conducted at 5-year 
intervals. The TIUS includes both light trucks (pickups) and heavy trucks 
with gross vehicle weights over 10,000 lb (4,540 kg), although the light 
trucks have been excluded from the data shown in Figure 12. The figure shows 
that the long-term decrease in weight-to-power ratios of trucks has continued 
right up to the present. A comparison of the TIUS and Gillespie data demon
strate that the major reason for the reduced weight-to-power ratios of trucks 
over the last decade is a substantial increase in average engine horsepower. 
The average tractor power in the 1977 TIUS data was 282 hp (0.17 kg/W}, in 
comparison to 350 hp (0.21 kg/W} in the Gillepsie data. 
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Table 11. Average weights and power values for trucks.3 7 

Weight (lb) Power {hQ} WeightlPower 

Straight Trucks 
Interstate - East (14) 15,233 219 70 
Interstate - West (6) 35,050 267 131 
Primary - East (6) 16,575 273 75 

Tractor-Trailers 
Interstate - East (157) 54,452 328 166 
Interstate - West (233) 64,775 370 175 
Primary - East (134) 57,487 330 174 

65-ft Doubles 
Interstate - West (19) 64,920 331 196 

Note: 1 lb= 0.454 kg 
1 hp= 746 W 
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b. Rolling resistance 

The rolling resistance of tires, Fr• is defined as the ratio of power 
lost due to rolling resistance to speed. Fr can be estimated using the 
following SAE equations: 

Fr= 0.001 (4.1 + 0.041 V) for radial tires 

Fr= 0.001 (5.3 + 0.044 V) for mixed tires 

Fr= 0.001 (6.6 + 0.046 V) for bias-ply tires 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

where V 1s speed in mi/h. Experimental rolling resistance data for selected 
truck tires can be found in the literature.39 

c. Aerodynamic drag 

The aerodynamic drag force is estimated by the following relationship:3° 

Fa= 1.1D Co A v2 (24) 
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where: Fa= aerodynamic drag (lb) 

D = air density (lb/ftl) 

c0 = drag coefficient (0.6 with aerodynamic aids, 0.7 without) 

A= truck frontal area (102 ftz for van bodfes, 75 ftz for cab 
only) (ftz) 

V = truck speed (mi/h) 

2. Reanalysis of Gillespie Data 

The most recent data on truck performance on grades were those collected 
by Gillespie in 1984. Since the reported results did not include the explicit 
distrfbution of weight-to-power ratios, the data base developed in that study 
was obtafned and reanalyzed by the authors. Appendfx C in volume II presents 
a detailed dfscussion of the procedures used to derive weight-to-power ratios 
for over 3,000 individual trucks theoretically from their final climbing 
speeds and directly from the weights and rated horsepowers of a sample of 
approximately 500 trucks. This analysis addressed only combination trucks 
(tractor-trailers) and addressed several factors including aerodynamic losses 
that were not addressed by Gillespie. The distributions of truck weight-to
power ratio were derived indirectly from the final climbing speeds and 
directly from measured gross weights and rated horsepowers. These distribu
tions showed that the median weight-to-power ratio for trucks is about 
175 lb/hp (0.10 kg/W), while the 87.5 percentile weight-to-power ratio is 
about 250 lb/hp (0.15 kg/W). 

F. Turning Radius and 0fftracking 

The minimum turning radius of a truck is defined as the path of the outer 
front wheel, following a circular arc, at a speed of less than 10 mi/h 
(16 km/h), and is limited by the vehicle steering mechanism. The dimensions 
and turning radif of three current AASHT0 design vehicles are shown in 
table 12. 

Table 12. Dimensions and turning radii of current AASHT0 
design vehicles.1 

Design Minimum 
vehicle Width {ft) Wheelbase {ft) turning radius 

WB-40 8.5 40 40 
WB-50 8.5 50 45 
WB-60 8.5 60 45 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
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When any vehicle is making a turn, its rear wheels do not follow the same 
path as its front wheels. The magnitude of this difference in paths, known as 
"offtracking," increases with the vehicle wheelbase and decreases with the 
radius of turn. Offtracking by passenger cars is minimal because of their 
relatively short wheelbases; however, many trucks offtrack substantially. The 
most appropriate descriptor of offtrack1ng for use in highway design is the 

, "swept path width," shown for a tractor-trailer in figure 13 as the difference 
in paths between the outside front tractor tire and the inside rear trailer 
tire. 

The turning radius and offtracking of trucks are important design con
siderations for intersections and horizontal curves. Complete discussions of 
the role of offtracking in the design of intersections and horizontal curves 
are found in sections III-E and III-L of this report, respectively. 

G. Suspension Characteristics 

This 
pensions. 
teristics 
are cited 

section of the report reviews the characteristics of truck sus-
The review is based primarily on a surmnary of suspension charac

from the NHTSA factbook of truck characteristics.~ Other references 
in the text as appropriate. 

The suspension of a heavy vehicle affects its dynamic responses in three 
major ways: 

• Determining dynamic loads on tires. 

• Orienting the tires under dynamic loads. 

• Controlling vehicle body motions with respect to the axles. 

Suspension characteristics can be categorized by eight basic mechanical 
properties: 

• Vertical stiffness. 

• Damping. 

• Static load equalization. 

• Dynamic inter-axle load transfer. 

• Height of roll center. 

• Roll stiffness. 

• Roll steer coefficient. 

• Compliance steer coefficient. 
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These suspension characteristics are important in determining the stability of 
trucks on horizontal curves. 

The three most conunon types of tandem axle suspensions include two leaf
spring suspensions (known as the walking-beam and four-spring suspensions), 
and air-spring suspensions. Drawings of a walking-beam and four-spring 
suspension are presented in figures 14 and 15, respectively. Air-spring sus
pensions need shock absorbers, air plumbing, air valves, and anti-roll mechan
isms that make their initial cost higher than leaf-spring suspensions.~ 1 
However, air-spring suspensions offer a number of advantages over leaf-spring 
suspensions. These advantages include the availability of height regulating 
valves, significantly adjustable spring constants, and maintenance of a con
stant natural frequency over a wide range of loads.~1 

1. Vertical Stiffness: Dependent on spring stiffness. 

The vertical stiffness of a truck suspension is mainly determined by the 
spring elements. Generally these elements are either leaf springs or air 
springs. 

The vertical loads on the tandem axle of the trailer of a loaded truck 
can be up to four times greater than when the tractor is unloaded.~ 1 Since 
the load on the suspension can vary greatly, the springs must be very stiff 
for a fully loaded truck and much less stiff for an unloaded truck. Air 
springs are particularly well suited for such a range of loadings, because the 
spring rate can change significantly with loading. With leaf springs the 
stiffness can also change under different loadings, but not quite as much as 
for the air suspension. This creates a poor ride quality for unloaded condi
tions. The friction of leaf springs has an effect on its force-displacement 
relationship. (See the subsequent discussion of damping.) 

Vertical stiffness is extremely important in ride quality, and it also 
has some effect on vehicle dynamics. A truck tends to pitch when the brakes 
are applied. As the truck pitches, weight is transferred from the rear axles 
to the front axles, and back again. This has a minor effect on braking effi
ciency and does not warrant alteration of the suspension design, particularly 
since ride quality might suffer. 

The range of vertical stiffness for the various types of suspensions has 
been measured for a load of 10,000 lb (4,500 kg) on the front axles and 
16,000 lb (7,300 kg) on the rear axles. The range of vertical stiffness per 
axle is given in table 13. 
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Table 13. Typical range of vertical st1ffness 
per axle for truck suspensions.~ 

Type of suspension 

Front suspension 
Air suspension 
Four-spring 
Walking beam 
Single-axle leaf spring 

Note: l lb= 0.45 kg 
1 in= 2.54 cm 

Range of vertical 
stiffness (lb/in) 

2,000 - 2,750 
1,000 - 7,000 
8,000 - 21,000 

10,000 - 21,000 
8,500 - 13,750 

2. Damping: Dependent on shock absorbers and coulomb friction of 
leaf springs. 

Suspensions that have leaf springs rely on coulomb friction for damp
ing. Coulomb friction comes from the rubbing at the 1nterfaces of the various 
leaves of the spring. Therefore, the damping is a function of mean load and 
displacement. Air spr1ng suspensions do not have the coulomb friction of leaf 
springs and, therefore, need shock absorbers to provide damping. 

Damping has a moderate effect on rearward amplification and the transient 
dynamic behavior of the vehicle. A lack of damping can create a system that 
is likely to oscillate and produce large dynamic loads on the axles. Damping 
is set so that a maximum ride quality can be achieved. Increased damping 
usually reduces rearward amplification of steering inputs in multitrailer 
combination trucks and can, thus, increase stabil1ty in emergency maneuvers. 
A typical range of values for damping is given in table 14. 

Table 14. Typical range of damping for 
truck suspension.~ 

Type of suspension 

Front suspension 
Air suspension 
Four-spring 
Walking beam 
Single-axle leaf spring 

Note: l lb= 0.454 kg 
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Range of damping (lb) 

800 - 1,250 
550 - 1,200 

1,200 - 2,700 
700 - 2,000 

1,800 - 2,400 



3. Static Load Equalization: Dependent on coulomb friction and 
mechanisms intended to evenly distribute 
loads on both axles on a tandem set. 

Load equalization involves the design of tandem-axle suspensions to dis
tribute the load equally between the two axles of the tandem. This type of 
load equalization is a static quantity; dynamic inter-axle load transfers are 
discussed in the next section. 

Good load equalization 1s important for a truck traveling over a bumpy 
road, when the frame of the truck is being pitched. Tandem-axle suspensions, 
such as the walking-beam and four-spring suspensions, are typically made 
symmetrical to distribute the load evenly. However, imbalances may be created 
by the interleaf friction of leaf-spring suspensions. Four-spring suspensions 
are particularly poor in this respect. However, interleaf friction is needed 
in order to provide necessary damping. 

Typically, most tandem axles are very good at evenly distributing the 
weight on a tandem axle. Static measurements on tandem axles have shown that 
the largest variation is on the order of about 5 percent more weight on one 
axle than on the other. 

4. Dynamic Inter-Axle Load Transfer: Dependent on coulomb friction 
and mechanisms intended to 
evenly distribute loads on both 
axles on a tandem set. 

Inter-axle load transfer can occur in dynamic situations, such as braking 
or acceleration. Unfortunately, the mechanisms that are used to create a good 
static load equalization have just the opposite effect on dynamic load trans
fers. When a braking (or driving) force is applied on a tandem axle, there is 
often a load transfer between the axles of a tandem set. With air suspen
sions, the load transfer is usually large only if the linkages are different. 

Inter-axle load transfers can be a particular problem because, during 
braking, the more lightly loaded axle will tend to lock up before the other. 
If the lockup occurs on the lead axle, then the directional stability is 
reduced. Directional stability can be completely lost if lockup occurs on the 
trailing axle. 

Another unwanted result of poor load transfer is that the system can 
produce an under-damped mode. Occasionally, this can result in "tandem hop," 
which can cause a partial degradation of braking and handling performance,9 

Four-spring suspensions tend to transfer the load to the trailing axle 
during braking more than other suspensions. 

Dynamic inter-axle load transfer is measured in pounds of load trans
ferred per pound of brake force. The transfer is positive in the direction of 
trailing to leading axle. A typical range of values is given in table 15. 
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Table 15. Typical range of inter-axle 
load transfer for truck suspension.~ 

Type of suspension 

Air suspension 
Four-spring 
Walking beam 

Note: 1 lb= 0.454 kg 

Range of inter
axle load transfer 

(lb/lb) 

0.035 - (-0.018) 
(-0.10) - (-0.185) 

0.010 - (-0.030) 

5. Roll Center Height: Dependent on the line of action of the lateral 
suspension forces. 

When a truck rolls (tilts sideways as when rounding a horizontal curve), 
it tends to roll about a specific point, called the roll center. The roll 
center 1s located at the line of action where the lateral forces interact 
between the chassis and the suspension. With a four-spring suspension, the 
leaf spring will determine the roll center location. Special links can be 
added to provide lateral forces on walking-beam and air suspensions which have 
an effect on the roll center height. Roll center heights are measured from 
the ground. Typical values are given in table 16. 

Table 16. Typical range of roll center heights 
for truck suspensions.~ 

Type of suspension 

Front suspension 
Air suspension 
Four-spring 
Walking beam 
Single axle leaf spring 

Note: 1 in= 2.54 cm 

Range of roll center 
height (in) 

18.5 - 20 
24 - 29.5 
23 - 31 

21.5 - 23 
25 - 28 

6. Roll Stiffness: Dependent on spring stiffness, lateral spacing, 
roll center height, and auxiliary mechanisms 
such as anti-sway bars. 

Roll stiffness is a measure of a suspension system's resistance to roll
ing. As a truck rolls, the vertical springs deform to cause a resisting 
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moment. This moment is dependent on the vertical spring constants and lateral 
spacing of the springs. 

Leaf-spring suspensions do not need extra mechanisms for increased roll 
resistance. The steel leaf springs provide roll resistance since they must be 
bent along their length when roll occurs. Air-spring suspensions generally 
need some auxiliary mechanism to provide adequate roll resistance. Most air
spring systems use the axle housing to assist in roll resistance. This is 
done by rigidly clamping the axle housing to the trailing arms. 4 1 Very high 
roll stiffnesses can be achieved with this approach. Many trucks also have 
mechanisms, such as anti-sway bars, that resist rolling. Anti-sway bars are 
popular in Europe but are not widely used in the United States. 

Leaf-spring suspensions use "slippers" at the ends to attach the 
springs. Due to the way these slippers are constructed, there is a small 
amount of freeplay which is present as the spring goes from compression to 
tension. This can create a lash effect that is significant in rolling situa
tions. During a vehicle roll, the suspension should have an increase in 
resisting moment with an increase in roll angle. However, due to the free
play, there is a point at which the suspension's resisting moment will remain 
constant as the roll of the truck body increases.4 1 7his happens only during 
a small part of the roll motion. For vehicles with high centers of gravity, 
this freeplay response can occur well below the rollover threshold. 41 On 
vehicles with low centers of gravity, the freeplay effect may not occur until 
the rollover threshold of the truck is approached or reached. 

The height of the roll center plays an important part in the rolling 
tendency of a vehicle, as illustrated 1n figure 16. As a truck goes around a 
horizontal curve, the centrifugal force causes the truck body to roll about 
its roll center. This will also cause the center of gravity to produce a 
moment about the roll center, due to its shift in position. The higher the 
roll center (i.e., the closer it is to the center of gravity), the shorter the 
moment arm and the smaller the moment that is produced. 

Ideally, the roll stiffness at each axle should be proportional to the 
weight on that axle, which means that the roll stiffness of the trailer axles 
should be about the same as that of the tractor's rear axles. However, this 
is not usually the case. More typically, the trailer has a harder suspension 
than the tractor. 

As the truck rolls. the side to side weight distribution changes. The 
load transfer at each axle is proportional to the roll stiffness at that 
axle. The properties affected by the load transfer are stability. handling 
response time. roll steer, and rearward amplification. 

The range of roll stiffnesses for the various suspensions has been 
measured with a load of 12,000 lb (5,500 kg) on the front axles and 16,000 lb 
(7,300 kg) on the rear axles. A typical range of roll stiffnesses on a per 
axle basis is given in table 17. 
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Figure 16. Diagram of roll by trailer body illustrating 
location of roll center.~ 

Table 17. Typical range of roll stiffness for 
truck suspensions.~ 

Type suspension 

Front suspension 
Air suspension 
Four-spring 
Walking beam 
Single-axle leaf spring 

Note: 1 in= 2.54 cm 
1 lb= 0.454 kg 

7. Roll Steer Coefficient: 

Range of roll stiffness 
(in-lb/deg) 

0.017 - 0.025 
0.025 - 0.090 
0.065 - 0.140 
0.070 - 0.160 
0.052 - 0.089 

Dependent on the layout of links that 
restrain the axles. 

Nonsteering axles can deflect slightly to create a steering effect as a 
result of vehicle roll. As the truck body rolls, one side of the axle moves 
forward while the other side moves aft. This unintentional steering is 
created by the suspension and tire forces. The tendency to steer in a roll is 
measured with respect to the amount of vehicle roll present. This steering 
can greatly affect truck handling. particularly in a turn. 
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Most suspension systems are designed to control roll steer. However, 
some air suspensions lack special links to control roll steer and, as a 
result, the steering effect may be greater than is found with other types of 
suspensions. 

The units used in measuring the roll steer coefficient are degrees of 
steer per degree of roll. A positive roll steer coefficient means that the 
axle will steer toward the outside of the turn; a negative coefficient means 
that the axle will steer toward the inside of the turn. A typical range of 
values is given in table 18 on a per-axle basis. 

Table 18. Typical range of roll steer coefficients 
for truck suspensions.~ 

Type of suspension 

Air suspension 
Four-spring 
Walking beam 
Single axle leaf spring 

8. Compliance Steer Coefficient: 

Range of ro 11 
steer coefficient 

(deg/deg) 

0.01 - 0.23 
-0.04 - 0.23 
0.16 - 0.21 
o.o - 0.07 

Dependent on tire aligning moments, 
and deflections of rubber bushings 
and other links. 

Compliance steering is very similar to roll steering, except that 1t 1s 
caused by brake forces, side forces, and aligning moments. These forces and 
moments cause deflections of rubber bushings and other links, which in turn 
cause the steering effect. Compliance steering is not very large for non
steering axles. 

Compliance steering is measured in degrees of steer per in-lb of applied 
moment. A typical range of values is given in table 19. 

Table 19. Typical range of compliance steer coefficients 
for truck suspensions.~ 

Type of suspension 

Air suspension 
Four-spring 
Walking beam 
Single-axle leaf spring 

Note: 1 in= 2.54 cm 
1 lb= 0.454 kg 

Range of compliance steering 
(deg/in-lb)/106 
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H. Rollover Threshold 

A vehicle's resistance to rollover is measured by the maximum lateral 
acceleration that can be achieved without causing rollover. This maximum 
acceleration is known as the rollover threshold. Passenger cars generally 
have rollover thresholds of about 1.20 g.~2 The typical passenger car track
ing a horizontal curve or making a turn at too high a speed is likely to skid 
off the road due to inadequate tire-pavement friction long before its rollover 
threshold is reached. Trucks, on the other hand, generally have rollover 
thresholds that are less than the available tire-pavement friction on dry 
pavements. Thus, rollovers are much more likely as a failure mode for trucks 
than for passenger cars. 

Truck rollovers are caused by high lateral acceleration in a turning 
maneuver. As lateral acceleration increases, the wheels on the inside of the 
turn begin to lift off the pavement. Generally, due to uneven load distribu
tion and to uneven suspension, tire, and structural stiffness, all of the 
wheels will not begin to lift off the pavement at the same time. It is pos
sible for one wheel of a truck to lift off the pavement without producing a 
rollover; however~ this creates a very unstable situation that could ulti
mately lead to rollover. 

Trucks have historically been considered to have rollover thresholds of 
0.40 g or more. While this is undoubtedly true for most trucks, recent 
research has shown that trucks can have much lower rollover thresholds than 
previously suspected.~3•~~ Figure 17 shows that certain loading configura
tions can produce truck rollover thresholds as low as 0.24 g. 

As implied in figure 17, the rollover threshold of a truck is largely a 
function of its loading configuration. The following parameters of a truck's 
loading configuration affect its rollover threshold: 

• Center of gravity (CG) height. 

• Overall weight. 

• Longitudinal weight distribution. 

• Lateral weight distribution. 

Trucks with higher centers of gravity have lower rollover thresholds. 
Thus, low rollover thresholds may be a particular problem for trucks carrying 
low-density freight, which tends to f1ll the trailer before reaching the 
maximum gross vehicle weight. Trucks carrying high-density freight that does 
not fill the entire trailer will generally have lower centers of gravity and 
higher rollover thresholds. 
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Figure 17. Loading data and resulting rollover thresholds for example 
tractor-semitrailers at full load.~3 

The sensitivity of truck rollover threshold to these parameters is 
reviewed below based on results reported in a 1986 FHWA study, which have been 
confirmed by computer simulation analyses reported in appendix B of vol-
ume rr.~~ These findings include: 

• For the baseline case of an 80,000-lb (36,400-kg) single-semitrailer 
truck, with medium density cargo, loaded evenly left to right and 
fore and aft, on a 96-in (244-cm) trailer, the computer rollover 
threshold is 0.35 g. 

• Figure 18 illustrates some typical variations in rollover threshold 
with axle loadings for four different trucks: a two-axle single
unit truck; a three-axle single-unit truck; a short, three-axle 
single-semitrailer truck (equivalent to the first trailer of a pre
STAA twin-trailer combination); and a five-axle tractor semitrailer 
truck (equivalent to a long, pre-STAA single-semitrailer truck). 
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Figure 18. Influence of axle load variations on rollover threshold.~~ 

• The distribution of weight between axles (fore and aft) has a 
minimal effect on rollover threshold. For a given gross vehicle 
weight, shifting weight forward onto the tractor steering axle is 
the worst case, but the reduction in rollover threshold is only 
about 0.01 g. 

• Adding weight to the truck by adding more of the same density cargo 
on top of the existing load raises the CG and lowers the rollover 
threshold. The effect is a reduction of about 0.01 g per added ton 
(0.01 g per added Mg), so increasing the weight to 88,000 lb 
(40,000 kg) would reduce the rollover threshold by about 0.04 g. 

• Four vehicle width parameters influence the rollover threshold: 
width of trailer body, width between trailer tires. width between 
spring centers, and tractor width. Rollover threshold decreases as 
each of these widths increases. Of these four width parameters, the 
tractor width has the largest effect on rollover threshold. How
ever, this is of little practical significance, because the change 
from 96- to 102-in (244- to 259-cm) trailers has been made without 
using wider tractors. However, if the other three width parameters 
are widened by amounts typical of the differences between 96- and 
102-in (244- and 259-cm) trucks, the rollover threshold is increased 
by about 0.03 g. 

There is some concern about whether 102-in (259-cm) width trailers 
are being placed on chassis with 96-in (244-cm) wheels. This ini
tially appeared to be only a transitional problem that would 
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disappear after most manufacturers have completely changed over to 
102-in (259-cm} trailer production. However, there is now concern 
that some 102-in (259-cm) trailers will continue to be placed on 
96-in (244-cm) wheels, because the railroads are unwilling to modify 
piggyback equipment to accept trucks with 102-in (259-cm) wheels. 
Data for 1988 from the Truck Trailer Manufacturers Association show 
that 71 percent of van trailers for highway use and 96 percent of 
trailer-on-flat-car (TOFC) units are being produced with 102-in 
(259-cm) widths. TOFC units appear to constitute about 9.5 percent 
of van trailer production.9 

• Retaining the same gross vehicle weight (at 80,000 lb or 36,400 kg), 
but assuming less dense cargo, would raise the CG height and lower 
the rollover threshold. The rollover threshold is reduced by about 
0.005 g for every inch the CG is raised. For the baseline vehicle, 
the payload CG is at a height of 83.5 in and the composite truck CG 
is at 80 in. A "typical," fully loaded single semitrailer truck 
used by a less-than-truckload (LTL) carrier has a payload CG height 
of 95 in (241 cm}, and the worst case scenario of a "cubed out" 
truck at 80,000 lb (36,400 kg) has a CG height of 105 in (267 cm). 
The rollover thresholds of these three trucks are 0.35, 0.28, and 
0.24 g, respectively. 

• If the load is not centered left to right in the truck, its rollover 
threshold is raised on turns in the direction to which the load is 
offset, and reduced in turns in the opposite direction. The effect 
can be quite large--about 10 percent for each 3 in (7.6 cm) of off
set. An offset of 3 in (7.6 cm} would correspond to an (incorrect) 
loading of 96 in (244 cm} pallets along one side of a 102-in 
(259 cm) trailer. This would result in a lowering of the rollover 
threshold by 0.03 g for either left or right turns, and an increase 
of rollover threshold by 0.03 g for the opposite turn. 

• For the same width, weight, and CG height, double-trailer trucks 
consistently have rollover thresholds 0.03 to 0.05 g higher than 
semis. Thus, semis are the vehicles of most concern. 

Some concern remains about rearward amplification in doubles in 
sudden maneuvers, such as obstacle avoidance. Rearward ampli
fication can lead to rollover of the rear trailer. However, this is 
more of a concern in emergency maneuvers than in normal tracking of 
a curve or turn, which is the basis for geometric design. 

• Trailer length has no direct effect on the truck rollover threshold 
except through its influence on the amount of load carried, the 
loading pattern, and, consequently, the CG height. A longer trailer 
would typically have a higher rollover threshold than a shorter 
trailer carrying the same type and amount of cargo because the 
payload CG would be lower. If the amount of cargo (of the same 
density) were increased in proportion to the increase in trailer 
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length and the trailer were uniformly loaded, the rollover threshold 
would remain about the same. Thus, increasing the trailer length 
does not lower the rollover threshold; in many cases, the opposite 
is true. 

• All of the rollover thresholds given above were developed from 
simulation models. Several experiments have been performed to 
compare the model results to real-world observations. The actual 
experimental rollover thresholds were consistently about 0.03 g 
higher than predicted by the model. 

• A 1986 FHWA study analyzed BMCS accident data representing 
9,000 single-vehicle accidents involving 5-axle semis.~~ Of these, 
over 2,000 resulted in a rollover. Using the reported gross vehicle 
weight, and assuming medium-density freight and a 96-in (244-cm) 
width, the rollover thresholds were calculated and the distribution 
shown in figure 19 was plotted. The lowest calculated rollover 
threshold was about 0.39 g. If this were adjusted to the worst-case 
scenario of a light-density cargo, with cubed-out loading, a roll
over threshold of 0,27 to 0.28 g would result. 

• A rollover threshold of about 0.30 g appears to be appropriate for 
design. The worst-case rollover threshold of 0.24 g should be 
adjusted upwards by 0.03 g to account for the wider trailers now in 
use and by 0.03 g to account for the differences between experi
mental and model results. This compares well with the conclusions 
of the accident study cited above, if one also adds 0.03 g to those 
results to account for wider trailers. 

Further adjustments could be made. One could deduct 0.03 g from the 
rollover threshold to account for offset loads, but this would not 
be in agreement with real-world accident data. However, the roll
over thresholds cited above address the worst case, while commonly 
accepted design practice is to design for something less extreme 
than the worst case (e.g., the 85th percentile). It is probable 
that the 85th percentile of rollover threshold for loaded trucks is 
more like 0.40 g. Thus, it appears that design of horizontal curves 
based on a rollover threshold of 0.30 g would be very 
conservative. 
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Ill. HIGHWAY DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL CRITERIA 

This section provides a preliminary review of the adequacy of individual 
highway design and operational criteria to acconrnodate trucks. The review 
includes each of the highway design and operational criteria identified in 
table 1 as being wholly or partly based on a vehicle characteristic. Speed
change lane criteria for trucks have been omitted from this report because 
they are being addressed in a current NCHRP study.- 5 Highway capacity 
criteria have been omitted because truck effects are addressed thoroughly in 
the 1985 Highway Capacity Manual.- 6 

The review of each individual highway design and operational criterion 
includes a discussion of the criterion currently used by highway agencies, 
typically based on the AASHTO Green Book or the MUTCD; a critique of that 
criterion based on recent research concerning truck characteristics or con
cerning the traffic operational and safety effects of the criterion; a sensi
tivity analysis of the effects of changing the vehicle characteristics used 
to base the criterion on truck characteristics rather than passenger car char
acteristics; and recommendations concerning the need to revise existing high
way design and operational criterion to accommodate trucks. Changes in 
existing highway design and operational criteria are recommended only where 
they appear to be cost effective. 

Each highway design and operational criterion is discussed below. 

A. Stopping Sight Distance 

1. Current Design and Operational Criteria 

Sight distance is the length of roadway ahead that is visible to the 
driver. The minimum sight distance available on the roadway should be suffi
ciently long to enable a vehicle traveling at or near the design speed to stop 
before reaching a stationary object in its path. This minimum sight distance, 
known as stopping sight distance, is the basis for design criteria for crest 
vertical curve length and minimum offsets to horizontal sight obstructions. 
Not only is the provision of stopping sight distance critical at every point 
on the roadway, but stopping sight distance also forms the basis for a number 
of additional highway design and operational criteria, including intersection 
sight distance, railroad-highway grade crossing sight distance, and advance 
warning sign placement criteria. 

a. Stopping Sight Distance Criteria 

Stopping sight distance is determined as the sunrnation of two terms: 
brake reaction distance and braking distance. The brake reaction distance is 
the distance travelled by the vehicle from when the driver first sights an 
object necessitating a stop to the instant the brakes are applied. The brak
ing distance is the distance required to bring the vehicle to a stop once the 
brakes are applied. 
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The stopping sight distance criteria fn the AASHTO Green Book are based 
on the following equation: 

where: S = Stopping sight distance (ft) 

tpr = Perception-reaction time (s) 

V = Initial vehicle speed {mi/h) 

f = Coefficient of tire-pavement friction 

(25) 

The first term of Equation {25) represents the brake reaction distance, while 
the second term represents the braking distance. The factors that influence 
braking distances are discussed extensively in section II-A and appendix A of 
this report. The coefficient of sliding friction is used by AASHTO in equa
tion (25) to determine the braking distance for a locked wheel stop by a pas
senger car. 

Table 20 presents the AASHTO Green Book criteria for stopping sight 
distance. These criteria are based on an assumed perception-reaction time 
(tr> of 2.5 sand the assumed values of speed and coeff,cient of friction 
sh8wn in the table. The two values shown in the table for the assumed speed, 
brake reaction distance, braking distance on level, and stopping sight dis
tance represent minimum and desirable designs, respectively. The subsequent 
analyses in this report are based on the desirable sight distances, which are 
applicable to stopping by a vehicle traveling at the design speed of the 
highway. 

b. Correction of Stopping Sight Distance Criteria for Grades 

Stopping sight distance is also affected by roadway grade because longer 
braking distance is required on a downgrade and shorter braking distance is 
required on an upgrade,· The Green Book criteria for grade effects on stopping 
sight distance are derived with the followfng equation: 

v2 
s = 1.47 tprv + JO(f+G} (26) 

where: G = percent grade/100 (+ for upgrade, - for downgrade) 
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Table 20. AASHTO criteria for stopping sight distance.• 

AHumed Braking Stopping Sight Distance 

DHlgn Speed for Brake Reaction Coefficient Distance 
Speed Condition Time Dl1t11nce of Friction on level 
(mphl (mph) (aecl lftl f 1ft) 

20 20-20 2.5 73.3- 73.3 0.40 33.3- 33.3 
25 24-25 2.5 88.0- 91.7 0.38 50.5- 54.8 
30 28-30 2.5 102.7-110.0 0.35 74.7- 85.7 
35 32-35 2.5 117 .3-128.3 0.34 100.4-120. 1 
40 36-40 2.5 132.0-146. 7 0.32 135.0-166.7 
45 40-45 2.5 146.7-165.0 0.31 172.0-217.7 
50 44-50 2.5 161.3-183.3 0.30 21s.1-2n.e 
55 48-55 2.6 176.0-201.7 0.30 256.0-336.1 
60 52-60 2.5 190.7-220.0 0.29 310.8-413.8 
65 55-66 2.6 201. 7-238.3 0.29 347.7-485.6 
70 68-70 2.5 212.7-256.7 0.28 400.5-583.3 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft = 0.305 m 

c. Application of Stopping Sight Distance Criteria 
to Crest Vertical Curves 

Rounded 
Computedll for Design 

lftl (ft) 

106.7-106.7 125-125 
138.5-146.5 150-150 
1n.3-195.7 200-200 
217.7-248.4 225-250 
267.0-313.3 275-325 
318.7-382.7 325-400 
376.4-461.1 400-475 
432.0-537 .8 450-560 
501.5-633.8 625-6!50 
549.4-724.0 550-725 
613.1-840.0 625-850 

Vertical crests limit the sight distance of the driver. Crest vertical 
curves designed in accordance with the AASHTO Green Book criteria should 
provide stopping sight distance at least equal to the requirements of table 20 
at all points along the curve. The minimum length of a crest vertical curve 
as a function of stopping sight distance (S) is calculated by AASHTO as: 

For S less than lmin: 

For S greater than lmin: 

where: 

200 /.f"ii"" +{fe ) 2 

L 2S ~ "e o 
min= - A 

lmin = Minimum length of vertical curve (ft) 

S = Stopping sight distance (ft) 

A= Algebraic difference in percent grade 

He= Height of driver's eye above roadway surface (ft) 

H
0 

= Height of object above roadway surface (ft) 
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Equations (27) and (28) are based on the mathematical properties of a para
bolic curve. The AASHT0 Green Book suggests that it is typical practice to 
use a minimum vertical curve length that is at least three times the value of 
the design speed (expressed in mi/h). For stopping sight distance, the driver 
eye height (H) used by AASHT0 is 42 in (107 cm) and the object height (H) 
used is 6 in {15 cm). Table 21 presents the minimum vertical curve lengtRs to 
attain the desirable stopping sight distance criteria in table 20 as a func
tion of design speed. 

Table 21. Minimum vertical curve lengths (ft) needed to 
provide AASHT0 stopping sight distance. 

Algebraic difference Design speed (miLh} 
in Eercent grade 20 30 40 50 60 70 

2 60 90 150 260 610 1,070 
4 60 120 300 650 1,220 2,130 
6 60 170 450 970 1,820 3,190 
8 70 240 600 1,280 2,420 4,260 

10 90 290 740 1,610 3,030 5,320 

Note: Based on AASHT0 driver eye height of 42 in (107 cm) for 
a passenger car. 
1 mi = 1.61 km 

d. AEplicat1on of Stopp1nq Sight Distance Criteria 
to Horizontal Curves 

Sight distance can also be limited by obstructions on the 
inside of horizontal curves, such as trees, buildings, retaining walls, and 
embankments. Horizontal curves designed in accordance with the AASHT0 Green 
Book should provide sight distance at least equal to the requirements of 
table 20 along the entire length of the curve. For a circular horizontal 
curve, the line of sight is a chord of that curve and the sight distance is 
measured along the centerline of the inside lane. The minimum offset to a 
horizontal sight obstruction at the center of the curve (known as the middle 
ordinate of the curve) is computed in accordance with the following equation: 

where: M = middle ordinate of curve (ft) 

R = radius of curve (ft) 
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2. Critique of Design and Operational Criteria 

This section reviews the recent literature relevant to stopping sight 
distance criteria and their application to crest vertical curves and 
horizontal curves. The criteria are based on consideration of the passenger 
car as the design vehicle. The critique calls attention to differences 
between passenger cars and trucks that are relevant to stopping sight distance 
design. 

Table 22 summarizes the historical evolution of the AASHTO stopping sight 
distance criteria. This summary addresses the following aspects of stopping 
sight distance criteria: 

• Assumed speed for design. 
• Brake reaction time. 
• Coefficient of tire-pavement friction. 
• Eye height. 
• Object height. 

Each of these factors is discussed below. 

a. Assumed Speed for Design 

The assumed speed for stopping sight distance design purposes has 
historically been less than the design speed of the highway based on the 
assumption that drivers travel more slowly on wet pavements than on dry pave
ments. This assumption was used to derive the lower values of stopping sight 
distance in table 20. AASHTO notes that recent data have shown that drivers 
travel about as fast on wet pavements as they do on dry pavements. Therefore, 
the higher values of stopping sight distance in table 20 are based on braking 
by a vehicle traveling at the design speed of the highway. All analyses of 
stopping sight distance in this study have been conducted with the assumption 
that the braking vehicle, passenger car or truck, is initially traveling at 
the design speed of the highway. 

b. Brake Reaction Time 

The AASHTO criteria for stopping sight distance are based on a brake 
reaction time of 2.5 s. This choice for brake reaction time has been con
firmed as appropriate for most drivers in several studies. 1 2•~ 7 This value 
appears well supported and has not been varied in this study. 

The brake reaction time is a driver characteristic and is assumed to be 
applicable to truck drivers as well as passenger car drivers. In fact, 
experienced professional truck drivers could reasonably be expected to have 
shorter brake reaction times than the driver population as a whole. On the 
other hand, the air brake systems commonly used in tractor trailer combination 
trucks have an inherent delay of approximately 0.5 sin brake application.~ 
For purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that the factors offset one 
another and that the 2.5-s brake reaction time is appropriate for trucks. 
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Table 22. Evolution of AASHTO stopping sight distance policy.~ 8 

Percept ion/ Assumed 
Eye Object reaction coefficient of Effective 

height height time tire-pavement assumed speed change from 
Year lliL (in) (s) friction for design previous policy 

1940 ( 49) 54 4 Variable-- DRY-- DESIGN SPEED 
3.0 s@ f Ranges from 0.50 
30 mi/h to @ 30 mi/h to 0.40 
2.0 s@ @ 70 mi/h 
70 mi/h 

1954 {50) 54 4 2.5 WET-- Lower than design No net change in 
f Ranges from 0.36 speed (28 mi/h@ design distances 
@ 30 mi/h to 0.29 30 mi/h design 
@ 70 m1/h speed; 59 mi/h@ 

70 m1/h design 
speed 

0\ 
0 1965 (51) 45 6 2.5 WET-- Lower than design No net change in 

f Ranges from 0.36 speed {28 mi/h@ design distances 
@ 30 mi/h to 0.27 30 m1/h design 
@ 80 mi/h speed; 64 mi/h@ 

80 m1/h design 
speed 

1971 {52) 45 6 2.5 WET-- Minimum Values-- Desirable values 
f Ranges from 0.35 Same as 1965; are up to 250 
@ 30 mi/h to 0.27 Desirable Values-- ft greater than 
@ 80 mi/h DESIGN SPEED minimum value 

1984 (!) 42 6 2.5 WET-- Minimum Values-- Computed values 
f slightly lower Same as 1965; always rounded up 
than 1970 values Desirable Values-- giving slightly 
for higher speeds DESIGN SPEED higher value than 

1970 

Note: 1 1 n = 2. 54 cm 
1 mi = 1.61 km 
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c. Coefficient of Tire-Pavement Friction 

The coefficients of friction shown in table 20 were chosen from the 
results of several stud1es cited in figure III-1 of the AASHTO Green Book and 
are intended to represent the deceleration rates used by a passenger car in 
locked-wheel braking on a poor, wet pavement. The results cited in the AASHTO 
Green Book that most closely match the criteria in table 20 come from a 1951 
study by and are based on locked-wheel skid test results obtained for new 
passenger car tires.s3 

A critical fact concerning truck stopping distance is that trucks cannot 
safely make a locked-wheel stop without the risk of losing control of the 
vehicle. The discussion of braking distances in Section II-B of this report 
has shown that the deceleration rates used by trucks in making controlled 
stops are generally lower than the deceleration rates used by passenger cars 
making locked-wheel stops. The estimates of deceleration rate and braking 
distances shown in table 6 have been utilized in sensitivity analyses of 
stopping sight distance requirement for trucks later in this section. 

d. Driver Eye Height 

The minimum crest vertical curve criteria for stopping sight distance in 
table 21 are based on a driver eye height for passenger cars of 42 in 
(107 cm). The driver eye heights for trucks are much higher than for pas
senger cars, which may partially or completely offset their longer braking 
distances on crest vertical curves. However, the higher eye heights of truck 
drivers provide no comparable advantage at sight obstructions on horizontal 
curves unless the truck driver is able to see over the obstruction. 

The review of truck driver eye heights in section II-C concluded that 
truck driver eye height can range from 71.5 to 112.5 in (182 to 286 cm). A 
1983 FHWA study estimated the average driver eye height for a conventional 
tractor to be 93 in (236 cm). 22 This value was also used in the studies of 
stopping sight distance in NCHRP Report 270. However, because some driver eye 
heights may be very much lower than 93 in (236 cm), sensitivity analyses in 
this study have been conducted for values of both 75 and 93 in (190 and 
236 cm). 

e. Object Height 

The object height used in determining the crest vertical curve lengths in 
table 21 is 6 in (15 cm}. As shown in table 22, a 4-in (10 cm) object height 
was used prior to 1965. The AASHTO Green Book presents the object height as 
an arbitrary rationalization of possib1e hazardous objects that could be found 
in the roadway. Others maintain that, historically, the object height repre
sented a subjective tradeoff of the cost of providing sight distance to the 
pavement and did not represent any particular hazard.~e The recent analysis 
of this issue in NCHRP Report 270 assumed that the object height was meant to 
represent a specific possible hazard, but questioned the use of a 6-in (15 cm) 
object based on another recent study which found that about 30 percent of 
compact and subcompact passenger cars could not clear an object of that 
height.12,s~ Whatever interpretation of object height is chosen the crest 
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vertical lengths for trucks should not be affected, since trucks typically 
have underclearances substantially greater than 6 in (15 cm). 

f. Horizontal Sight Obstructions 

Increased eye height provides truck drivers no advantage over passenger 
car drivers at a horizontal sight obstruction, unless the truck driver is able 
to see over the obstruction. However, NCHRP Report 270 indicates that the 
minimum offset to a horizontal sight obstruction (represented by the midrlle 
ordinate of the curve computed with equation (29)) is normally required only 
near the center of a horizontal curve. 12 Figure 20 illustrates a sight 
distance envelope or "clear sight zone" within which horizontal sight 
obstructions should not be present. The figure illustrates that less offset 
to horizontal sight obstructions is required within a distance to the ends of 
the curve equal to half the stopping sight distance. 

SSC " 600' 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 

Figure 20. Example sight obstruction envelope on horizontal curves 
for condition where the stopping sight distance is less 

than the length of the curve. 

Another problem associated with stopping sight distance on horizontal 
curves is that the tire-pavement friction available for braking is reduced by 
the portion of the available tire-pavement friction that is required for 
cornering.12,ss NCHRP Report 270 expresses the available friction for braking 
on a horizontal curve as:12 
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' 
where: 

2 2 ( v
2 

) 2 f = ft - 15R - e 

f = Coefficient of friction available for braking 

ft= Total available coefficient of friction 

V = Vehicle speed (mi/h) 

R = Radius of curvature (ft) 

e = Superelevation rate (ft/ft) 

(30) 

Equation (30) implies that the required stopping sight distances on horizontal 
curves should be longer than on tangents. 

3. Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate the differences in 
stopping sight distance requirements for trucks and passenger cars. The 
stopping sight distance criteria for passenger cars were represented by the 
AASHTO criteria. The sensitivity analysis also examined the implications of 
the stopping sight distance analysis results for crest vertical curves and for 
horizontal sight obstructions. 

a. Stopping Sight Distance 

Stopping sight distance criteria for trucks were derived using the AASHTO 
stopping sight distance relationship given in equation (25). The stopping 
sight distance criteria for trucks were based on the same brake reaction time 
(t ) as the AASHTO criteria. The design speed of the highway is used as the 
in~tial vehicle speed in the braking maneuver. Three cases are considered for 
the coefficients of friction or deceleration rates used by truck drivers for 
controlled stops. These are a truck with a conventional braking system and 
the worst-performance driver, a truck with a conventional braking system and 
the best-performance driver, and a truck with an ant1lock brake system. The 
estimated deceleration rates for these three cases, shown in table 6, are 
based on braking by an empty tractor-semitrailer truck, with good tires, on a 
poor, wet road. 

Table 23 presents the stopping sight distance requirements for trucks 
derived from the data discussed above, in comparison to the current AASHTO 
criteria. 

The sensitivity analysis based on the use of the current AASHTO stopping 
sight distance model forms the basis for determining truck requirements. 
However, this model is in need of a thorough review to determine if it truly 
meets the sight distance needs of drivers. 
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Table 23. Stopping sight distance requirements for trucks in comparison 
to current AASHTO criteria. 

Reguired sto22ing sight distance {ft} 
Controlled brakinga 

Design Worst- Best- Antilock 
speed AASHTO performance performance brake 
{milh} criteria driver driver sistem 

20 125 150 125 125 
30 200 300 250 200 
40 325 500 375 325 
50 475 725 525 475 
60 650 975 700 600 
70 850 1,275 900 775 

a Based on deceleration rates and braking distances presented in 
table 6. 

~~te: 1 mi =l.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

Table 23 and figure 21 show that the worst performance driver with a 
conventional braking system requires substantially more stopping sight 
distance than the AASHTO criteria, up to 425 ft (130 m) more sight distance 
for a 70 mi/h (113 km/h) design speed. On the other hand, the stopping sight 
distance requirements for the best-performance driver with a conventional 
braking system are only slightly higher than the current AASHTO criteria. 
Thus, the assumption made about the braking performance capability, or braking 
control efficiency, of the driver is critical to stopping sight distance. 
There are essentially no data available to indicate the actual distribution of 
braking control efficiencies for on-the-road truck drivers. 

Table 23 shows three potential sets of stopping sight distance criteria 
for trucks, each of which differ to some extent from current AASHTO cri
teria. If antilock brake systems for trucks do not come into use, a choice of 
stopping sight distance criteria must be made in the range from between the 
worst performance driver (62 percent driver control efficiency) and the best
performance driver (100 percent driver control efficiency). It would not be 
fair to select either end of this range as the basis for stopping sight dis
tance design. Although the literature indicates that, with practice at a test 
track, truck drivers can quickly learn to make emergency stops at nearly 
100 percent driver control efficiency, real-world experience and opportunities 
for practice are rare. Current truck driver training programs do not gener
ally include practice in making emergency stops. On the other hand, use of 
62 percent control efficiency in design would be unnecessarily conservative. 
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Figure 21. Comparison of stopping sight distance requirements for 
trucks to current AASHT0 criteria. 
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Highway design is seldom based on extreme values of design parameters, but is 
more typically based on specific percentiles of the parameter distribution 
(e.g., the 85th percentile). Since the real-world distribution of truck 
driver braking performance fs unknown, the design value of 70 percent driver 
control efficiency was selected based on engineering judgment. Table 24 
presents candidate stopping sight distance criteria for trucks, based on 
70 percent driver control efficiency, in comparison to the current AASHTO 
criteria. It is evident from table 23 that, ff anti1ock brake systems do come 
into fairly universal use and achieve the perfonnance projected in table 6, 
the current AASHTO stopping sight distance criteria should be adequate for 
trucks, and the candidate revision presented in table 24 would not be 
necessary. 

Figure 21 compares the stopping sfght distance requirements for passenger 
cars and trucks given fn table 23 and the candidate criteria for trucks in 
table 24. 

Table 24. Candidate stopping sight distance criteria 
for trucks. 

Stopping sight distance (ft) 
AASHTO Candidate criteria 

Design 
speed 
(mi/hl criteria for trucksa 

20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

125 
200 
325 
475 
650 
850 

150 
275 
475 
675 
900 

1,175 

a Not applicable if antilock brake systems for trucks come 
into nearly universal use. 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

b. Crest Vertical Curve lengths 

Table 25 shows the minimum vertical curve lengths for a range of design 
speeds and algebraic differences in grade based on the stopping sight distance 
requirements for trucks in tables 23 and 24. The comparable AASHTO criteria 
for passenger cars are presented in table 21. All of the vertical curve 
lengths in table 25 are based on a 6-in (15 cm) object height. The AASHTO 
criteria are based on a 42-fn (107 cm) driver eye height and the truck 
criteria are based on driver eye heights of 75 and 93 in (190 and 236 cm). 
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Table 25. Minimum vertical curve lengths {ft) to provide stopping 
sight distance for trucks. 

Algebraic difference 
in percent grade 20 

Design speed (mi/h) 
70 

TRUCK (driver eye height= 75 in) 

Conventional 
2 

Brake System with 70% Driver Control Efficiencya 

4 
6 
8 

10 

Conventional 
2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

60 90 200 300 740 1,300 
60 150 · 390 850 1,510 2,600 
60 210 600 1,270 2,260 3,890 
80 300 800 1,700 3,020 5,190 
80 370 1,000 2,120 3,770 6,490 

Brake System with Best Performance Driverb 
60 90 130 260 340 
60 100 210 520 910 
60 110 380 780 1,360 
60 200 450 1,040 1,810 
80 250 630 1,300 2,260 

750 
1,530 
2,300 
3,050 
3,820 

Antilock Brake Systemb 
2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

Conventional 
2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

Conventional 
2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

60 90 120 200 350 510 
60 90 130 400 700 1,150 
60 120 300 600 1,040 1,720 
60 140 400. 800 1,400 2,300 
60 200 500 1,000 1,730 2,870 

TRUCK (driver eye height= 93 in) 

Brake System with 70% Driver Control Efficiencya 
60 90 170 360 550 1,100 
60 130 300 720 1,270 2,190 
60 150 510 1,080 1,910 3,290 
70 250 670 1,430 2,550 4,380 
90 310 840 1,790 3,180 5,470 

Brake System with Best Performance Driverb 
60 90 120 220 390 
60 90 220 430 770 
60 130 320 660 1,150 
60 150 430 880 1,530 
60 210 540 1,080 1,910 

560 
1,290 
1.930 
2,580 
3,220 

Antilock Brake Systemb 
2 60 90 120 190 320 
4 60 90 190 340 640 
6 60 110 260 560 960 
8 60 120 370 740 1.210 

10 60 180 460 920 1,590 

a Based on stopping sight distances shown in table 24. 
b Based on stopping sight distances shown in table 23. 
Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m; 1 mi = 1.61 km; 1 in= 2.54 cm 
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1,060 
1,590 
2.120 
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The data in table 25 indicate that the minimum vertical curve lengths for 
the candidate stopping sight distance criteria for trucks are always longer-
in some cases, by a substantial margin--than current AASHTO criteria. On the 
other hand, the m1n1mum vertical curve lengths for a truck with an antilock 
brake system or for the best performance driver in a truck with a conven
tional brake system are virtually always shorter than the current AASHTO 
criteria. Stated another way, both the truck with the anti lock brake system 
and the best performing drfver wfth a conventional brake system will always 
have enough stopping sight distance on a curve designed in accordance with 
AASHTO criteria. 

Finally, the data in table 25 show that the minimum vertical curve 
lengths are not very sensitive to the difference between 75 and 93 in in 
driver eye height. The maximum difference in vertical curve lengths between 
these minimum and average driver eye heights is approximately 1,000 ft (300 m) 
1n one extreme case, while most of the differences are substantially shorter. 

c. Horizontal Sight Obstructions 

The differences in stopping sight distance between passenger cars and 
trucks shown in tables 23 and 24 are generally not mitigated by increased 
driver eye height as in the case of vertical sight restrictions. In fact, as 
shown in equation (30) the sight distance criteria for horizontal curves 
should actually be somewhat higher, as a function of curve radius and 
superelevation, than for tangents. 

4. Recommended Revisions to Design and Operational Criteria 

The sensitivity analysis presented above has shown that current AASHTO 
criteria for stopping sight distance may not be adequate to accommodate trucks 
unless antilock brake systems for trucks are required by government regulation 
or come into nearly universal use. Table 24 presents a candidate table 25 
revision to stopping sight distance criteria that would be adequate for trucks 
with conventional brake systems. 

A cost effectiveness analysis was performed to determine whether adoption 
of the candidate stopping sight distance criteria could reasonably be expected 
to provide sufficient safety benefits to justify the additional highway con
struction costs for improved sight distance. Appendix Fin volume II docu
ments the methodology used for this cost effectiveness analysis and the 
stopping sight distance analyses are presented in that appendix as examples. 
Tables 26 ·and 27 surrmarize the results of those analyses for rural two-lane 
highways and rural freeways, respectively. Each table presents the minimum 
percent reduction in truck accidents on crest vertical curves that would be 
required to make an improvement of sight distance to the candidate criteria in 
Table 24 cost effective. The percentage reductions apply to all truck acci
dents located at any point on a vertical curve, not just to truck accidents 
that are near the actual crest or that have causes related to inadequate sight 
distance. 
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Table 26. Minimum percent reduction in truck accidents on crest 
vertical curves required for cost effectiveness of improved 

stopping 5ight distance on rural two-lane highways. 

Average daily 
traffic volume 

(veh/day) 1% 
Percent trucks 

Scenario 1 -- New Construction or Major Reconstruction 
1,000 629.1 125.8 62.9 31.5 21.0 
2,000 359.5 71.9 36.0 18.0 12.0 
3,000 251.7 50.3 25.2 12.6 8.4 
4,000 193.6 38.7 19.4 9.7 6.5 
5,000 157.3 31.5 15.7 7.9 5.2 
6,000 132.5 26.5 13.3 6.6 4.4 
7,000 114.4 22.9 11.4 5.7 3.8 
8,000 100.7 20.1 10.1 5.0 3.4 
9,000 89.9 18.0 9.0 4.5 3.0 

10,000 81.2 16.2 8.1 4.1 2.7 
11,000 74.0 14.8 7.4 3.7 2.5 
12,000 68.0 13.6 6.8 3.4 2.3 
13,000 62.9 12.6 6.3 3.2 2.1 
14,000 58.5 11.7 5.9 2.9 2.0 
15,000 54.7 10.9 5.5 2.7 1.8 

Scenario 2 -- Rehabilitation 
1,000 7,801.4 
2,000 4,458.0 
3,000 3,120.6 
4,000 2,400.4 
5,000 1,950.4 
6,000 1,642.4 
7,000 1,418.4 
8,000 1,248.2 
9,000 1,114.5 

10,000 1,006.6 
11,000 917.8 
12,000 843.4 
13,000 780.1 
14,000 725.7 
15,000 678.4 

1,560.3 
891.6 
624.l 
480.1 
390.1 
328.5 
283.7 
249.7 
222.9 
201.3 
183.6 
168.7 
156.0 
145.1 
135.7 
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780.1 
445.8 
312.1 
240.0 
195.0 
164.2 
141.8 
124.8 
111.5 
100.7 
91.8 
84.3 
78.0 
72.6 
67.8 

390.1 
222.9 
156.0 
120.0 
97.5 
82.1 
70.9 
62.4 
55.8 
50.3 
45.9 
42.2 
39.0 
36.3 
33.9 

260.l 
148.6 
104.0 
80.0 
65.0 
54.8 
47.3 
41.6 
37.2 
33.6 
30.6 
28.1 
26.0 
24.2 
22.6 



Table 27. Minimum percent reduction in truck accidents on crest 
vertical curves required for cost effectiveness of improved 

stopping sight distance on rural freeways. 

Average daily 
traffic volume 

(veh/day) 1% 
Percent trucks 

5% 10% 20% 

Scenario 1 -- New Construction or Major Reconstruction 

30% 

2,000 1,028.6 205.7 102.9 51.4 34.3 
3,000 806.2 161.2 80.6 40.3 26.9 
4,000 662.9 132.6 66.3 33.1 22.1 
5,000 562.8 112.6 56.3 28.1 18.8 

10,000 320.7 64.2 32.1 16.0 10.7 
15,000 224.3 44.9 22.4 11.2 7.5 
20,000 245.2 49.0 24.5 12.3 8.2 
25,000 187.5 37.5 18.7 9.4 6.3 
30,000 149.6 29.9 15.0 7.5 5.0 
35,000 123.0 24.6 12.3 6.2 4.1 
40,000 103.4 20.7 10.3 5.2 3.5 
45,000 88.4 17.7 8.8 4.4 3.0 
50,000 76.7 15.3 7.7 3.8 2.6 

Scenario 2 -- Rehabilitation 
2,000 19,436.8 
3,000 15,234.1 
4,000 12,525.8 
5,000 10,635.1 

10,000 6,060.9 
15,000 4,238.1 
20,000 4,633.7 
25,000 3,542.2 
30,000 2,826.2 
35,000 2,323.6 
40,000 1,953.4 
45,000 1,670.8 
50,000 1,449.1 

3,887.3 1,943.7 
3,046.8 1,523.4 
2,505.2 1,252.6 
2,127.0 1,063.5 
1,212.2 606.1 

847.6 423.8 
926.7 463.4 
708.4 354.2 
565.2 282.6 
464.7 232.4 
390.7 195. 3 
334.2 167.1 
289 .1 144.9 
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971.8 
761.7 
626.3 
531.8 
303.1 
211.9 
231.7 
177 .1 
141.3 
116.2 
97.7 
83.5 
72.4 

648.9 
507.8 
418.5 
354.5 
202.0 
141.3 
154.5 
118.1 
94.2 
77 .5 
65.1 
55.7 
48.3 
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Two costing scenarios for sight distance improvements are addressed in 
each table. Scenario 1 applies to new construction or major reconstruction in 
which the only expenditure required to improve the stopping sight distance is 
additional earthwork. Scenario 2 applies to rehabilitation projects where a 
sight distance improvement would require removal and replacement of the pave
ment and shoulders plus the additional earthwork. In brief, scenario 1 
assumes that any pavement and shoulder costs in the project would be necessary 
even if the sight distance were not modified, while scenario 2 assumes that 
the pavement and shoulder costs are incurred only because the sight distance 
is being improved. 

On rural two-lane highways, an improvement from AASHTO stopping sight 
distance criteria to those given in table 24 would cost approximately $18,000 
per crest vertical curve in new construction and approximately $180,000 per 
crest vertical curve in rehabilitation projects. Table 26 shows that for new 
construction or major reconstruction projects on two-lane highways, stopping 
sight distance improvements for trucks are cost effective at higher average 
daily traffic volumes and higher truck percentages. For example, if a change 
in the stopping sight distance criteria for trucks could produce a 10 percent 
reduction in truck accidents, the improvement will be cost effective for rural 
two-lane highways with truck volumes over about 800 trucks/day. If a 20 per
cent reduction in truck accidents could be achieved, stopping sight distance 
improvements for trucks would be cost effective at volumes of about 
400 trucks/day. On the other hand, a change in stopping sight distance cri
teria is almost never cost effective in rehabilitation projects on two-lane 
highways. Even at the extremely high volume of 15,000 veh/day and 30 percent 
trucks in the traffic stream (i.e., 4,500 trucks/day), a change in stopping 
sight distance criteria would have to reduce truck accidents by more than 
20 percent to be cost effective. 

On rural freeways, an improvement from AASHTO stopping sight distance 
criteria to those given in table 24 would cost approximately $32,000 per crest 
vertical curve in new construction and approximately $490,000 per crest verti
cal curve in rehabilitation projects. Table 27 shows that for new construc
tion or major reconstruction projects, improved stopping sight distance 
criteria would be cost effective only on higher volume freeways. For example, 
if the stopping sight distance improvement reduced truck accidents by 10 per
cent, the improvement would be cost effective on rural freeways with truck 
volumes over about 4,000 trucks/day. If the stopping sight distance improve
ments reduced truck accidents by 20 percent, the improvement would be cost 
effective on rural freeways with truck volumes over 2,000 veh/day. By con
trast, a change in stopping sight distance criteria would virtually never be 
cost effective in a freeway rehabilitation project. Even for a freeway with 
the extremely high volume of 15,000 trucks/day, a change in stopping sight 
distance criteria would need to reduce nearly 50 percent of truck accidents to 
be cost effective. 

Based on these analysis results, it is recommended that the improved 
stopping sight distance criteria for trucks given in table 24 be considered 
for use in new construction or major reconstruction projects of two-lane 
highways that carry more than 800 trucks/day and on freeways that carry more 
than 4,000 trucks/day. These revised stopping sight distance criteria should 
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be implemented with a driver eye height of 75 in (190 cm) which will provide 
crest vertical curves long enough to meet the needs of both passenger cars and 
trucks. Implementation of the stopping sight distance criteria in table 24 
should not be considered in rehabilitation projects in which the sight dis
tance improvement would require replacement of the pavement and shoulder where 
this would otherwise be unnecessary. 

5. Sunanary 

The sensitivity analyses performed in this study have shown that the 
stopping sight distance requirements of trucks are highly dependent on the 
assumptions concerning driver and brake system characteristics. The worst 
performance driver in a truck with a conventional brake system requires up to 
425 ft (130 m) additional stopping sight distance than the current AASHTO 
criteria for a 70-mi/h (113-km/h} design speed. However, the best performance 
driver in a truck with a conventional brake system requires only slightly more 
stopping sight distance than AASHTO. Future trucks with antilock brake sys
tems may actually require less stopping sight distance than the current AASHTO 
criteria. 

Table 24 presents reconrnended stopping sight distance criteria to 
accommodate trucks that are cost effective only for roads with particularly 
high truck volumes (over 800 trucks/day on two-lane highways and over 
4,000 trucks/day on freeways). The revised stopping sight distance criteria 
in table 24 should be used only in new construction or in major reconstruction 
projects where the pavement and shoulder are being replaced for reasons other 
than the stopping sight distance improvement; the revised criteria are not 
applicable to rehabilitation projects. The revised criteria in table 24 are 
applicable only to trucks with conventional brake systems. The existing 
AASHTO stopping sight distance criteria will be adequate for trucks ff anti
lock brake systems for trucks are required by government regulations or come 
into nearly universal use. 

B. Passing and No-Passing Zones on Two-Lane Highways 

1. Current Highway.Design and Operational Criteria 

Two major aspects of design and operational criteria for passing and no
passing zones on two-lane highways are addressed in this section: passing 
sight distance and passing zone length. 

a. Passing Sight Distance: 

Passing sight distance is needed where passing is permitted on two-lane, 
two-way highways to assure that passing vehicles using the lane normally used 
by opposing traffic have a clear view ahead for a distance sufficient to 
minimize the possibility of collision with an opposing vehicle. 

Design criteria: The current design criteria for passing sight distance 
on two-lane highways set forth in the AASHTO Green Book are based on the 
results of field studies conducted between 1938 and 1941 and validated by 
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another study conducted in 1958.56•5 7 •sa Based on these studies. the AASHTO 
policy defines the minimum passing sight distance as the sum of the following 
four distances: 

d1 = distance traveled during perception and reaction time 
and during initial acceleration to the point of encroach
ment on the left lane. 

d2 = distance traveled while the passing vehicle occupies the 
left lane, 

d3 = distance between passing vehicle and opposing vehicle at 
the end of the passing maneuver (i.e •• clearance dis
tance), and 

d~ = distance traveled by an opposing vehicle for two-thirds 
of the time the passing vehicle occupies the left lane, 
or 2/3 of d2• 

Design values for the four distances described above were developed using 
the field data and the following assumptions stated in the AASHTO Green Book: 

• The passed vehicle travels at uniform speed. 

• The passing vehicle reduces speed and trails the passed vehicle as 
it enters the passing section. (This is called a delayed pass.) 

• When the passing section is reached, the passing driver requires a 
short period of time to perceive the clear passing section and to 
begin to accelerate. 

• Passing is accomplished under what may be termed a delayed start and 
a hurried return in the face of opposing traffic. The passing vehi
cle accelerates during the maneuver, and its average speed during 
the occupancy of the left lane is 10 mi/h (16 km/h) higher than that 
of the passed vehicle. 

• When the passing vehicle returns to its lane, there is a suitable 
clearance length between it and any oncoming vehicle in the other 
lane. 

The design values for the four components of passing sight distance are shown 
in figure III-2 of the AASHTO Green Book. Table 28 illustrates the develop
ment of the design values for passing sight distance. The columns in table 28 
not headed by a value of design speed represent field data from the sources 
cited above. The columns headed by design speeds of 20 through 70 mi/h (32 
through 113 km/h) contain values that are interpolated or extrapolated from 
the field data presented in the intervening columns. Table 28 represents the 
derivation of the AASHTO passing sight distance criteria, although this deri
vation only appears graphically in the AASHTO Green Book. 
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Table 28. AASHTO passing sight distance requirements including field data used in their derivation. 1 

Design s~eed (miLh} 
20 30 40 50 60 65 70 

Assumed speed of passed 20 26 34 41 47 50 54 
vehicle (mi/h) 

Assumed speed of passing 30 34.9 36 43.8 44.0 51 52.6 57 60 62.0 64 
vehicle (m1/h) 

Initial maneuver: 
a= avg. acceleration 1.38 1.40 1.40 1.43 1.43 1.46 1.47 1.48 1.49 1.50 1.51 

(mi/h/s) 
t 1 = maneuver time 3.38 3.6 3.6 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.54 

(s) ...., d1 = distance traveled 111 145 153 216 217 275 289 325 349 366 383 ~ 

(ft) 

Occupation of left lane: 
t 2 = time (s) 8.9 9.3 9.4 10.0 10.0 10.6 10.7 11.0 11.2 11.3 11.4 
d2 = distance traveled 393 477 497 644 648 

(ft) 
793 827 920 985 1,030 1,075 

Clearance length: 
d3 = distance traveled 56 100 110 180 182 237 250 273 289 300 311 

(ft) 

Opposing vehicle: 
d~ = distance traveled 262 318 331 429 432 528 552 613 657 687 717 

(ft) 

Total distance: 
d1 + d2 + d3 + d~ (ft) 800 1,040 1,100 1,470 1,500 1,800 1,920 2,100 2,300 2,380 2,500 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 
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It should be noted in table 28 that the speeds used to compute the design 
values for passing sight distance differ from the design speed of the high
way. The speed of the passed vehicle is assumed to be equal to the average 
running speed of traffic (as represented by the intermediate volume curve in 
figure 11-19 of the AASHTO Green Book). Thus, the speed of the passed vehicle 
is up to 16 mi/h (25 km/h) less than the design speed of the highway. The 
speed of the passing vehicle is assumed to be 10 mi/h (16 km/h) higher than 
the speed of the passing vehicle. 

The distance traveled during the initial maneuver period (d 1 ) is computed 
by AASHTO as: 

where: t 1 = time required for initial maneuver (s) 

a= average acceleration (mi/h/s) 

V = average speed of passing vehicle (mi/h) 

m = difference in speed between passed vehicle and passing 
vehicle (mi/h) 

(31) 

The AASHTO policy estimates the time for the initial maneuver (t 1 ) as within 
the 3.6 to 4.5 s range, based on field data. Similarly, the average accelera
tion rate during the initial maneuver ranges from 1.38 to 1.51 mi/h/s (2.22 to 
2.43 km/h/s). 

The distance traveled by the passing vehicle while occupying the left 
lane (d 2 ) is estimated by AASHTO from the formula: 

where: t 2 = time passing vehicle occupies the left lane (s) 

V = average speed of passing vehicle (mi/h) 

(32) 

Based on field data, AASHTO assumes that the time the passing vehicle occupies 
the left lane ranges from 8.9 to 11.4 s for design speeds from 20 to 70 mi/h 
(32 to 113 km/h). 

The clearance distance (d 3 ) is estimated by AASHTO to range from 33 to 
310 ft (10 to 95 m), depending upon speed. 
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The distance traveled by an opposing vehicle (d~) is estimated as two
thirds of the distance traveled by the passing vehicle in the left lane. Con
servatively, the distances d2 and d~ should be equal, but the AASHTO policy 
assumes that the passing vehicle could abort its pass and return to the right 
lane if an opposing vehicle should appear early 1n the passing maneuver. 

The bottom line in table 28 presents the AASHTO passing sight distance 
criteria, representing the sum of the distances d1 through d~. These criteria 
range from 800 ft (244 m) for a 20-mi/h (32 km/h) design speed to 2,5DO ft 
(762 m) for a 70-mi/h (113 km/h) design speed. The AASHTO criteria are used 
in highway design to determine if a particular highway project has sufficient 
length with passing sight distance to assure an adequate level of service on 
the completed highway. The acceptable level of service for a particular 
project is considered to be a design decision and is not specified by the 
AASHTO policy. The AASHTO criteria for passing sight distance are not used in 
the marking of passing and no-passing zones. 

Marking criteria: The criteria for marking passing and no-passing zones 
on two-lane highways are set by the MUTCD. Passing zones are not marked 
directly. Rather, the warrants for no-passing zones are established by the 
MUTCD, and passing zones merely happen where no-passing are not warranted. 
Table 29 presents the MUTCD passing sight distance warrants for no-passing 
zones. These criteria are based on prevai11ng off-peak 85th-percenti1e speeds 
rather than design speeds. 

Table 29. MUTCD minimum passing sight distance warrants 
for no-passing zones.2 

85th percentile 
speed (mi/h) 

30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

Minimum passing sight 
distance (ft) 

500 
600 
800 

1,000 
1,200 

The MUTCD passing sight distance warrants are substantially less than the 
AASHTO passing sight distance design criteria. For example, at a speed of 
60 mi/h (97 km/h), the AASHTO and MUTCD passing sight distance criteria are 
2,100 ft (640 m) and 1,000 ft (300 m), respectively. 

The rationale for the MUTCD passing sight distance criteria is not stated 
in the MUTCD. However, the MUTCD warrants are identical to those presented in 
the 1940 AASHO policy on marking no-passing zones. 5 9 These earlier AASHO 
warrants represent a subjective compromise between distances computed for 
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flying passes and distances computed for delayed passes. As such, they do not 
represent any particular passing situation. Table 30 presents the basic 
assumptions and data used to derive the MUTCD passing sight distance warrants. 

Table 30. Derivation of MUTCD passing sight distance warrants 
{based on 1940 AASHTO policy),s9 

Speed of Passinq Vehicle (mi/h) 
30 40 50 60 70 

Assumed speed differential 
between passing and passed 
vehicles (mi/h} 

Assumed speed of opposing 
vehicle (mi/h} 

Required sight distance for 
flying pass {ft} 

Required sight distance for 
delayed pass (ft) 

Recommended minimum sight 
distance (ft) 

Note: 1 mi = l.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

10 

25 

440 

510 

500 

b. Minimum Passing Zone Length 

12 

32 

550 

760 

600 

15 20 25 

40 46 55 

660 660 660 

1,090 1,380 1,780 

800 1,000 1,200 

Another consideration in the establishment of passing and no-passing 
zones on two-lane highways is the minimum length of a passing zone. The 
AASHTO Green Book does not address passing zone lengths at all. The MUTCD 
indirectly sets a minimum passing zone length of 400 ft (122 m} by stating 
that, when two no-passing zones come within 400 ft {122 m} of one another the 
no-passing barrier stripe should be continued between them. 

2. Critique of Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

a. Passing Sight Distance 

There is a clear incompatibility between the AASHTO and MUTCD passing 
sight distance criteria. The design values for the individual component 
distances in the AASHTO criteria are questionable because, at high speeds, 
they are based on vehicle speeds less than the design speed of the highway. 
On the other hand, the definition of passing sight distance as the sum of the 
four distance elements (d 1 through d~) is extremely conservative, since it 
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assumes that very early in the passing maneuver, the passing driver is com
mitted to complete the pass. In fact, observation of two-lane highway 
operations shows that passing drivers frequently abort passing maneuvers. 

The MUTCD passing sight distance criteria are based on a questionable 
premise, since they represent a compromise between delayed passes and flying 
passes. Furthermore, both the AASHTO and MUTCD criteria are based on field 
data collected nearly 50 years ago. These field studies considered only 
passenger cars and do not consider passing maneuvers involving longer and less 
powerful vehicles such as trucks. Neither the AASHTO or MUTCD models for 
passing sight distance contain a vehicle length term that could be used to 
examine the sensitivity of passing sight distance requirements to the dif
ferences between trucks and passenger cars. 

Over the last 2 decades, researchers have recognized the inconsistencies 
between the AASHTO and MUTCD policies and have investigated alternative formu
lations of passing sight distance criteria. In 1971, two studies indepen
dently recognized that a key stage of a passing maneuver occurs at the point 
where the passing driver can no longer safely abort the pass and is, there
fore, committed to complete it. One study called this the "point of no 
return" and another called it the "critical position."60•&1•&2 A 1976 paper 
added the insight that the critical position is the point at which the sight 
distances required to abort the pass and to complete the pass are equal.&3 
Until the critical position is reached, the passing vehicle can abort the pass 
and return to the right lane behind the passed vehicle. Beyond the critical 
position, the driver is committed to complete the pass, because the sight dis
tance required to abort the pass is greater than the sight distance required 
to complete the pass. The critical position concept has also been incor
porated in research on passing sight distance requirements published in 1982 
and 1983.&'+•&s 

Each of the studies cited above (references 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, and 65} 
formulated a passing sight distance model based on the critical position con
cept. However, each of these models contained one or more logical flaws that 
made the model invalid. In 1988, however, Glennon formulated a new passing 
sight distance model that accounts for the kinematic relationships between the 
passing, passed, and opposing vehicles.&6 The location of the critical 
position is determined as: 

where: 

[ (2.93 m +Lr+ Lp} ~4 V {2.93 m + Lr + Lp)] 
Ac= LP+ l. 47 m l.47 (2V - m) - d (2V - m) (33} 

Ac= critical separation (distance from front of passing vehicle to 
front of passed vehicle at critical position) (ft) 

V = speed of passing vehicle and opposing vehicle (mi/h) 

m = speed difference between passed vehicle and passing 
vehicle (mi/h) 
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d = deceleration rate used in aborting a passing maneuver 
(ft/s2) 

Lp = length of passing vehicle (ft) 

L1 = length of passed vehicle {ft) 

When the location of the critical position is known, the critical passing 
sight distance can be computed as: 

The assumptions of the Glennon model are: 

(34) 

• The maximum sight distance during a passing maneuver is required at 
the critical position at which the sight distances required to 
complete the pass or to abort the pass are equal. 

• The speeds of the passing vehicle and opposing vehicle are equal. 

• The passing vehicle has sufficient acceleration capability to attain 
the specified speed difference relative to the passed vehicle by the 
time it reaches the critical position. 

• If the passing vehicle completes its pass, it returns to its normal 
lane with a 1-s gap in front of the passed vehicle. 

• If the passing vehicle aborts its pass, it returns to its normal 
lane with a 1-s gap behind the passed vehicle. 

• The minimum clearance time between the passing vehicle and an 
opposing vehicle is 1 s. 

The derivation of the Glennon model, as given in equations (33) and (34), is 
presented in the literature and will not be repeated here. 6 6 

The Glennon model combined with accepted enforcement practices provides a 
very safety-conservative approach for marking passing and no-passing zones on 
two-lane highways. If the passing sight distance determined from equa-
tion (34) is available throughout a passing zone, then it is assured that a 
passing driver in the critical position at any point within that zone (even at 
the very end) has sufficient sight distance to complete the passing maneuver 
safe1y. In most terrain, passing sight distance substantially greater than 
the minimum will be available throughout most of the passing zone. It must 
always be recognized that some drivers will illegally start a passing maneuver 
before the beginning of a passing zone (jumping) or complete it beyond the end 
of the zone (clipping). However, since the sight distance requirements of 
passing drivers are lower in the early and later stages of a passing maneuver 
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than at the critical position, the model provides assurance that jumping and 
clipping drivers are unlikely to be greatly at risk of collision with an 
opposing vehicle. Finally, it should be recognized that the assumptions for a 
critical passing situation given above (e.g •• passing and opposing vehicle 
traveling at the design speed of the highway, 1-s clearance time to an 
opposing vehicle, etc.) represent an extremely rare combination of events that 
does not occur often on two-lane highways. 

An advantage of the Glennon model fs that the 1ength of the passing and 
passed vehicles appear explicitly so that the sensitivity of the required 
passing sight distance to vehicle length can be examined. 

b. Minimum Passing Zone Length 

The MUTCD minimum passing zone length of 400 ft (122 m) is clearly 
inadequate for high-speed passes. A 1970 study evaluated several very short 
passing zones.&7 In two passing zones with lengths of 400 and 640 ft (122 and 
195 m), it was found that very few passing opportunitfes were accepted in such 
short zones and, of those that were accepted, more than 70 percent resulted in 
a slightly forced or very forced return to the right lane in the face of 
opposing traffic. 

The 1971 study recommended that the minimum length of a passing zone 
should be the sum of the perception-reaction distance (d 1 ) and the distance 
traveled while occupying the left lane (d 2 ).&2 Table 31 illustrates several 
alternative criteria that could be used for the minimum length of a passing 
zone, including: the implicit MUTCD criteria, the sum of distances d1 and d2 
based on the assumptions in AASHTO policy, and the 85th percentile value of 
the sum of distances d1 and d2 based on field observations. 62 

Table 31. Alternative criteria for minimum length of passing 
zones on two-lane highways. 

Design 
speed 
(mi/h} 

20 
30 
40 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 

Based on 
MUTCD criteria 

400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

Minimum length of passing zone (ft} 

Based on d1 + d2 
from AASHTO policy 

505 
650 
865 

1,065 
1,155 
1,245 
1,340 
1,455 

80 

Based on 85th percentile 
d1 + d2 observed 
in field studies&2 

885 

1,185 
1,335 
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3. Sensitivity Analyses 

The design criteria for minimum passing sight distance and minimum pass
ing zone length are sensitive to three major vehicle characteristics: vehicle 
length, acceleration/deceleration capabilities, and driver eye height. 

a. Passing Sight Distance 

The existing design and operational criteria for minimum passing sight 
distance are based on consideration of passenger cars as both the passing and 
passed vehicles. The sensitivity analysis presented below considers three 
other passing scenarios: a passenger car passing a truck, a truck passing a 
passenger car, and a truck passing another truck. 

Passenger car passing truck: Neither the AASHTO nor the MUTCD models can 
be used to examine the sensitivity of passing sight distance requirements to 
vehicle length. However, a major advantage of the Glennon model is that the 
lengths of the passing and passed vehicles appear explicitly in the model. 
Therefore, this model has been used to compare the passing sight distance 
requirements for passenger cars and trucks. 

The lengths of the vehicles in the sensitivity analyses that follow are 
based on the length of the AASHTO passenger car design vehicle (19 ft or 6 m) 
and the length of a relatively long truck (75 ft or 23 m). 

In computing passing sight distance requirements with the Glennon model, 
presented above in equations (33} and (34}, the deceleration rate (d) used by 
a passenger car in aborting a pass is assumed to be 8 ft/s2 (2.4 m/s2). This 
is a relatively conservative deceleration rate for a passenger car on a dry 
pavement, but it approaches a maximum deceleration rate in braking on a poor, 
wet road. 

The sensitivity analysis considered two alternative sets of assumptions 
concerning the speeds of the passing and passed vehicles. The first set are 
the standard AASHTO assumptions that the passed vehicle travels at the average 
running speed of the highway (see table 28) and that the speed differential 
(m) between the passing and passed vehicles is a constant 10 mi/h (16 km/h} at 
a11 design speeds. The second set of assumptions were those proposed by 
Glennon, based on field data.s 2 •ss Glennon proposed that the passing vehicle 
should be assumed to travel at the design speed of the highway, but that the 
speed differential (m) between the passing and passed vehicles should be a 
function of design speed as shown in table 32. 

Table 33 presents the passing sight distance requirements for a passenger 
car passing a truck using the Glennon model and Glennon's assumptions concern
ing vehicle speeds, presented above. (An alternative analysis with the stan
dard AASHTO assumptions concerning vehicle speeds yielded very similar 
results.) For comparative purposes, the passing sight distance requirements 
for a passenger car passing another passenger car are presented in three 
different ways: (1) based on AASHTO policy; (2) based on the MUTCD warrants; 
and (3) based on the Glennon model. 
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Table 33. 

Design or 
prevailing 

SEeed (mi/h} 

20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

Table 32. Speed differentials between passing and 
passed vehicles for particular design speeds.&& 

Speed 
Design SEeed (mi/h} differential (mi/h) 

30 12 
40 11 
50 10 
60 9 
70 8 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61 km 

Sight distance requirements for passing by passenger cars 

AASHTO 
EOl icy 

800 
1,100 
1,500 
1,800 
2,100 
2,500 

based on Glennon model.&& 

MUTCD 
criteria 

500 
600 
800 

1,000 
1,200 

Required Eassing sight distance (ft} 
Passenger car Passenger car 

Eassing Eassenger car Eassing truck 

325 
525 
700 
875 

1,025 
1,200 

350 
575 
800 

1,025 
1,250 
1,450 

Note: 1 mi= l.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

Table 33 shows that the passing sight distance requirements for passenger cars 
obtained from the Glennon model are very similar to the MUTCD criter,a. The 
passing sight distance requirements for a passenger car passing a truck are 25 
to 250 ft (B to 76 m) higher than for a passenger car passing a passenger car, 
depending upon speed. The AASHT0 Green Book sight distance requirements are 
much longer than any of the other criteria, because of their very conservative 
assumptions. 

Truck Eassing Eassenger car: The passing sight distance requirements for 
a truck passing a passenger car can be addressed through a slight modification 
of the Glennon model. It is unlikely that a truck would be able to sustain a 
speed difference as large as a passenger car in performing a passing maneu
ver. No data are available on the speed differences actually used by trucks 
in passing, but for purposes of this analysis it will be assumed that trucks 
can maintain only half of the speed difference used by passenger cars. This 
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assumption has been implemented in the following analysis by keeping the speed 
of the passed and opposing vehicles constant and decreasing the speed of the 
passing vehicle. Since the speeds of the passing and opposing vehicles are no 
longer equal, a revised version of the Glennon model was derived and utilized 
for this analysis. This revised model for passing maneuvers by trucks is 
equivalent to equations (33) and (34) with 0.5 (Vp + V0 ) substituted for the V 
term, where: 

VP= speed of the passing vehicle (mi/h) 

V0 = speed of the opposing vehicle (mi/h) 

A truck is also not likely to use a deceleration rate of 8 ft/s 2 (0.25 g 
or 2.4 m/s2) in aborting a pass. This exceeds the capabilities of a typical 
truck with a poor performance driver on a poor, wet pavement. Therefore, a 
deceleration rate of 5 ft/s 2 (0.15 g or 1.5 m/s 2 }, which would be a comfort
able deceleration rate on a dry pavement and a critical deceleration rate for 
a poor performance driver on a poor, wet pavement, has been assumed. 

Table 34 presents the passing sight distance requirements for a 75-ft 
(23-m) truck passing a 19-ft (6-m) passenger car under the assumptions dis
cussed above. The passing sight distance requirements for a truck passing a 
passenger car are 25 to 425 ft (8 to 130 m) more than for a passenger car 
passing a passenger car, depending upon speed. 

Table 34. Sight distance requirements for passing by trucks 
based on revised Glennon model. 

Design or 
prevailing 

speed (mi/h) 

20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

AASHT0 
policy 

800 
1,100 
1,500 
1,800 
2,100 
2,500 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

MUTCD 
criteria 

500 
600 
800 

1,000 
1,200 

Required passing sight 
distance (ft) 

Truck passing Truck passing 
passenger car truck 

350 
600 
875 

1,125 
1,375 
1,625 

350 
675 
975 

1,275 
1,575 
1,875 

Truck passing truck: The passing sight distance requirements for a truck 
passing a truck have also been examin.ed and are also presented in table 34. 
Both vehicles are assumed to be 75 ft (23 m) in length. The passing sight 
distance requirements for a truck passing another truck were found to be 25 to 
675 ft (8 to 206 m) longer than for a passenger car passing a passenger car, 
depending upon speed. 
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Comparison of results: Figure 22 compares the passing sight distance 
requirements determined in the sensitivity analysis with the current AASHTO 
and MUTCD policies. The figure indicates that the MUTCD criteria are in good 
agreement with the requirements for a passenger car passing another passenger 
car. The other passing scenarios--passenger car passing truck, truck passing 
passenger car, and truck passing truck--each require progressi~ely more sight 
distance, but all are substantially less than the current AASHTO criteria. 
Figure 23 compares the minimum passing zone lengths for the same scenarios. 
The development and interpretation of these curves is addressed in the dis
cussion of minimum passing zone length which follows. 

Effect of driver eye height at crest vertical curves: Where passing 
sight distance is restricted by a vertical curve, the truck driver has an 
advantage over a passenger car driver due to greater eye height. As in the 
case of stopping sight distance, however, the truck driver has no comparable 
advantage due to increased eye height where passing sight distance is 
restricted by a horizontal sight obstruction. 

Table 35 presents the required minimum vertical curve lengths to maintain 
passing sight distance over a crest for the four passing scenarios addressed 
in tables 33 and 34. Table 35 is based on an eye height of 42 in (107 cm) for 
a passenger car driver and 75 in (190 cm) for a truck driver. As discussed in 
the sensitivity analysis for stopping sight distance in section III-A of this 
report, 75 in (190 cm) represents the low end of the range for truck driver 
eye height. 

Table 35 indicates that increased driver eye height partially, but not 
completely offsets the greater sight distance requirements of trucks. At all 
speeds above 30 mi/h (48 km/h), a longer minimum vertical curve length is 
required to maintain adequate passing sight distance for passing maneuvers 
involving trucks than for a passenger car passing another passenger car. 
However, table 35 shows that a truck can safely pass a passenger car on any 
vertical curve where a passenger car can safely pass a truck. 

b. Minimum Passing Zone Length 

There are currently no design or operational criteria for minimum passing 
zone length, other than the default 400-ft (122-m) guideline set by the 
MUTCD. One possible criterion for minimum passing zone length is the distance 
required for a vehicle traveling at or near the design speed of the highway to 
pass a slower vehicle. Recent debate over the role of trucks in passing sight 
distance criteria has largely ignored the longer passing distances and, thus, 
longer passing zone lengths required for passing maneuvers involving trucks. 
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Figure 22. Required passing sight distance for passenger cars 
and trucks fn comparison to current criteria. 
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Figure 23. Required passing zone length to complete a pass 
at or near the highway design speed. 
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Table 35. Minimum vertical curve length (ft) to maintain required 
passing sight distance. 

Algebraic 
difference Design s2eed (miLh) 

in grade (%) 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Passenger Car Passing Passenger Cara 
2 80 200 350 550 760 1,030 
4 160 400 700 1,100 1,510 2,060 
6 230 600 1,050 1,650 2,260 3,090 
8 310 790 1,400 2,190 3,010 4,120 

10 380 990 1,750 2,740 3,760 5,150 

Passenger Car Passing Trucka 
2 90 240 460 760 1,120 1,510 
4 180 480 920 1,510 2,240 3,010 
6 270 710 1,380 2,260 3,350 4,510 
8 350 950 1,830 3,010 4,470 6,010 

10 440 1,190 2,290 3,760 5,590 7,510 

Truck Passing Passenger Carb 
2 70 190 410 670 990 1,390 
4 130 380 810 1,330 1,980 2,770 
6 200 570 1,210 1,990 2,970 4,150 
8 260 760 1,610 2,650 3,960 5,530 

10 330 950 2,010 3,320 4,950 6,910 

Truck Passing Truckb 
2 70 240 500 860 1,300 1,840 
4 130 480 1,000 1,710 2,600 3,680 
6 200 720 1,500 2,560 3,900 5,530 
8 260 920 1,990 3,410 5,200 7,370 

10 330 1,200 2,490 4,260 6,500 9,210 

a 

b 

Based on sight distance requirements from table 33 for passenger car 
driver eye height of 42 in (107 cm). 
Based on sight distance requirements from table 34 for truck driver eye 
height of 75 in (190 cm). 

·Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 in = 2. 54 cm 
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A sensitivity analysis of passing distances has been conducted based on 
the following assumptions: 

• The distance required to complete a pass is the sum of the initial 
maneuver distance (d 1 ) and the distance traveled in the left lane 
(d 2}. 

• The passing driver does not begin to accelerate in preparation for 
the passing maneuver until the beginning of the passing zone is 
reached. 

• The initial maneuver distance (d 1 ) for passes by both passenger cars 
and trucks can be determined using the AASHTO relationship presented 
in equation (31). The passing vehicle is assumed to accelerate at a 
constant rate (a) until the desired speed differential (m) relative 
to the passed vehicle is reached. Thus, t 1 can be calculated as 
m/a. 

• The acceleration rate (a) and initial maneuver time (t 1 ) for passes 
by passenger cars as a function of design speed can be approximated 
by the AASHTO estimates in table 28. Due to the lower performance 
capabilities of trucks, their acceleration rates during the initial 
maneuver are assumed to be 1/2 of those used by passenger cars. 

• The distance traveled in the left lane (d 2 ) can be estimated as: 

( 

2.93 (V - m} + L + L - 0.?3 m
2 

) 
d = v P r a 

2 m (35) 

This relationship is used in preference to the AASHTO expression for 
d2 because it explicitly contains the lengths of the passing and 
passed vehicles (Lp and L1) and the speed difference between the 
vehicles (m). It would be desirable to calibrate equation (35) with 
field data. 

• Equation (35} is based on the premise that the passing vehicle 
initially trails the passed vehicle by a 1-s gap and returns to its 
normal lane leading the passed vehicle by a 1-s gap. The passing 
vehicle is assumed to maintain an average speed differential equal 
tom during its occupancy of the left lane; the latter assumption is 
consistent with AASHTO policy, but is more restrictive than the 
Glennon model, which assumes only that a speed differential equal to 
mis reached before the passing vehicle reaches the critical 
position.&& 
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• Passenger cars are assumed to accelerate when passing and maintain 
an average speed equal to the design speed of the highway and 
ma1nta1n the same average speed differences used to derive 
table 33. When passing, trucks are assumed to maintain only half of 
the speed difference of passenger cars, consistent with the assump
tions used to derive table 34. 

• The assumed lengths of passenger cars and trucks are 19 and 75 ft (6 
and 23 m), respectively. 

The sensitivity analysis results for the distance required to complete a 
pass are presented in table 36 for the four passing scenarios considered pre
viously--passenger car passing passenger car, passenger car passing truck, 
truck passing passenger car, and truck passing truck. The required passing 
distances for these four scenarios are illustrated in figure 23. Except at 
very low speeds, all of the passing distances are very much larger than the 
MUTCD minimum passing zone length of 400 ft (122 m). 

Design 
speed 

(miLh) 

20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

Note: 

Table 36. Passing zone length required to comp7ete a pass 
for various passing scenarios. 

Speed 
difference Minimum length of eassing zone {ft) 

Passing (m) used by Passenger Truck 
vehicle eassing vehicle Car car passing Truck 

speed (V) Passenger passing passing passenger passing 
(m1Lh) car Truck eassenger truck car truck 

20 13 6.5 150 225 275 350 
30 12 6 350 475 600 725 
40 11 5.5 600 825 975 1,175 
50 10 5 975 1,250 1,450 1,750 
60 9 4.5 1,475 1,850 2,025 2,450 
70 8 4 2,175 2,650 2,900 3,400 

1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

Table 36 and figure 23 show that in order to complete a passing maneuver 
at speeds of 60 mi/h (97 km/h) or more under the stated assumptions, trucks 
require passing zones at least 2,000 ft (610 m) long. There are relatively 
few such passing zones on two-lane highways and, yet, trucks regularly make 
passing maneuvers. The explanation of this apparent paradox is that, since 
there are very few locations where a truck can safely make a delayed pass, 
truck drivers seldom attempt them. Most passing maneuvers by trucks on two
lane highways are flying passes that requ_ire less passing sight distance and 
less passing zone length than delayed passes. Thus, there may be no need to 
change current passing sight distance criteria to accommodate a truck passing 
a passenger car or a truck passing a truck as shown in table 34. It makes 
little sense to provide enough passing sight distance for delayed passes by 
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trucks when passing zones are not generally long enough to permit such 
maneuvers. 

4. Recommended Revisions to Design and Operational Criteria 

There is very close agreement between the current MUTCD criteria for 
\ passing sight distance and the sight distance requirements for a passenger car 

passing another passenger car based on an analytical model recently developed 
by Glennon.&& Application of the Glennon model indicates that successively 
longer passing sight distances are required for a passenger car passing a 
truck, a truck passing a passenger car, and a truck passing a truck. There is 
no general agreement as to which of these passing situations is the most 
reasonable basis for designing and operating two-lane highways. All of the 
passing sight distance criteria derived here are shorter than the AASHTO 
design criteria, which are based on very conservative assumptions. 

The analysis results indicate that, if a passenger car passing a 
passenger car is retained as the design situation, only minor modifications 
are needed to the MUTCD passing sight distance criteria. If a more critical 
design situation is selected (e.g., a passenger car passing a truck), passing 
sight distances up to 250 ft (76 m) longer than the current MUTCD criteria 
would be required. It is important to recognize that such a change in passing 
zone marking criteria would completely eliminate some existing passing zones 
and shorten others, even though passenger cars can safely pass other passenger 
cars in those zones. Clearly, this would reduce the level of service on two
lane highways. 

No cost-effectiveness analysis of the potential for revising passing 
sight distance criteria to accommodate trucks was conducted because of the 
lack of data on the operational effects of implementing the revised 
criteria. Thus, a formal recommendation as to whether the revised passing 
sight distance criteria for trucks in tables 33 and 34 should be adopted would 
be premature. The operational effects of remarking passing and no-passing 
zones on two-lane roads could be investigated with existing computer 
simulation models. A cost-effectiveness analysis could then be undertaken 
using the general approach presented in appendix Fin volume II of this report 
to determine the ?ercentage reduction in truck accidents on two-lane roads 
that would be required to offset the cost of removing and replacing the 
centerline markings plus the operational disbenefit of the revised markings 
for passenger cars (i.e., fewer passing maneuvers and increased delay). 

5. Summary 

Alternatives to the current MUTCD criteria for passing sight distance on 
two-lane highways have been developed. The criteria, presented in tables 33 
and 34, address design situations involving a passenger car passing a truck, a 
truck passing a passenger car, and a truck passing a truck, in contrast to the 
current criteria which are based on a passenger car passing a passenger car. 
Adoption of any of these alternative passing sight distance criteria for mark
ing passing and no-passing zones on two-lane highways would be premature with
out an operational analysis of the extent to which the revised criteria would 
degrade the level of service for passenger cars. 
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The increased driver eye height of trucks partially, but not completely, 
offsets the increased passing sight distance requirements when the truck is 
the passing vehicle. However, except at very sharp crests on high-speed 
highways, a truck can safely pass a passenger car on any crest where a 
passenger car can safely pass a truck. 

There are no current criteria for passing zone lengths, except for the 
default 400-ft (122-m) guideline set by the MUTCD. For all design speeds 
above 30 mi/h (48 km/h), the distance required for one vehicle to pass another 
at or near that design speed is substantially longer than 400 ft (122 m). 
indicating a need for longer passing zones. The required passing distances 
and passing zone lengths are increased substantially when the passing vehicle, 
the passed vehicle, or both, are trucks. 

C. Decision Sight Distance 

1. Current Design and Operational Criteria 

Decision sight distance is the distance required for a driver to detect 
an unexpected or otherwise difficult-to-perceive information source or hazard 
in a roadway environment that may be visually cluttered, to recognize the 
hazard or its threat potential, select an appropriate speed and path, and 
initiate and complete the selected maneuver safely and efficiently. Decision 
sight distance is intended to give drivers an additional margin for error and 
to provide them sufficient length to complete their selected maneuver at the 
same or reduced speed, rather than to stop. Therefore, the recommended values 
of decision sight distance are substantially longer than the recommended 
stopping sight distance criteria. Locations where decision sight distance may 
be needed include: interchanges and intersections, locations where unusual or 
unexpected maneuvers are required; changes in cross-section such as toll 
plazas and lane drops; and areas of "visual noise" where multiple sources of 
information, such as roadway elements, traffic, traffic control devices, and 
advertising signs, compete for the driver's attention. The decision sight 
distance criteria recommended in the AASHTO Green Book are presented in 
table 37. Table 37 also documents the components considered in the derivation 
of decision sight distance, which are discussed below. 

Vertical curve lengths to provide these levels of decision sight distance 
are based on a 42-in (107-cm) driver eye height and a 6-in (15-cm) object 
height, just as for stopping sight distance. Table 38 presents the minimum 
vertical curve lengths required to achieve the AASHTO criteria for decision 
sight distance for a range of design speeds and algebraic differences in 
grade. The minimum vertical curve lengths were obtained by using the higher 
value of decision sight distance in table 37 for each design speed in equa
tions (27) and (28). 
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Table 37. AASHTO criteria for decision sight distance. 1 

Time (s) 
Premaneuver Decision 

Design Decision and sight distance (ft) 
speed Detection and 
{mi[h) recognition 

30 1.5-3.0 

40 1.5-3.0 

50 1.5-3.0 

60 2.0-3.0 

70 2.0-3.0 

Note: I mi= l.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

response 
initiation 

4.2-6.5 

4.2-6.5 

4.2-6.5 

4.7-7.0 

4.7-7.0 

Maneuver 
( lane change) Total Computed 

4.5 10.2-14.0 449-616 

4.5 10.2-14.0 598-821 

4.5 10.2-14.0 748-1,027 

4.5 11.2-14.5 986-1,276 

4.0 10.7-14.0 1,098-1,437 

Table 38. Required minimum vertical curve length (ft) to provide maximum 
AASHTO decision sight distance for passenger cars. 

Algebraic 
difference in 

grade(%) 

2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 in= 2.54 cm 
1 mi = 1.61 km 

30 

590 
1,180 
1,770 
2,360 
2,940 

(Driver eye height= 42 in) 

40 

1,030 
2,050 
3,080 
4,100 
5,130 

Design speed (mi[h) 
50 

1,590 
3,170 
4,750 
6,330 
7,910 

60 

2,450 
4,900 
7,340 
9,790 

12,240 

70 

3,170 
6,330 
9,500 

12,660 
15,820 

Rounded 
for design 

450-625 

600-825 

750-1,025 

1,000-1,275 

1, 100-1, 450 



The AASHTO decision sight distance criteria are meant to be guidelines 
rather than absolute requirements. The AASHTO Green Book emphasizes the 
importance of traffic control devices, such as advance signing, where the full 
decision sight distance cannot be provided. This issue is addressed further 
in Section III-P of this report on sign placement. 

2. Critique of Design and Operational Policy 

The AASHTO criteria for decision sight distance are based on a 1978 FHWA 
study.6a The factors considered in the development of decision sight distance 
criteria in that study are discussed here. 

In the AASHTO criteria, decision sight distance is based on the time 
required for three phases of the decision and maneuver process--two pre
maneuver phases and the maneuver itself. 

• 

• 

• 

The first premaneuver phase is detection and recognition. These two 
elements of the information handling process include time periods 
for latency (the delay between the time a hazard is presented and 
the time that the driver's eyes begin to move toward it), eye move
ment to hazard, eye fixation, and finally, recognition or perception 
of the hazard. Times up to 3 shave been reported for this 
process.69 

The second premaneuver phase is decision and response initiation • 
Once the hazard is perceived, the driver needs to identify alterna
tive maneuvers, select one, and then initiate the required action. 
The complex decisions potentia1ly required on the highway could 
require a variety of driver responses. The AASHTO criteria are 
based on one particular response--a lane change maneuver. The time 
required to decide on this maneuver, search for gaps in traffic to 
enter the adjacent lane, and initiate the lane change maneuver is 
estimated to be 4.2 to 7.0 s. 1 0 It seems logical that the time 
required to search for a gap would increase with traffic volume. 
While the AASHTO Green Book recognizes this, it specifically 
excludes traffic volume effects on gap-search times from the time 
allowed for decision and response initiation. Thus, the current 
decision sight distance criteria are only applicable to 1ow traffic 
volume conditions. 

The final component of decision sight distance is the lane change 
_maneuver itself. This maneuver is expected to require 4.0 to 4.5 s, 
based on field studies.6& 

The estimated times for these phases of the decision and maneuver process are 
shown in table 37, as a function of design speed. The recommended decision 
sight distance criteria represent the distance traveled by a vehicle at the 
design speed during the time interval corresponding to the three phases of the 
decision and maneuver process. 
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The estimates of the times required for all three components of decision 
sight distance are based on studies that considered passenger cars alone and 
did not consider trucks. There are no reliable data to indicate the times 
required for trucks to complete each phase of the decision and maneuver 
process. 

The AASHTO Green Book reconnnends the application of the decision sight 
distance criteria in table 37 at a wide variety of locations where increased 
sight distance may be needed. The types of locations that may need decision 
sight distance have been listed in the discussion of the current criteria. 
However, the numerical values for the current criteria are based on a single 
type of maneuver--a lane change approaching a major fork on a freeway. While 
the concept of decision sight distance has broad application to many portions 
of the highway system, no single set of numerical criteria can address all of 
these potential situations. In other words, the appropriate value of decision 
sight distance should vary with the type of location and the type of maneuver 
required. 

3. Sensitivity Analysis 

Since there are no data on the times required by trucks for the three 
components of decision sight distance, a sensitivity analysis of the dif
ferences between design criteria for passenger cars and trucks must neces
sarily be based on assumptions concerning truck and truck driver performance. 
The following analysis of the three components of decision sight distance 
examines the potential differences between passenger cars and trucks: 

• The detection and recognition phase is based on the human capa
bilities of drivers. There are no data to presume that there is any 
difference between passenger car and truck drivers in detecting and 
recognizing hazards. (In fact, professional truck drivers may 
arguably have better detection and recognition times than passenger 
car drivers.) 

• The decision and response initiation phase requires the driver to 
identify the need for a lane change maneuver, find a suitable gap, 
and initiate a lane change maneuver to enter that gap. Trucks 
obviously require longer gaps than passenger cars and, under high 
traffic volume conditions, a truck driver will clearly require more 
time than a passenger car driver to locate a adequate gap in the 
adjacent lane. However, the AASHTO Green Book criteria do not con
sider the effect of high traffic volume conditions on the search for 
gaps by passenger car drivers, so it is not appropriate to consider 
high volume conditions for trucks either. Therefore, the decision 
and response initiation times for truck drivers were assumed to be 
the same as for passenger car drivers. The decision sight distance 
criteria considered here for both passenger cars and trucks should 
be clearly understood to be based on low traffic volume conditions 
as the design situation. 
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• Trucks are longer and wider than passenger cars and undoubtedly 
require more time than passenger cars to change lanes. However, 
there are no data to indicate how much additional time trucks 
require to change lanes. For purposes of this sensitivity analysis, 
two alternative assumptions will be made: (1) that trucks require 
more time than passenger cars to change lanes in proportion to their 
increased width (8.5 ft [2.6 m] versus 7 ft (2.1 ml or a 21 percent 
increase); and, (2) that trucks require twice as long to change 
lanes as passenger cars. The second assumption is very conservative 
in comparison to the first. 

Tables 39 and 40 present the decision sight distance criteria for trucks 
derived on the basis of the two alternative assumptions concerning the time 
required for trucks to change lanes. Figure 24 compares the minimum and maxi
mum decision sight distance requirements for passenger cars and trucks, as a 
function of design speed. The top portion of figure 24 represents the lower 
values of decision sight distances given in tables 37, 39, and 40, while the 
bottom portion of the figure represents the higher values of decision sight 
distance. 

Where sight distance is restricted by a vertical crest, increased driver 
eye height provides trucks with an advantage over passenger cars. Table 41 
presents the required minimum vertical curve lengths to achieve these decision 
sight distances, as a function of design speed, for both the minimum (75 in or 
190 cm) and average (93 in or 236 cm) values of truck driver eye height. A 
comparison of tables 38 and 41 indicates that for truck maneuver times 21 per
cent greater than for passenger cars, the -vertical curve lengths required to 
maintain decision sight distance for trucks are always less than those 
required for passenger cars. This finding also applies to truck maneuver 
times 100 percent greater than for passenger cars with a truck driver eye 
height of 93 in (236 cm) but, in this case, trucks require longer vertical 
curves than passenger cars if the truck driver eye height is lowered to 75 in 
(190 cm). 

At horizontal sight restrictions, the increased driver eye height of 
trucks provides no advantage over passenger cars, unless the sight restriction 
is a low object that the truck driver can see over. In most cases, trucks 
will have no advantage over passenger cars and the full decision sight dis
tances shown in figure 24 will be needed. 

4. Recommended Revisions to Design and Operational Criteria 

Tables 39 and 40 present decision sight distance criteria to accommodate 
trucks as potential alternatives to the current AASHTO criteria presented in 
table 37. A cost-effectiveness analysis was conducted to determine whether 
there is likely to be economic justification for provision of increased deci
sion sight distance for trucks. This analysis was entirely analogous to the 
cost-effectiveness analysis of stopping sight distance presented in sec-
tion III-A and appendix F. The analysis addressed the minimum percentage 
reduction in accidents that would be required to provide benefits equivalent 
to the cost of the additional earthwork required to provide the decision sight 
distance specified in table 39 rather than the existing AASHTO criteria for 
crest vertical curves on rural freeways with design speeds of 70 mi/h 
(113 km/h). 
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Table 39. Revised criteria for decision sight distance. 
(Maneuver time increased by 21 percent to allow for trucks) 

Time {s) 
Premaneuver Decision 

- --

Decision and sight distance (ft) 
Detection and response Maneuver Rounded 
recognition initiation ( lane change) Total Computed for design 

1.5-3.0 4.2-6.5 5.5 11.2-15.0 493-660 500-675 

1.5-3.0 4.2-6.5 5.5 11.2-15.0 657-880 675-900 

1.5-3.0 4.2-6.5 5.5 11.2-15.0 821-1,100 825-1,100 

2.0-3.0 4.7-7.0 5.5 12.2-15.5 1,074-1,364 1,075-1,375 

2.0-3.0 4.7-7.0 4.9 11.6-14.9 1,191-1,530 1,200-1,550 

1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
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Table 40. Revised criteria for decision sight distance. 
(Maneuver time increased by 100 percent to allow for trucks) 

Time (s) 
--

Premaneuver Decision 
Decision and sight distance {ft) 

Detect ion and response Maneuver Rounded 
recQgnition initiation ( lane change} Total Comeuted for design 

1.5-3.0 4.2-6.5 9.0 14.7-18.5 647-814 650-825 

1.5-3.0 4.2-6.5 9.0 14.7-18.5 862-1,085 875-1,100 

1.5-3.0 4.2-6.5 9.0 14.7-18.5 1,078-1,357 1,100-1,375 

2.0-3.0 4.7-7.0 9.0 15.7-19.0 1,382-1,672 1,400-1,675 

2.0-3.0 4.7-7.0 8.0 14.7-18.0 1,509-1.848 1,525-1,850 

1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
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Figure 24. Comparison of estimated decision sight distance for trucks 
with AASHT0 criteria. 
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Table 41. Required minimum vertical curve length (ft) to provide 
maximum decision sight distance for trucks. 

Decision Algebraic 
sight Driver eye difference 

distance height in Design SE!eed {miLh} 
criteria (in) grade(%) 30 40 50 60 70 

Maneuver time 75 2 450 790 1,180 1,840 2,340 
for trucks 21% 4 890 1,580 2,360 3,680 4,680 
greater than 6 1,330 2,370 3,530 5,520 7,010 
for passenger 8 1,780 3,150 4,710 7,360 9,350 
cars (see 10 2,220 3,940 5,890 9,200 11,680 
table 39) 

Maneuver time 93 2 380 670 1,000 1,560 1,980 
for trucks 21% 4 750 1,330 1,990 3,110 3,950 
greater than 6 1,130 2,000 2,980 4,660 5,920 
for passenger 8 1,500 2,660 3,980 6,210 7,890 
cars (see 10 1,870 3,330 4,970 7,760 9,860 
table 39) 

Maneuver time 75 2 670 1,180 1,840 2,730 3,330 
for trucks 100% 4 1,330 2,360 3,680 5,460 6,660 
greater than 6 1,990 3,530 5,520 8,190 9,990 
for passenger 8 2,650 4,710 7,360 10,920 13,310 
cars (see 10 3,310 5,890 9,200 13,640 16,640 
table 40) 

Maneuver time 93 2 560 1,000 1,560 2,310 2,810 
for trucks 100% 4 1,120 1,990 3,110 4,610 5,620 
greater than 6 1,680 2,980 4,660 6,910 8,430 
for passenger 8 2,240 3,980 6,210 9,210 11,240 
cars (see 10 2,800 4,970 7,760 11,520 14,050 
table 40) 

Note: 1 ft= 0,305 m 
1 in= 2.54 cm 
1 mi = 1. 61 km 
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The analysis found that the required minimum percentage reduction in truck 
accidents for specific levels of AOT and percent trucks were approximately 
4 times higher than the values presented for scenario 1 (new construction) of 
the stopping sight distance analysis in table 27. It is highly unlikely that 
decision sight distance improvements could achieve such large reductions in 
accidents. Therefore, modification of the current AASHTO decision sight cri
teria is not recommended. 

5. Summary 

A sensitivity analysis found that 100 to 400 ft (30 to 122 m) more deci
sion sight distance may be required for trucks than for passenger cars at a 
design speed of 70 mi/h (113 km/h), depending on the assumptions made con
cerning the differences in lane change maneuver times between passenger cars 
and trucks. Smaller differences in decision sight distance requirements for 
passenger cars and trucks were found at lower design speeds. The increased 
decision sight distance needed by trucks is partially, but not completely, 
offset at vertical crests by their higher driver eye heights. However, driver 
eye height provides no comparable advantage at horizontal sight restrictions. 

A cost-effectiveness analysis found that the provision of additional 
decision sight distance for trucks in new construction on rural freeways by 
lengthening crest vertical curves on the approaches to decision points would 
be cost effective only if it provided accident reduction 4 times higher than 
comparable stopping sight distance improvements. Such sight distance improve
ments were themselves found to be cost effective only at locations with very 
high truck volumes. Therefore, it is unlikely that it would be cost effective 
to change current decision sight distance criteria to accormnodate trucks. 
Furthermore, it would not be even remotely cost effective to correct existing 
decision sight distance deficiencies by lengthening crest vertical curves in 
rehabilitation projects. Instead, it is recormnended that increased emphasis 
should be placed on improved signing in advance of existing decision points 
with high truck volumes. 

o. Intersection Sight Distance 

1. Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The 1984 AASHTO Green Book considers intersection sight distance to be 
adequate when an unobstructed line of sight is provided to the entire inter
section and a sufficient length of the intersecting highway to permit 
approaching drivers to avoid collisions. The AASHTO criteria incorporate 
various assumptions of physical conditions and driver behavior including 
vehicle speed, vehicle performance capabilities, and distances traveled during 
perception-reaction time and locked-wheel braking. 

Sight distance to be provided at intersections is determined by cal
culating the unobstructed sight distance for vehicles approaching simul
taneously on two crossing roadways or for vehicles accelerating from a stop at 
an intersection approach. Figure 25 illustrates the current design considera
tions for these two general situations. The simultaneous approach of vehicles 
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A CASE IBTI 
NO CONTROL OR YIELD COtflROL ON Mf~OR ROAD 

B CASE ID 
STOP CONTROL ON M1NOR ROAD 

Figure 25. Design considerations for intersection sight distance.1 
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on intersecting roadways is considered at "uncontrolled" intersections or 
where the minor approach has a posted YIELD sign. The cons1derat1on of accel
eration from a stop assumes that a STOP sign is present on the minor roadway 
or traffic signalization is provided for all approaches. 

AASHTO considers four general cases for establishing minimum intersection 
sight distance dimensions. The four conditions represent various levels of 
control applied to at-grade intersections: 

Case I 

Case II 

Case I II 

Case IV 

No control, but allowing vehicles to adjust speed. 

YIELD control where vehicles on the minor inter
secting roadway must yield to vehicles on the major 
intersecting roadway. 

STOP control where traffic on the minor road-
way must stop prior to entering the major roadway. 

Signal control where all legs of the intersecting 
roadways are required to stop by either a STOP sign 
or where the intersection is controlled by traffic 
signals. 

a. Case I -- No Control 

The operator of a vehicle must be able to perceive a hazard in sufficient 
time to alter the vehicle's speed as necessary before reaching an intersection 
that is not controlled by YIELD signs, STOP signs, or traffic signals. The 
sight distance required is a function of the speed of the vehicles and the 
time to perceive and react by accelerating or decelerating. 

The following equation represents AASHTO's method to determine the 
minimum sight distance along each approach: 

ISD = 1.47 Vt (36) 

where: ISD = d8 or db; minimum intersection sight distance (ft); (see upper 
portion of figure 25) 

V = speed of vehicle (mi/h) 

t = tpr + tr (s) (assumed: t = 3.0 s) 

tpr = perception-reaction time (s) (assumed: tpr = 2.0 s) 

tr= time required to regulate speed (s) (assumed: tr= 1.0 s) 
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b. Case II -- YIELD Control 

The sight distance for the vehicle operator on the minor road must be 
sufficient to allow the operator to see a vehicle on the major roadway 
approaching from either the left or the right, and then bring the vehicle to a 
stop prior to reaching the intersecting roadway. This maneuver requires sight 
distance equal to the stopping sight distance specified in equation (25), 
which is a function of perception-reaction time and braking time. 

c. Case III -- STOP Control 

The AASHTO Green Book states: "Where traffic on the minor road of an 
intersection is controlled by STOP signs, the driver of the vehicle on the 
minor road must have sufficient sight distance for a safe departure from the 
stopped position even though the approaching vehicle comes in view as the 
stopped vehicle begins its departure movements." This situation is 
illustrated in the lower portion of figure 25. There are three basic 
maneuvers which occur at the average intersection. These maneuvers are: 

A. Traveling across the intersecting roadway by clearing traffic on 
both the left and the right of the crossing vehicle (case III-A in 
figure 26); 

B. Turning left into the intersecting roadway by first clearing traffic 
on the left and then to enter the traffic stream with vehicles from 
the right (case III-Bin figure 26); and 

C. Turning right into the intersecting roadway by entering the traffic 
stream with vehicles from the left (case III-C in figure 26). 

The AASHTO Green Book presents separate sight distance criteria for each 
case. 

Case III-A -- Crossing Maneuver: As stated 1n the AASHTO Green Book " 
the sight distance for a crossing maneuver ts based on the time it takes for 
the stopped vehicle to clear the intersection and the distance that a vehicle 
will travel along the major road at its design speed in that amount of 
time." The sight distance may be calculated from the equation: 

where: 

ISO= 1.47 V (J + ta) 

ISO= d1 or d2 sight distance along the major highway from the 
intersection (ft) 

V = design speed of the major highway (mi/h) 

(37) 

J = sum of the perception time and the time required to actuate 
the clutch or actuate an automatic shift (assumed: J = 
2.0 s) 
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CASE m STOP CONTROL 

l~l ___ _ 
I - ···--··· - ---CJ ----•--+-1-- . ---

□ ---- r-------
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CASE lII:·A 

STOPPED VEHK:LE CROSSING A 
MAJOR HIGHWAY 

__ - _.J•!•L 
---... 1 -.-CJ 

i=~--~.:~==·f f ~::I 
CASE ::m-B i 

STOPPED VEHICLE Tl.FING LEFT ONTO 
TWO LANE MAJOR HIGHWAY 

_j''l...___ __ 
---- . -------=-c~~~m---- --------

CASE m-c 
STOPPED VEHICLE TURNING RIGHT ONTU 
TWO LANE MAJOR HIGHWAY OR RIGHT 
TURN ON A RED SIGNAL 

Figure 26. Intersection sight distance cases for STOP-controlled 
intersect1ons.1 
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ta= time required to accelerate and traverse the distance 
(S) to clear the major highway pavement (s) (Note: Values 
of ta can be read directly from figure IX-21 in the AASHTO 
Green Book for nearly level conditions for a given distance S) 

S = 0 + W + L, the distance that the crossing vehicle must travel 
to clear the major highway (ft). (See the lower portion of 
figure 25.) 

O = distance from the near edge of pavement to the front of a 
stopped vehicle (assumed: O = 10 ft or 3 m) 

W = pavement width along path of crossing vehicle (ft) 

L = overall length of vehicle (ft) (Note: AASHTO Green Book 
values are 19, 30, 50, 55, and 65 ft [6, 9, 15, 17, and 20 m] 
for the P, SU, WB-40, WB-50, and WB-60 vehicles, respectively) 

Case III-8 -- Turning Left into a Crossroad: A vehicle turning left into 
a cross road should have, as a minimum, sight distance to a vehicle approach
ing from the right traveling at the design speed. The turning vehicle should 
be able to accelerate to the average running speed by the time the approaching 
vehicle gets within a specified tailgate distance or minimum separation after 
reducing its speed to the average running speed, or the turning vehicle should 
be able to accelerate up to the design speed by the time the approaching vehi
cle gets within the specified tailgate distance maintaining the design 
speed. Figure IX-24 1n the AASHTO Green Book illustrates the details of this 
case. 

AASHTO states that the required sight distances for trucks making left 
turns onto a crossroad will be substantially longer than for passenger cars. 
AASHTO further indicates that the sight distance for trucks can be determined 
using appropriate assumptions for vehicle acceleration rates and turning 
paths. The specific assumptions, however, are not documented in the Green 
Book. Thus, this case, as presented by AASHTO, lacks sufficient information 
to derive the design curyes for determining the required sight distances. 

Case III-C -- Turning Right into a Cross Road: A right turning vehicle 
must have sufficient sight distance to vehicles approaching from the left to 
complete its right turn and to accelerate to the running speed of the major 
roadway before being overtaken by traffic approaching the intersection from 
the left and traveling at the same running speed. The case 111-C criteria are 
documented in figure IX-25 of the AASHTO Green Book. As in case 111-B, AASHTO 
indicates that the sight distances for trucks need to be considerably longer 
than for passenger cars, but sufficient information is lacking to derive the 
design curves presented in the Green Book. 
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d. Case IV -- Signal Control 

Due to the increased workload present at an intersection, the AASHT0 
Green Book recommends that drivers accelerating at a signalized intersection 
should have sight distances available based on the case III procedures. Haz
ards associated with vehicles turning or crossing an intersection strengthen 
the argument for providing the case III sight distance. The AASHT0 rationale 
for providing sight distance at signalized intersections equivalent to 
case III is that motorists should have sufficient sight distance to (1) be 
able to see the traffic signal in sufficient time to perform the action it 
indicates; (2) have a view of the intersecting approaches in case a crossing 
vehicle violates the signal indication or in case the signal malfunctions; and 
(3) have a sufficient departure sight line for a right-turn-on-red maneuver. 

e. Effect of Grades 

The AASHT0 case II intersection sight distance criteria indicate that 
approach grades up to 3 percent have little effect on stopping sight dis
tances, and grades up to 6 percent may be ignored if great precision is not 
desired. However,· case III is materially affected by the grade of approach on 
the minor road. Trucks are more sensitive to approach grades than passenger 
cars because. while a passenger car may start on a level approach, a truck 
could have its rear axle(s) on the grade. Table 42 lists the multiples to be 
applied to ta (i.e., time required to cross the major highway) to adjust for 
grades on the minor highway. The AASHT0 Green Book does not provide a sup
porting framework for these values. 

Table 42. AASHT0 adjustment factor for the effect of crossroad 
grade on accelerating time at intersections.1 

Design vehicle 

p 
SU 
WB-50 

-4 

0.7a 
0.8 
0.8 

Crossroad grade (2ercent} 
-2 0 +2 +4 

0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3 
0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3 
0.9 1.0 1.2 1.7 

a Note: Each adjustment factor is the ratio of acceleration 
time on the grade to acceleration time on the level. 

f. Sight Distance at Ram2 Terminals 

Each principle discussed above is applicable to the design of at-grade 
intersections which are ramp terminals. An added sight distance consideration 
at a ramp terminal is the location of bridge parapet walls and/or bridge rail
ings. Sight distance criteria for ramp terminals are intended to assure that 
a vehicle stopped at the ramp terminal will have adequate time to turn left 
and clear the intersection without colliding with a vehicle coming from the 
left. Table 43 lists the sight distance requirements at various design speeds 
for three classes of vehicles (P, SU, WB-50). 
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Table 43. AASHTO criteria for sight distance along the 
crossroad for an at-grade ramp term1na1.1 

Sight Distance Required to Permit 
De■lgn Vahlcla to Turn Left from Sight Distance Avellable to Entering Ramp to Cro11road (ft)• 

Anumed Oe■lgn 
Vehicle When Vertical Curve on 

Speed on 
Design Vehlcla Auumed et Cronroad Is Oaslgned for Stopping 

Sight Distanceb Cro111road Through 
Remp Terminal 

the Interchange p SU WB-!iO p SU or WB-50 

70 740 1,060 1,430 920 1,040 

60 630 910 1,230 730 820 

50 630 760 1,030 540 600 

40 420 610 820 420 480 

30 320 460 620 310 350 

8 Sight distance measured from height of eye of 3.50 ft for P, SU, and WB-50 design vehicles to an object 4.25 ft 
high. • 

bMinimum available ■topping sight distance based on the assumption that there Is no horizontal sight obstruction 
and thllt s < L. 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 

The primary difference between these criteria and the typical case III 
situation is the increase in the time and distance traveled by vehicles 
negotiating the left turn rather than crossing the highway. The distances 
assumed by AASHTO for the vehicle to clear the intersection are 60 ft (18 m) 
for the P design vehicle, 90 ft (27 m) for the SU design vehicle, and 120 ft 
(37 m) for WB-50 design vehicle. Other assumptions include: 

• The front of the stopped vehicle is 10 ft (3 m) from the edge of the 
through pavement (i.e., D = 10 ft or 3 m). 

• The turning vehicle follows its minimum turning path. 

• The turning vehicles enters a two-lane, two-way highway. 

• The time to accelerate is the same as for case III-A (see 
figure IX-21 in the AASHTO Green Book. 

• The perception and preparation time is 2.5 s. 

The AASHTO criteria indicate that both the horizontal sight triangle and 
the vertical curvature should be checked to ensure that the required "criti
cal" sight distance from table 43 is provided. Further, the "privileged" 
vehicle (traveling unimpeded) must have adequate stopping sight distance to 
vehicles stopped at the ramp terminal. 
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2 Critique of Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

A 1984 FHWA study provides the most recent critique of vehicle char
acteristics and their effect on highway design and traffic operational crf
teria.33 The following discussion highlights the findings of this critique of 
the AASHTO intersection sight distance criteria. 

a. Case I -- No Control 

The analysis of case I intersection sight distance in the 1984 FHWA study 
focused on its sensitivity to variations in the time required to regulate 
speed (assumed by AASHTO to be 1 s). The current AASHTO criteria based on 

-equation (36) was found to be insensitive to deceleration rate,33 Since the 
assumption of a value for the time required to regulate speed inherently 
assumes a value of a vehicle character1stic--deceleration rate--a sensitivity 
analysis of equation (36) was performed in the 1984 FHWA study,33, Varying t 
by 0.5 s results in a 17 percent change in the required sight distance. A 
variation in the time required to regulate speed can represent three things: 
a change 1n the final speed reached; a change 1n the distance traveled while 
decelerating; or a change in the deceleration rate. Since the current AASHTO 
criteria do not include an explicit term incorporating vehicle deceleration 
rate, the ability to determine the criteria's sensitivity to this character
istic is limited. Because of this limitation, a new formula incorporating 
consideration of deceleration rate was proposed in the 1984 FHWA study:Jl 

where: 

d W
2 

A 
(38) 

ISDA = d8; minimum intersection sight distance for Vehicle A (ft); 
(see upper portion of figure 25) 

VA= design speed for vehicle A (mi/h) 

tpr = perception-reaction time (s) (assumed: tpr = 2.0 s) 

W = width of roadway on which vehicle A is traveling (ft) 

v8 = design speed for vehicle B (mi/h) 

dA = deceleration rate of vehicle A (mi/h/s) (Note: ff the 
vehicle accelerates, dA has a negative value) 

Equation (38) explicitly considers deceleration rate, but does not 
incorporate vehicle length and 1s highly dependent on perception-reaction 
time. Consideration of vehicle length is addressed later 1n the sensitivity 
analysis section of this report. 
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b. Case II -- YIELD Control 

Case II intersection sight distance is based on stopping sight 
distance, wh1ch has been reviewed earlier in this report. Therefore, the 
critique of this case in the 1984 FHWA study did not provide any new 
insights,33 

c. Case III -- STOP Control 

Case III-A -- Crossing Maneuver: The 1984 FHWA study found case III-A to 
be generally insensitive to changes in the vehicle characteristic values used 
in current AASHTO criteria.33 The current criteria are based on a truck with 
a length of 55 ft (17 m). Increasing the truck length to 70 ft (21 m), 
increased the required intersection sight distance by less than 10 percent. 
An important concern noted in the 1984 FHWA study is that the AASHTO curves 
for ta (time to accelerate) were established from empirical data observed 
prior to 1954.33 

Cases III-B & C -- Turning Maneuvers: As AASHTO presents these current 
standards, both cases lack sufficient information to derive the design curves 
for determining required sight distance dimensions. 

3. Sensitivity Analysis 

Table 44 contains a summary of the intersection sight distance parameters 
used in the AASHTO Green Book and the values of the vehicle-related parameters 
that will be varied in the subsequent sensitivity analysis. The values under 
the "AASHTO" heading are those used in the current criteria. They include 
driver-related characteristics (perception-reaction time) and vehicle-related 
characteristics (deceleration or acceleration time, stopping distance, and 
vehicle length). 

The "Modifications for Truck Characteristics" in table 44 represent 
updated truck characteristics data. The revised acceleration rates for case I 
are based on the 1984 FHWA study.33 The derivation of the stopping sight 
distance values for case II are discussed in section III-A of the report. 
Clearance times for trucks crossing intersections in case III-A are based on 
the Gillespie model presented in section II-D of this report. 2 s Truck 
acceleration performance for cases 111-B and 111-C are based on test track 
data collected by Hutton.2, Truck lengths of both 70 and 75 ft (21 and 23 m) 
were considered. The application of these data to derive sight distances for 
trucks for·each intersection case is presented in the following sections. 

a. Case I -- No Control 

The current formula for case I intersection sight distance includes a 
driver characteristic in the form of the perception-reaction time. The AASHTO 
formula implicitly accounts for vehicle characteristics through the use of 
1.0-s time to regulate speed. 
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Case 

Case I 

ISO = 1.47Vt 
t = tpr + tr 

Case II 

ISO= SSD = 

l.47Vtpr + 

v2 
30(f+g) 

_,, 

Table 44. Summary of truck characteristics for intersection sight distance (ISO). 

AASHTO Green Book 1 

Perception- DeceTeraflon/ 
reaction acceleration 
time W time or distance 

tpr = 2.0 tr= 1.0 s 

AASHTO 
Speed sso 
(mi[h) --1!.tl 

tpr = 2.5 20 125 
30 200 
40 325 
50 475 
60 650 
70 850 

Length of 
vehicle 
{ill 

NA 

NA 

Modifications for truck characteristics 
Deceleration/ 
acceleration Length 

Time or distance of vehicle 

New equation 
dA = 5.5 mi/h/s for PC 

dA = 3.63 mi/h/s for 
tractor-trailer 
combinations 

Speed 
(mi[h) 

Truck 
SSD (ft) 
Driver 

perfonnance 
Worst Best 

20 150 
30 300 
40 500 
50 725 
60 975 
70 1,275 

125 
250 
375 
525 
700 
900 

70-ft tractor semi
trailer truck 

75-ft tractor semi
trailer-full 
trailer truck 
(double bottom) 

NA 
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Table 44. Su11n1ary of truck characteristics for intersection sight distance (ISO). (continued) 

Case 

Case Ill-A 
ISO= l.47V(J+ta) 

Case II 1-B and 
111-C 

AASHTO Green Book• 
Perception- Deceleration/ 
reaction acceleration 
time W time or distance 

J = 2.0 ta from AASHTO 
Green Book 
figure IX-21 

from AASHTO Green Book 
figure IX-27 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 fm 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

-

Length of 
vehicle 
ill} 

19 (PC) 
30 (SU) 
55 (WB-5O} 

Modifications for truck characteristics 
Deceleration/ 
acceleration Length 

Time or distance of vehicle 

tc from Gillespie 
equation3o 

tc from Gillespie 
equation30 

and 
Hutton data26 

7O-ft tractor semi
trailer truck 

75-ft tractor semi
trailer-full 
trailer truck 
(double bottom} 

7O-ft tractor semi
trailer truck 

75-ft tractor semi
trailer-ful 1 
trailer truck 
(double bottom} 



As discussed earlier, the 1984 FHWA study proposed an alternative equa
tion for case I intersection sight distance that explicitly included decelera
tion rate (see equation (38)).33 This equation estimates sight distances that 
are less than the AASHTO criteria. The equation does not adequately address 
case I intersection sight distance because it does not consider vehicle 

\ lengths. A tractor-trailer requires more time to cross an intersection than a 
passenger car because of its increased length. Therefore, a further modifi
cation of the equation is proposed to account for the length of the crossing 
vehicle (B) and the deceleration rate of the conflicting vehicle (A): 

where: ISDA = minimum intersection sight distance for vehicle A (ft) 

VA= design speed for vehicle A (mi/h) 

v8 = design speed for vehicle B (mi/h) 

tpr = perception-reaction time (s) (assumed: tpr = 2.0 s) 

W = width of roadway on which vehicle A is traveling (ft) 

L8 = length of vehicle B {ft) 

dA = deceleration rate of vehicle A (mi/h/s) 
(Note: if the vehicle accelerates, dA has 
a negative value.) 

(39) 

Table 45 and figure 27 compare the case I intersection sight distances 
based on the AASHTO Green Book criteria and equation (39) for truck lengths of 
70 and 75 ft (21 and 23 m). The results indicate that these longer trucks 
require more distance than is provided by the AASHTO criteria for vehicle B 
speeds up to 60 mi/h (97 km/h). The percent change in the sight distance 
required for vehicle A ranges from an increase of 69 percent (when VA= 70 
mi/h (113 km/h] and v8 = 20 mi/h (32 km/h]) to a decrease of 5 percent (when 
VA= 20 mi/h (32 km/hJ and V8 = 70 mi/h [113 km/h]). 

Use of equation (39) for case I intersection sight distance is recom
mended because it explicitly considers both deceleration rate and vehicle 
length. Sight distances calculated from this formula are more sensitive to 
the vehicle length than to the deceleration term. The revised equation is 
still highly dependent on the driver perception-reaction time. 
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Table 45. Sensitivity analysis of case I intersection 
sight distance (IDS) for trucks. 

Sight 
dist. 
calc. 

Speed of vehicle B (mi/h) 
Veh A 
speed 
(mi/h) 

AASHTO 
Values 
(ft) 

20 30 40 50 60 
ISD 
illl 

ISD ISD ISD ISD 
ill.l ill.l !.ill. ill.l illl 

Veh A and veh b = 70 ft tractor semitrailer truck 
20 88 90 125 109 99 92 
30 132 130 202 170 152 140 
40 176 180 278 231 205 188 
50 221 220 355 292 258 237 
60 265 260 431 352 311 285 
70 309 310 507 413 363 333 

87 
132 
177 
222 
267 
312 

70 
ISO 
illl 

83 
126 
169 
212 
255 
298 

Veh A and veh B = 75-ft tractor semitrailer-full trailer truck 
20 88 90 127 111 101 94 88 85 
30 132 130 206 174 155 143 134 128 
40 176 180 285 236 209 192 180 172 
50 221 220 364 299 263 241 226 215 
60 265 260 443 361 317 290 272 259 
70 309 310 522 423 371 340 318 302 

See case I diagram in figure 2? fo,r vehicle A and vehicle B sight 
triangles. 

Assumptions: W = 24 ft (7.3 m) 
dA for 70-ft (21-m) tractor-semitrailer 

truck= 3.63 m1/h/s (1.62 m/s2) 
dA fo.r 75-ft (23-m) tractor-semitrailer-full trailer 

truck= 3.63 m1/h/s (1.62 m/s 2) 
dA values from table 33 in reference 56, 85th 

percentile average deceleration rate on wet 
pavement with an initial speed of 40 mi/h (64 km/h) 

Noe: 1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
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b. Case II -- YIELD Control 

The case II intersection sight distance sensitivity analysis is merely an 
application of the AASHTO stopping sight distance formula, using the revised 
stopping sight distance for trucks shown in table 44. The percent increase in 
sight distance for the best- and worst-performance drivers in braking maneu
vers in comparison to the current AASHTO criteria is shown in table 46. 

c. Case III-A -- Crossing Maneuver 

The current AASHTO criteria for case III-A intersection sight distance 
include two vehicle characteristics: (1) vehicle acceleration from a stop and 
(2) vehicle length. Both characteristics are used to determine the accelera
tion time parameter (tal used in the criteria. Figure IX-21 in the AASHTO 
Green Book provides distance versus time curves for acceleration by a pas
senger car, a single-unit truck, and a WB-50 truck. Vehicle length is neces
sary to establish the length of the hazard zone in addition to the distance 
from the front of the vehicle to the edge of the intersecting pavement (AASHTO 
assumes 10 ft or 3 m} and the width of the intersection. Table 47 shows the 
sight distance for an AASHTO WB-50 truck to cross a 30-ft (19 m} intersection, 
based on the AASHTO acceleration performance curves. 

The WB-50 design vehicle is more sensitive to changes in assumed length 
than the other design vehicles, because: (1) a given percentage change in the 
length of a long vehicle is greater in absolute terms than the same percentage 
change in the length of a short vehicle; and (2) the lower acceleration rates 
of large trucks result in a longer acceleration time (ta) over a given dis
tance. A factor to consider in the above sensitivity analysis is that the 
accuracy with which the curves in figure IX-21 of the AASHTO Green Book can be 
read is limited. Because the curves are relatively flat, it is difficult to 
determine the change in ta for small changes in distance traveled (e.g., due 
to small changes in vehicle length). 

The acceleration time to clear a hazard zone has also been calculated 
using the Gillespie model {see discussion in section II-D of this report).2s 
Intersection sight distances based on the Gillespie model are also shown in 
table 47. Use of the Gillespie model for 70- and 75-ft (21 and 23 m) trucks 
results in 17 and 21 percent increases, respectively, in time to cross the 
intersection, in comparison to the WB-50 trucks. These longer times produce a 
14 percent increase in sight distance for a 70-ft {21 m) truck and a 17.5 per
cent increase for a 75-ft (23 m) truck. Figure 28 illustrates the results 
presented in table 47. 
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Speed 

Table 46. Percent increase 1n case II intersection sight 
distance (ISO) for trucks over AASHTO criteria. 

Worst-performance Best-performance 
AASHTO truck driver truck driver 

SSO ISO Percent ISO Percent 
(miLh} _ill)_ iill increase iill increase 

20 125 150 20.00 125 0.00 
30 200 300 50.00 250 25.00 
40 325 500 53.85 375 15.38 
50 475 725 52.63 525 10.53 
60 650 975 50.00 700 7.69 
70 850 1,275 50.00 900 5.88 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
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Table 47. Sensitivity analysis of case III-A intersection 
sight distance (ISO) for trucks. 

ISO (ft) 
based on Gillespie mode12s 

Vehicle B 
speed 

(mi/h) 

20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 

Assumptions: 

AASHTO 
ISO (ft) 

55-ft truck 
(WB-50) 

370 
463 
556 
648 
741 
833 
926 

1.019 
1.111 
1.204 
1.297 

70-ft tractor 
semitrailer 

truck 

423 
528 
634 
740 
845 
951 

1,057 
1,162 
1,268 
1,374 
1,479 

Width of pavement: 30 ft (9.2 m) 

75-ft tractor
semitrailer
full-trailer 

truck 

435 
544 
653 
762 
870 
979 

1,088 
1,197 
1,306 
1,414 
1,523 

Distance from edge of pavement to front of vehicle: 10 ft (3 m) 
ta determined from figure IX-21 in AASHTO Green Book 

ta= 10.6 s for a 55-ft (17-m) truck 
tc determined from Gillespie model 

tc = 12.38 s for 70-ft (21-m) truck 
tc = 12.80 s for 75-ft (23-m) truck 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
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d. Case III-Band III-C -- Turning Left or Right onto a 
Crossroad 

AASHTO case III-Band III-C crfter1a include the following vehicle 
characteristics: acceleration from a stop. vehicle length, vehicle turning 
path, deceleration rate, and speed reduction. case III-Band III-C require 
considerable longer sight distance than case III-A because more time is needed 
to turn left or right and accelerate to a specified speed than is required to 
cross an intersecting roadway. These cases are also more complex than 
case III-A because the approach speed, deceleration rate, and speed reduction 
of the major road vehicle should be considered. 

The AASHTO Green Book discussion on the 8-1, B-2a & Ca, and B-2b & Cb 
curves (shown in AASHTO Green Book figure IX-27) lacks sufficient information 
to establish the values of certain parameters. Using the information that is 
provided and making assumptions for the missing information, the curves can be 
approximated. The passenger car vehicle characteristics used to reproduce the 
AASHTO curves can then be replaced with truck performance characteristics to 
estimate the truck sight distance requirements. The following discussion 
seeks to replicate the B-1, B-2a & Ca, and B-2b & Cb curves found in Green 
Book figure IX-27. 

Curve 8-1: This curve, as described by AASHTO, is used to establish the 
sight distance to be provided for a passenger car turning left onto a two-lane 
highway when an automobile is approaching from the left (see figure 29). The 
sight distance is the product of the major-road vehicle speed and the turning 
vehicle's acceleration time needed to clear the near lane. 

where: 

IS□e-1 = 1.47 Vt (40) 

(41} 

(42) 

rso8_1 = sight distance along the major roadway's near lane to the 
left for left turns (ft) (see figure 29) 

V = speed of major-road vehicle (mi/h) 

t = time for a stopped minor-road vehicle to initiate the turn 
and clear the near lane (s} 

J = sum of the perception time and the time required to actuate 
the clutch or actuate an automatic shift (s) (assumed: 
J = 2.0 s) 

tt = acceleration time required to accelerate and traverse the 
distance (St) to clear the near lane (s) (Note: data 
available from Green Book figure IX-22 or figure IX-21) 
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St= D +Wt+ L, the distance that the turning vehicle must 
travel to clear the near lane (ft) 

D = distance from the near edge of pavement to the front of a 
stopped vehicle (ft) (assumed: D = 10 ft or 3 m) 

Wt= length of pavement traversed along path of turning vehicle 
(ft) 

L = length of minor-road vehicle (ft) 

R = radius of turn for minor-road vehicle (ft) 

The values from the AASHTO B-1 curve were used to calculate acceleration 
times (tt>· Assuming a perception-reaction time of 2 s, the tt value averaged 
7.4 s. Using data derived from AASHTO figure IX-22, the distance traveled by 
a passenger car during 7.4 sis 95 ft (29 m). Assuming a vehicle length of 
19 ft (6 m) and a 10-ft (3 m) distance between edge of the traveled way and 
the front of the vehicle, the total pavement traversed along the path of the 
vehicle is 66 ft (20 m). The 66-ft (20 m) vehicle path results in a 42-ft 
(13 m) radius. The control radius for a passenger car from Green Book 
table IX-20 is 40 ft (12 m). The 42-ft (13 m) radius is quite close to the 
value in the Green Book. Thus the acceleration time and distance values used 
to form the B-1 curve appear to agree with the Green Book figure IX-22. 

Table 48 lists the calculated sight distances for a passenger car, an SU 
truck, and a WB-50 truck. Figure 30 is a plot of these sight distance 
values. Turning radii used were selected from AASHTO table IX-20 and are 40, 
50, and 60 ft (12, 15, and 18 m). The time to clear the near lane is based 
upon data derived from AASHTO figure IX-22. 

A sensitivity analysis can be performed on vehicle length and accelera
tion time to clear the intersection. The vehicle lengths used are 70 and 
75 ft (21 and 23 m). The acceleration time to clear is from the Gillespie 
equation (see section Il-0). Table 48 and figure 30 also contain the sight 
distances to clear the near lane for these longer trucks (CL-T70 and 
C-LT75). Since the Gillespie model results in less time to clear the inter
section than found from figure IX-22 in the Green Book, the sight distances 
are shorter for the longer trucks. The 70-ft (21-m) truck sight distance 
(CL-T70) is 15 percent shorter and the 75-ft (23-m) truck sight distance 
(CL-T75) fs 13 percent shorter than the sight distance for the AASHTO WB-50 
truck (B-l-WB50). 

Curve B-2a & Ca: This curve represents the situation in which the major 
road vehicle continues traveling at a constant speed equal to the highway 
design speed while the minor road vehicle makes its turning maneuver. 
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Table 48. Curve B-1 intersection sight distance values. 

Speed 
(mi/h) 

20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 

AASHT0 sight 
distance {ft) 
{figure IX-27) 

Curve B-1 

300 
350 
425 
500 
550 
625 
675 
750 
825 
875 
950 

PC 

272 
340 
408 
476 
544 
612 
680 
748 
816 
8B4 
952 

Calculated sight distance (ft) 
SU WB-50 70-ft 

truck truck truck 
B-1-SU B-l-WB-50 CL-T70 

622 
777 
933 

1,088 
1,243 
1,399 
1,554 
1,710 
1,865 
2,021 
2,176 

687 
858 

1,030 
1,202 
1,374 
1,545 
1,717 
1,889 
2,060 
2,232 
2,404 

584 
730 
875 

1,021 
1,167 
1,313 
1,459 
1,605 
1,751 
1,897 
2,043 

The following vehicle characteristics were used: 

Characteristic 

Vehicle length {ft) 
Turning radius (ft) 
Distance to clear (ft) 
Time to clear (s) 

based on 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

PC SU WB-50 70-ft 75-ft 

19 30 55 70 75 
40 50 60 60 60 
92 119 159 174 179 

7.2 19.1 21.3 17.9 18.3 

Figure IX-22 Gillespie mode12s 
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75-ft 
truck 
CL-T75 

596 
745 
894 

1,043 
1,192 
1,341 
1,490 
1,639 
1,788 
1,937 
2,086 
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the literature in AASHT0 procedure 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

Figure 30. Intersection sight distance requirements for clearing 
the near lane. 
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Using information presented in the AASHTO Green Book, the following 
equations were developed to reproduce the AASHTO Curve B-2a & Ca (see 
dimensions defined in figure 29}: 

ISDB-2a & Ca= Q - H (43} 

Q = 1.47 Vt (44} 

t = tt + J (45) 

H = p - D + R - TG - L (46) np 

D = • * R/2 np (47) 

TG = 1.47 V tTG {48) 

where: ISDB-2a & Ca= sight distance along the major roadway, far lane to the 
right for left turns and along the near lane to the 
left for right turns assuming that major-road vehicles 
maintain constant speed during the minor-road vehicle's 
turning maneuver (ft) {see figure 29) 

Q = distance traveled by the major-road vehicle during 
the minor road vehicle's turning maneuver (ft} 

H = major road vehicle distance from the intersection 
when at assumed tailgate distance to minor road 
vehicle {ft} 

V = speed of major-road vehicle {mi/h) 

t = time for a stopped minor-road vehicle to move into 
traffic stream and accelerate to design speed {s) 

J = sum of the perception time and the time required to 
actuate the clutch or actuate an automatic shift 
{assumed: J = 2.0 s) 

tt = time for minor-road vehicle to complete the turning 
maneuver {s} (Note: data derived from figure IX-22 
in the Green Book) 
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P = total distance traveled by minor-road vehicle from 
stopped position to its location when design speed is 
achieved {ft} (Note: data derived from figure IX-22 in 
the Green Book} 

Dnp = distance minor-road vehicle traveled during the turning 
maneuver that is not parallel to the major highway (ft) 

R = radius of turn for minor-road vehicle (ft) 

TG = tailgate distance {ft) 

L = length of minor-road vehicle (ft) 

trG = tailgate time (s) 

The AASHTO Green Book does not include a discussion of how to calculate 
the distance Q traversed by the major-road vehicle during the turning vehi
cle's maneuver. If the major-road vehicle maintains a constant speed during 
the turn maneuver, then the Q distance is that constant speed multiplied by 
the time for the minor-road vehicle to complete the turn. This time would be 
equal to the minor-road driver's perception-reaction time plus the time from 
when the vehicle began moving to when the turning vehicle has ~eached the same 
speed as the major road vehicle. A perception-reaction time va1ue required 
for the turning vehicle is not mentioned in the Green Book. The perception
reaction time of 2.0 s used for the crossing maneuver (case III-A) was also 
assumed for the turning maneuvers. 

The AASHTO Green Book does not provide information on how to derive the 
tailgate distance, TG. Experimenting with different values for TG to provide 
the closest estimate of AASHTO Curve B-2a & Ca, resulted in an estimated 
vehicle separation time {tTG) of 1.0 s. Tailgate distance is measured from 
the rear of turning vehicle to the front of the oncoming vehicle. It is the 
product of the speed of the major-road vehicle and the 1.0-s interval. 

Estimates of distance and time to accelerate were derived from Green Book 
figure IX-22 in 5-mi/h (8 km/h) increments. Intersection sight distance 
values calculated for passenger cars using the above assumptions are listed in 
table 49. The difference between these values and the AASHTO criteria range 
from a Oto a 6 percent increase. 

AASHTO states that the sight distances would be greater for trucks but 
does not provide specific values. The truck intersection sight distances 
presented in table 49 were calculated using the assumptions and equations 
given above. Acceleration distance and time for trucks were obtained from the 
truck curves in the Green Book figure IX-22. The truck intersection sight 
distance values thus derived are between 158 and 169 percent greater than the 
AASHTO B-2a & Ca curve. Figure 31 illustrates the sight distance values 
contained in table 49. 
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Table 49. Curve B-2a and Ca sight distance values. 

AASHTO sight 
Design distance (ft) Calculated sight distance 
speed (figure IX-27) Truck 70-ft truck 
(mi/h) Curve B-2a & Ca PC BT-2a & Ca CS-T70 

20 250 249 670 a 
25 340 343 903 449 
30 450 460 1,179 639 
35 580 604 1,516 959 
40 750 781 1,938 1,362 
45 950 990 2,483 1,772 
50 1,190 1,233 3,199 2,311 
55 1,440 1,512 a 2,885 
60 1,730 1,832 a 3,406 
65 2,100 2,197 a a 
70 2,500 2,612 a a 

a Acceleration time and distance information is not available. 

The following vehicle characteristics were used: 

AASHTO 

(ft) 
75-ft truck 

CS-T75 

a 
538 
873 

1,236 
1,708 
2,230 
2,694 

a 
a 
a 
a 

Characteristic PC Truck 70-ft truck 75-ft truck 

Vehicle length (ft) 
Turning radius (ft) 
Acceleration from stop 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61 km 
l ft= 0.305 m 
1 lb = 0.454 kg 
1 hp= 746 W 

19 55 
28 60 
Figure IX-221 
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1 ft= 0.305 m 

Figure 31. Intersection sight distance curves for major-road 
vehicle traveling at design speed without decelerating. 
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Any differences in sight distance lengths between the case III-B (left 
turns) and III-C (right turns) situations would occur due to the different 
turning radii (R) between a left turn and a right turn. 

Curve B-2b & Cb: This curve represents the situation in which the major
road vehicle decelerates during the turning maneuver of the minor-road vehi
cle, which appears to be more realistic than the previous case. The following 
equations were developed to reproduce the curve: 

ISOB-2b & Cb = Q - H (49) 

Q = l. 47 Vds tds +Odee+ 1.47 Vrs trs (50} 

trs = t - tds - tdec (51) 

t = tt + J (52) 

tds = J + tpr (53} 

tdec = (2 Oded / (Vds + Vrs> (54) 

H = P - Onp + R - TG - L (55) 

Onp = 11 R/2 (56) 

TG = 1.47 Vrs tTG ( 57) 

where: 

ISOB-2b & Cb = sight distance along the major roadway's far lane to the 
right for left turns and along the near lane to the left 
for right turns assuming that a major-road vehicle reduces 
speed from design speed to running speed during minor-road 
vehicle's turning maneuver (ft) 

Q = distance traveled by the major-road vehicle during the 
minor-road vehicle's turning maneuver (ft} 

Vds = design speed for the major-road vehicle (mi/h) 

tds = time major-road vehicle is at design speed during turning 
maneuver (s); 

Odee = distance major-road vehicle traversed during deceleration 
(ft) 

tdec = time major-road vehicle is decelerating (s) 

Vrs = running speed of major-road vehicle (mi/h) 
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trs = time major-road vehicle is at running speed during turning 
maneuver (s) 

H = major-road vehicle's distance from intersection when at 
assumed tailgate distance to minor-road vehicle (ft) 

t = time for a stopped minor-road vehicle to move into traffic 
stream and accelerate to design speed (s) 

J = sum of the perception time and the time required to 
actuate the clutch or actuate an automatic shift (s); 
(assumed: J = 2.0 s) 

tt = acceleration time for the minor-road vehicle to complete 
the turning maneuver (s) (data derived from Green Book 
figure IX-22) 

tpr = perception-reaction time for the major-road driver.(s); 
(assumed: tpr = 2.0 s) 

P = total distance traveled by minor-road vehicle from stopped 
position to location when design speed is achieved (ft); 
(data derived from Green Book figure IX-22) 

Dnp = distance minor-road vehicle traveled during the turning 
maneuver that is not parallel to major highway (ft) 

R = radius of turn for minor-road vehicle (ft) 

TG = tailgate distance (ft) 

L = length of minor-road vehicle (ft) 

tTG = tailgate time (s) (assumed: tTG = 1.0 s) 

The calculation for the distance traveled by the major-road vehicle 
during the turning maneuver is more complex than the previous situation. The 
Q distance is comprised of three segments: (1) distance traveled at design 
speed; (2) distance traveled while decelerating from design speed to running 
speed; and_(3) distance traveled at running speed. The time at the design 
speed was assumed to be equal to the minor-road driver's perception-reaction 
time (J) and the major-road driver's perception-reaction time (tr)· This 
assumes that the major-road driver begins to decelerate when thep1nitiation of 
the minor-road vehicle's turn maneuver is perceived. 

The distance to decelerate was derived from Green Book figure 11-13 for 
speed reductions to a minimum of 50 mi/h·{SO km/h). Reductions to 55 mi/h 
(89 km/h) or more can be determined using a comfortable deceleration rate of 
3.3 mi/h/s as discussed in the Transportation and Traffic Engineering 
Handbook.71 The time to decelerate can be calculated from the distance to 
decelerate using equation (54). The time spent at running speed can then be 
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calculated by subtracting the time at design speed and time to decelerate from 
the turning maneuver time. 

The distance traveled by the minor-road vehicle for this situation is 
similar to the constant speed situation except that the vehicle is accel
erating to the running speed instead of the design speed. The tailgate 
distance is based on running speed. 

Trial and error was used to estimate the speed reduction of the major
road vehicle used by AASHTO. The findings based on the above assumptions 
predicted the values along curve B-2b & Cb within 8 percent. The speed 
reductions in 5 mi/h (8 km/h) increments that provided the best predictions of 
the AASHTO curves were: 

• No speed reduction for design speeds less than 30 mi/h {48 km/h) 

• Five mi/h (8 km/h) speed reduction for design speeds between 30 and 
65 mi/h (48 and 105 km/h) 

• Ten mi/h {16 km/h) speed reduction for design speed of 70 mi/h 
(113 km/h} 

Table 50 presents the results using the above assumptions. 

The sight distance for trucks can now be calculated using the above 
equations and the truck acceleration data derived from Green Book 
figure IX-22. These sight distance values (BT-2b & Cb) are listed in 
table 50 and the resulting curves are illustrated in figure 32. The cal
culated truck sight distances are between 131 and 178 percent greater than the 
values given by AASHTO intersection s1ght distance B-2b & Cb curve. 

Sensitivity Analysis for Curves B-2a & Ca and B-2b & Cb: With the step
by-step methodology defined for the derivation of the Green Book B-2a & Ca and 
B-2b & Cb curves, sensitivity analyses were performed on the following vehicle 
characteristics: acceleration time and distance, and vehicle length. These 
analyses focused on the differences resulting from use of a truck rather than 
a passenger car as the minor-road veh1cle. The major-road vehicle was assumed 
to be a passenger car; therefore, the deceleration rate and speed reduction 
did not change. 

AASHTO defines tailgate distance as the minimum distance between the rear 
bumper of the turning vehicle and the front bumper of the major-road vehi
cle. The term tailgate seems to imply inappropriate driving behavior during a 
turning maneuver; the minimum distance is not necessarily an improper action 
by the major-road driver. Therefore, the term minimum separation has been 
used in the following analysis. 

The sight distances for Curves B-2a & Ca and B-2b & Cb using modified 
truck characteristics (CS for major-road vehicle maintaining constant speed 
and RS for major-road vehicle reducing speed) are given in tables 49 and 50. 
The findings are also illustrated in figures 31 and 32. When the minor-road 
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Table 50. Curve B-2b and Cb sight distance values. 

AASHTO sirt 
Oesfgn distance ft! Calculated sight distance (ft}' 
speed (figure IX-27 Truck 70-ft truck 75-ft truck 
(mi/h) Curve B-2b & Cb PC BT-2b & Cb RS-T70 RS-T75 

20 250 249 670 a a 
25 325 343 903 449 538 
30 425 460 1,179 639 873 
35 525 494 1,213 673 907 
40 660 638 1,549 993 1,270 
45 825 814 1,971 1,395 1,741 
50 1,025 1,023 2,516 1,804 2,263 
55 1,225 1,266 3,232 2,343 2,727 
60 1,475 1,545 a 2,918 a 
65 1,725 1,865 a 3,439 a 
70 2,000 1,906 a 3,480 a 

a Acceleration time and distance information is not available. 

The following vehicle character1st1cs were used: 

AASHTO 
Cha.racterfstfc PC Truck 70-ft truck 75-ft truck 

Vehicle length (ft) 
Turning radius (ft) 
Acceleration from stop 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 lb= 0.454 kg 
1 hp= 746 W 

19 55 
28 60 
Figure IX-221 
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vehicle is assumed to be a 70-ft (21-m) truck with a weight-to-power ratio of 
200 lb/hp (0.12 kg/W) rather than a passenger car, the resulting sight dis
tance is between 32 and 100 percent greater than the AASHTO values for pas
senger cars. If a 75-ft (23-m) truck is used, the required sight distance is 
between 58 and 135 percent greater than the value for a passenger car. 

4. Field Data Collection 

Pilot field studies were conducted at three intersections to test a data 
collection methodology in order to evaluate case III-Band -C intersection 
sight distance requirements for trucks at STOP-controlled 8 T" intersections. 
The objectives of the field data collection efforts were to: 

• Develop a data collection methodology to determine acceleration, 
deceleration, speed reduction, minimum separation, and gap 
acceptance characteristics. 

• Perform a pilot test of the methodology via data collection at three 
intersections. 

• Compare the field data to AASHTO Green Book values. 

Specific details of the study efforts and results are included in 
appendix E of this report. The pilot field studies were considered adequate 
to develop data collection techniques to guide future efforts. A Yarger-scale 
study is needed to fully develop the gap acceptance concept for a broader 
range of vehicle types, driver types, intersection geometrics, and approach 
speeds. Such a study would also provide the necessary information ~o improve 
practical application of the Green Book ISO criteria. 

a. Sunanary of Field Study Findings 

The findings from the pilot field study are summarized in the following 
series of tables: 

Table 51 -- time gaps accepted {s) at 50th and 85th percentile proba
bilities. These gaps were determined using a logit model. The table is 
arranged by intersection, maneuver type, and truck type. 

Table 52 -- acceleration rates {mi/h/s) for the predominant truck type 
for both left and right turns at one intersection and for right turns at the 
remaining two intersections. 

Table 53 -- deceleration rates {mi/h/s) and speed reductions (mi/h) for 
major-road vehicles impeded by five-axle trucks turning right at two 
intersections. 

Table 54 -- minimum separation times and distances determined from the 
limited data for two intersections. These findings should be used carefully 
due to a small sample size. 
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Table 51. Time gaps accepted from field data. 

Turn 50th 
Time gae (s) 

85th 
Intersection maneuver Truck tyee eercentile eercentile 

\ 
Central Valley Left less-than-five-axle 11.16 13.89 

Asphalt 

Central valley Right less-than-five-axle 13.17 15.87 
Asphalt 

Truck Stop 64 Right five-axle. 12.43 14.78 

Trindle and Left five-axle 8.27 9.84 
Railroad 

Trindle and Right five-axle 8.52 10.06 
Railroad 

Trindle and Right less-than-five-axle 7.25 8.87 
Railroad 

Table 52. Acceleration rates from field data. 

Acceleration 
Truck rate (miLhLs} 

Turn type (no. Distance 50th 85th 
Intersection maneuver of axles} {ft) eercentile eercentile 

Central Valley Left 4 0-290 1.27 1.58 
Asphalt 

Central Valley Right 4 0-490 1.04 1.21 
Asphalt 

Truck Stop 64 Right 5 0-350 0.80 1.20 

Trindle and Right 5 0-510 1.37 1.74 
Railroad 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 mi = 1.61 km 
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Table 53. Deceleration rates and speed rP.duct1ons for major 
road vehicles impeded by right turns by f1ve-axle trucks. 

Deceleration rates 

Speed reductions 

Note: 1 mf = 1.61 km 

Cumulative probab111ty 
50th percentile 85th percentile 

3.67 m1/h/s 

21.2 m1/h 

5.85 m1/h/s 

38.1 m1/h 

Table 54. Minimum separation times and distances. 

Intersection 

Truck Stop 64 

Trindle and 
Railroad 

Headw~ time 
(s) 

1.00 
0.63 
2.17 
1.33 
1.07 
2.38 
0.86 

5.01 
4.38 
4.13 
4.80 
4.53 
5.24 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
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distance (ft) 

25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 

109 
91 

143 
88 
57 
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b. D1scuss1on of Results 

One objective of the pilot study was to compare the result1ng f1eld data 
w1th the Green Book 1ntersect1on s1ght distance policy, Figures 33 and 34 
conta1ns the intersection sight distance curves developed from the following 
sources: 

• AASHTO s1ght distance model us1ng Green Book est1mates of truck 
performance (BT-2a & Ca and BT-2b & Cb curves). 

• AASHTO sight distance model using truck performance est1mates from 
the 11terature (Curves SSD-TW, SSD-TB, CS-T70, CS-T75, RS-T70, 
RS-T75). 

• Intersection sight distance requirements based on gap acceptance 
methodology (G-7, G-10, and G-15 curves). 

The following discussion br1efly describes the bas1s for each curve. These 
curves are expla1ned more fully in appendix E 1n volume II of this report. 

Curve B-2a & Ca 1n figure 33 represents the safe sight distance for a 
passenger car to turn left or r1ght onto a two-lane highway and atta1n design 
speed without being overtaken by a veh1cle approaching from the right and 
traveling at a constant speed equal to the design speed, Curve B-2b & Cb 
represents the safe sight distance for a passenger car to turn left or right 
onto a two-lane highway and attain average running speed without being over
taken by vehicle approaching from the r1ght and reducing its speed from the 
design speed to the average running speed. · 

The Green Book indicates that sight distance for trucks will be con
siderably longer than for passenger veh1cles but does not provide the curves 
or a clearly defined method to determine the sight distance needed by a 
truck. The truck acceleration curves found in Green Book figure IX-22 were 
u~ed together with the existing AASHTO model for cases III-Band -C to derive 
the intersection sight dfstance curves for trucks (BT-2b & Cb and BT-2a & Ca) 
shown in figure 33. 

The SSD curve 1n 33 represents the stopping sight distance for a pas
senger car on a wet pavement. The values are derived from table III-1 in the 
Green Book. 

The stopping sight distance values for trucks in the lower portion of 
figure 34 represent controlled braking by an empty truck on a poor, wet road 
with relatively good radial tires for a worst-performance driver (SSD-TW) and 
a best-performance driver (SSD-TB). The constant speed (CS) curves represent 
the case in which the major-road vehfcle maintains a constant speed equal to 
the highway design speed, while the reduced speed (RS) curves represent the 
case in which the major-road vehicle reduces speed from the design speed to 
the average running speed. · 
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Figure 33. Intersection sight distance curves. 
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Figure 34. Intersection sight distance curves for present study. 
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The preliminary results of the p1lot study can be used to illustrate the 
implicat1ons of the field data that were collected when used as parameters 1n 
the current AASHTO intersection sight d1stance model for cases III-Band -C. 
These results should be used with caution since they are based on a limited 
pilot study. Furthermore. the plotted results are based only on data for 
five-axle trucks turning right. The RS-T curve in figure 34 represents the 
results from using the field data in the existing AASHTO model. 

One objective of the field study was to test a new concept for intersec
tion sight d1stance based on gap acceptance. Under this concept. field 
studies were conducted to determine the lengths of gaps that were safely 
accepted by turning trucks. and intersection sight distance criteria would be 
established to assure that the available sight distance was at least equal to 
that acceptable gap length. Figure 34 illustrates intersection sight d1stance 
curves based on acceptable gaps of 71 10 1 and 15 s. The 7-s gap acceptance 
criterion is suggested by the Green Book. The 10- and 15-s gaps were selected 
based on the 85th percentile gap acceptance probabilities from two intersec
tions--a high-volume and a low-volume intersection, respectively. 

c. Comparison of ISO Curves 

When the curves derived directly from ISO criteria and vehicle char
acterist1cs g1ven 1n the Green Book are compared (see figure 33), three 
general groupings result: (1) ISO criteria based on the AASHTO model and 
truck acceleration values from Green Book figure IX-22 curves (BT-2a & Ca and 
BT-2b & Cb); (2) AASHTO ISO criteria for passenger cars as given in the Green 
Book (B-2a & Ca and B-2b & Cb); and (3) the curves for AASHTO SSD and the ISO 
criteria based on a 7-s gap. 

The ISO curves from the pilot study fall into two groups (see figure 34). 
One group consists of the ISO criterion based on the AASHTO model and truck 
performance acceleration values from the literature. The group includes both 
the major-road veh1cle at CS and RS conditions. The other group consists of 
the rema1ning curves (G-10, G-15, SSD-TW, SSD-TB, and RS-T). The curve based 
on findings from the field data collection (RS-T) 1s between the 10-s gap 
curve and the 15-s gap curve. The SSD values for both best and worst per
formance truck drivers (SSD-TB and SSD-TW) are less than the values based on 
the field studies. 

5. Summary of F1nd1ngs 

A revised model developed 1n th1s study ind1cates that intersection sight 
distance for case I (no control) is quite sensitive to vehicle length. which 
is not considered in the current AASHTO criteria. Sensitivity analysis 
results indicate that trucks require greater case I intersection sight dis
tance than the current AASHTO criteria for all approach speeds considered and 
for all crossing vehicle speeds up to 60 mi/h (97 km/h). 

The intersection sight distance procedure for case II (YIELD control) is 
an application of the stopping sight distance formula. Stopping sight dis
tance requirements for trucks depend on driver braking performance. The best 
performance driver requires up to a 25 percent increase in additional 
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intersection sight distancei the worst perfonnance driver needs a 20 to 
54 percent increase in required sight distance. The increased driver eye 
height for trucks. compared to passenger cars. may offset part of this 
increase in required sight distance where sight distance is limited by a 
vertical obstruction. 

A sensitivity analysis found that 70- and 75-ft (21- and 23-m) combina
tion trucks require substantially longer intersection sight distance than an 
AASHTO WB-50 truck for case III-A (STOP control. crossing maneuver). In par
ticular. intersection clearance times based on the Gillespie model indicate 
that a 70-ft (21 m) truck requires 14 percent more sight distance than an 
AASHTO WB-50 truck, and a 75-ft (23-m) truck requires 17.5 percent more sight 
distance. 

The sensitivity analysis also found that the selected trucks would 
require substantially more intersection sight distance than passenger cars for 
cases III-Band III-C (STOP control, turning left or right onto a cross 
road). The additional sight distance requirements of trucks vary as a 
function of weight-to-power ratio. A 200 lb/hp (0.12 kg/W). 70-ft (21 m) 
truck requires between 32 and 100 percent additional sight distance compared 
to a passenger car, and a 300 lb/hp (0.18 kg/W), 75-ft (23 m) truck requires 
between 58 and 135 percent additional sight distance. 

6. Reco11111ended Revisions to Design and Operational Criteria 

Ho specific revisions to existing AASHTO intersection sight distance 
criteria are reco11111ended at this time. The analyses based on extending the 
current AASHTO intersection sight distance model to detennine sight distance 
requirements resulted in increased sight distance requirements for each 
intersection case. For case I, II, and III-A, the largest additional truck 
sight distance requirement ranged from approximately 125 to 450 ft (38 to 
137 m). Cases III-8 and -C can require more than 3.000 ft (900 m) of sight 
distance in some cases. 

It is clear from operational experience that sight distances as long as 
3,000 ft (900 m) are not necessary for safe operations at intersections, even 
where large trucks are present. Very few intersections have such long sight 
distances available, and it is unlikely that either passenger car or truck 
drivers could accurately judge the location and speed of an oncoming vehicle 
at a distance of 3,000 ft {900 m). Rather, this result indicates that the 
current AASHTO model for cases III-Band III-C for truck intersection sight 
distance, on which this analysis is based, is unrealistic. In particular. ft 
is unrealistic to assume that potentially conflicting vehicles on the main 
road will make only minor adjustments in speed ff a truck from the side road 
makes a left or right turn. 

The authors see a need to revise or replace the AASHTO model for 
cases III-Band III-C intersection sight distance especially for trucks. The 
pilot field studies reported above are a "first step toward acquisition of the 
data needed either to revise the AASHTO model to include realistic decelera
tion by the major-road vehicle or to replace the AASHTO model with an alter
native model based on gap acceptance. 
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No cost-effectiveness analyses of candidate revisions to design criteria 
were conducted because no specific revisions to the intersection sight dis
tance criteria have been reconrnended. However. a supplementary cost
effectiveness analysis was conducted to determine whether there could be 
economic justification for clearing of the sight triangle illustrated in the 
upper portion of figure 25 to provide additional case II sight distance to 
accommodate trucks at rural intersections with YIELD control. 

Case II intersection sight distance is equivalent to stopping sight 
distance. so the alternative design criteria to be evaluated are those in 
table 24. This analysis addresses a sftuatfon that is a departure from cur
rent AASHTO criteria, which do not require the full stopping sight distance 
appropriate for the design speed of a YIELD-controlled approach to be pro
vided. Rather, current criteria encourage the use of advisory speed limit 
signing when the corner sight triangle does not provide the full stopping 
sight distance for the design speed of the approach. 

The cost of providing additional case II sight distance for trucks is 
highly variable and depends on the specific sight obstructions that are 
present in each quadrant of the interchange. Expanding the sight triangle 
could be as simple as clearing brush and as complicated as removing a struc
ture. Table 55 shows the number of additional acres that would need to be 
cleared per quadrant of an intersection to provide stopping ·sight distance for 
trucks, as a function of the major- and minor-road design speeds. The table 
also shows the cost to clear all four quadrants of an intersection, based on 
the assumption that brush and trees up to 10-in (25-cm) diameter can be 
cleared for $2,150/acre ($7,000/ha). If structures were present, the cost to 
purchase and remove those structures could be $200,000 per quadrant or 
higher. Note that the costs in the table and the results of the subsequent 
analysis assume that the sight triangle to provide stopping sight distance to 
meet current AASHTO criteria is already clear, which at many locations is not 
necessarily the case. 

Table 56 presents the percentage reductions in truck accidents that would 
be required to make the provision of additional sight distance cost effec
tive. These results are presented as a function of three factors: (1) the 
traffic volume entering the intersection (veh/day); (2) the percent trucks in 
the traffic stream; and (3) the cost to clear all four quadrants of the inter
section. The clearing costs range from $1,000 to $500,000 per intersection to 
cover the entire range of conditions that could be encountered in the field. 
The table shows that very inexpensive clearing operations (e.g., $1,000 per 
intersection) could be very cost effective, even at relatively low volumes. 
On the other hand, very expensive clearing operations (e.g., removing 
structures or embankment costing $100,000 or more} are almost never cost 
effective. 
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Table 55. Additional area of clear sight triangle and clearing costs to provide 
case II sight distance for trucks at rural intersections. 

Minor road design Major road design speed (miLh} 
speed (miLh} 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Additional area to be cleared per quadrant (acres)a 

20 0.03 0.08 0.17 0.24 0.32 0.42 
30 0.26 0.53 0.76 1.01 1.34 
40 1.09 1.56 2.08 2.75 
50 2.25 2.99 3.95 
60 3.97 5.23 
70 6.93 

Additional clearing cost for four-quadrant intersection ($}b 

20 $338 $ 915 $ 1.821 $ 2.636 $ 3.529 $ 4.672 
30 2,907 5.786 8.336 11,124 
40 11.970 17,203 22 .910 
50 24,798 32,872 
60 43,624 
70 

a Based on difference between passenger car and truck sight distances given in 
table 24. 

b Based on clearing cost of $2.750/acre ($6 1 960/ha). 
Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 

1 acre= 0.395 ha 

14,713 
30,287 
43,406 
57,551 
76,203 



Table 56. Minimum percent reduction in truck accidents at rural 
intersections required for cost effectiveness of 

providing larger clear sight triangles. 

Average da 11 y 
traffic volume Additional clearing cost eer Intersection (S) 

(veh/da;i:) Sl 1000 S5 1000 $10,000 S50 1000 s100 1000 S500 1000 

1% Trucks 
2,000 53.0 265.1 530.2 2,651.1 5,302.2 26,511.1 
4,000 26.5 132.6 2'65.1 1,325.6 2,651.1 13,255.5 
6,000 17.7 88.4 176. 7 883.7 1,767.4 8,837.0 
8,000 13.3 66.3 132.6 662.8 1,325.15 6,627.8 

10,000 10.6 53.0 1015.0 530.2 1,060.4 5,302.2 

5% Trucks 
2,000 10.8 53,9 107 .9 539.3 1 ,078. 7 5,393.3 
4,000 5.4 27.0 53.9 269.7 539.3 2,696.7 
6,000 3.15 18.0 36.0 179.8 359.15 1,797.8 
8,000 2,7 13.5 27.0 134.8 269.7 1,348.3 

10,000 2.2 10.8 21.15 107.9 215,7 1,078.7 

10,: Trucks 
2,000 5.5 27,6 55.1 275.6 551.2 2,755.9 
4,000 2.8 13.8 27.6 137.8 275.15 1,377.9 
6,000 1.8 9.2 18.4 91.9 183. 7 918.5 
8,000 1 .4 15.9 13.8 68.9 137.8 689.0 

10,000 1 • 1 5.5 11.0 55. 1 110.2 551.2 

20,: Trucks 
2,000 2.9 14,4 28.8 144, 1 288.2 1,441.2 
4,000 I ,4 7.2 14,4 72.1 144,1 720.15 
6,000 I .O 4.8 9.6 48.0 96. I 480,4 
8,000 o. 7 3,6 7.2 36.0 72. I 3150,3 

10,000 0,6 2.9 5.8 28.8 57.6 288.2 

30j Trucks 
2,000 2.0 10. 1 20.1 100. 7 201,4 1,007.1 
4,000 1 .o 5.0 10. 1 50.4 100. 7 503.5 
6,000 0.7 3.4 6.7 33.6 67. 1 335.7 
8,000 0.5 2.5 5.0 25.2 50.4 251.8 

10,000 0,4 2,0 4,0 20.1 40.3 201 .4 
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E. Intersection and Channelization Geometrics 

1. Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The horizontal geometry of intersection turning roadways is controlled by 
the paths of the outer front wheel, the inner rear wheel, and front overhang 
of a design truck. The AASHTO Green Book establishes the minimum turning path 
for design trucks based on the boundaries of the outer trace of the front 
overhang and the sharpest turning radius of the right inner rear wheel. Mini
mum turning radius is defined as the path of the outer front wheel, following 
a circular arc, at a speed of less than 10 mi/h (16 km/h), and is limited by 
the vehicle steering mechanism. Minimum inside .radius is the path traced by 
the right rear wheel. The principal vehicle characteristics that govern the 
horizontal geometry of an intersection are its overall width, effective wheel
base length, and minimum turning radius. Current AASHTO criteria are based on 
the three design vehicles shown in table 57. 

WB-40 
WB-50 
WB-60 

Table 57. Width, wheelbase, and turning radii of 
AASHTO design vehicles. 

Minimum 
Width (ft) Wheelbase (ft) turning radius 

8.5 40 40 
8.5 50 45 
8.5 60 45 

(ft) 

Because a truck has a long wheelbase, its rear wheels do not follow the same 
path as its front wheels during a turn. The differences in these paths are 
referred to as "offtracking. 11 Offtracking values vary directly with the 
wheelbase of a unit and inversely with the radius of turn. "Swept path 
width," the difference in paths of the outside front tractor tire and the 
inside rear trailer tire,· is a more appropriate parameter for design consider
ation. Swept path width determinations delineate the boundaries of "critical 
space" occupied by the vehicle negotiating its turn. The definitions of terms 
used here in relation to truck offtracking and swept path widths are illus
trated in figure 13. 

a. Minimum Design for Sharpest Turns 

In the design of the edge of pavement for the minimum path of a given 
design vehicle, the AASHTO Green Book assumes that the vehicle is properly 
positioned within the traffic lane at the beginning and end of the turn (i.e., 
2 ft [0.6 ml from the edge of pavement on the tangents approaching and leaving 
the intersection curve). The Green Book provides tables and figures that 
demonstrate the minimum design for particular design vehicles and various 
intersection geometrics. AASHTO notes that it may not be practical to fit 
simple circular arcs to their minimum design paths. Asymmetrical three 
centered curves or tapered configurations may be the preferred design. 
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b. Channelized Islands 

Channelization serves to control and direct traffic movement. The AASHTO 
policy offers guidance on the purpose of intersection channelization and pro
vides details of island design considerations. Design vehicle characteristics 
are implicitly addressed through the pertinent selection of turning path or 
roadway radii. 

2. Critique of Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

a. Computing Offtracking/Swept Path Width 

Several methods are available to determine the path that trucks follow 
making turns at intersections. The California Truck Offtracking Model (TOM) 
can be used to plot turning paths and calculate offtracking and swept path 
widths. 1 2 A microcomputer program, available from FHWA in IBM PC and Apple 
computer versions, can plot turning paths but does not display numerical 
values for offtracking and swept path widths. 7 3• 2~ The Tractix Integrator can 
also be used to plot manually a vehicle's turning path. 7S Traditionally, such 
exercises were done to create "turning templates" for establishing or checking 
the geometry of intersection turning lanes/roadways. 7 & The Western Highway 
Institute model can be used to compute fully developed offtracking, a steady 
state value that may be larger than the actual offtracking value in the early 
portion of a turn. 1 1 With the above techniques, various vehicle configura
tions can be simulated, their paths determined, and the effects of vehicle 
variations evaluated, 

All of the methods for determining offtracking that are discussed above 
represent only the low-speed component of offtracking on level pavements. In 
fact, offtracking is also a function of vehicle speed and pavement cross
slope. A new model which quantifies these effects was developed in the 
present study and is presented in appendix C in volume II. However, the 
magnitude of the speed and superelevat1on effects is not usually large enough 
to be considered in the design of low-speed urban intersections. The role of 
these factors in determining pavement widening on horizontal curves is dis
cussed in section III-L. 

b. Intersection Channelization 

Turning characteristics of large trucks, such as offtracking and swept 
path width, require special consideration in the design of at-grade intersec
tions.7• If the curb radius is large enough so that trucks can make right 
turns without encroaching on adjacent lanes, the paved area at the intersec
tion can become so large that through drivers may not understand where to 
position their vehicle. In such instances, it becomes necessary to construct 
a channelizing island to properly control traffic. If the curb radius is so 
small that trucks cannot make right turns without encroaching on adjacent 
lanes, the truck either encroaches and interferes with adjacent traffic or it 
does not encroach and its rear wheels run over and possibly damage the curb 
and/or shoulder. In addition, the truck's front overhang may strike those 
traffic control devices located near the outside of its turning path, or the 
trailer's right rear tire may strike those devices located near the inside of 
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its turning path when offtracking. The following discussion addresses these 
concerns and presents at-grade channelization guidelines based on a recent 
Texas study of right-turn maneuvers by trucks larger than the design vehicles 
used in the AASHTO Green Book.79 

\ Design Vehicles: The design vehicles that were selected for the Texas 
study were two singles, two doubles, and one triple. One vehicle, the WB-50, 
was the same as the design vehicle configuration defined in the AASHTO Green 
Book, and was used for comparison. The tractor used in each combination was 
assumed to have a 16-ft (5-m) wheelbase with the cab placed behind the engine. 
This particular tractor was selected because of its longer wheelbase, typical 
of cab-behind-engine tractors. The five design vehicles used in the Texas 
study are presented in table 58; the dimensions chosen for each vehicle were 
based on data from the literature. The dimensions for the WB-55 and WB-70 
trucks differ slightly from the design vehicles recommended in the present 
study in tables 3 and 4. The offtracking characteristics of the WB-55 design 
vehicle differ only slightly from the STAA single with 48-ft (14.6-m) trailer 
in tables 3 and 4, and the offtracking characteristics of the WB-70 differ 
only slightly from those of the STAA doubles in tables 3 and 4. 

Intersection Geometrics: In addition to the design vehicles, other 
parameters considered in the Texas study were curb return radius and degree of 
turn. The values for curb return radius evaluated were those specified in 
table 111-19 of the AASHTO Green Book. Sets of the various radii were drawn 
for turning angles of 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, 120°, and 180°. 

Findings: Computer simulation (TOM} runs were made in the Texas study 
for each of the different scenarios. The study's results included minimum 
turning radii, turning templates, cross street width occupied, swept path 
widths, and channelization guidelines. 

Minimum Turning Radii: The minimum turning radii of the outside and 
inside wheel paths for each of the five design vehicles are given in 
table 59. The values for the WB-50 vary slightly from those in the AASHTO 
Green Book due to shorter tractor and longer trailer axle spacings. The 
minimum turning radii and the transition lengths shown here and in the Green 
Book are for turns made at less than 10 mi/h (16 km/h). This assumption 
minimizes the effects of driver characteristics and the slip angles of wheels. 
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Table 58. Design vehicle dimensions used in Texas study.1t 

Dimensions !ftl 
Overel I Overhang 

Design vehicle type Symbol Ht. Width Length Front Rear WB1 11182 s T WB3 s T we .. -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - -
Combination trucks: 

Semltrel ler WB-50 13.5 8.5 55 3 2 16 34.0 
Large semitrailer WB-55 13.5 8.5 60 3 2 16 39. 1 

~ Semltreller-traller 1118-70 13.5 8.5 75 3 2 16 20.0 2.5 7.5 23.0 m 
Large semltreller-treller WB-105 13.5 8.5 110 3 2 16 37.3 6.7 6.3 37.8 
Semltreller-traller-treller WB-100 13.5 8.5 105 3 2 16 21.9 3.0 6.2 22.3 3.0 6.2 22.3 

WB 1, WB 2, WB3, end WB1t ere effective vehicle wheelbases. 
S Is the distance fr011 the rear effective axle to the hitch point. 
T Is the distance fr011 the hitch point to the lead effective axle of the following unit. 
Note: 1 ft• 0.305 •• 



Table 59. Minimum turning radii of design vehicles in Texas study.79 

Semitrailer- Semitrailer-
Semitrailer Semitrailer- full trailer full trailer-

Design vehicle Sem1trai ler combination full trailer combination full trailer-
type combination {large} combination {large} combination 

Symbol WB-50 WB-55 WB-70 WB-105 WB-100 

Configuration 3-S2 3-S2 3-S1-2 3-S2-4 2-Sl-2-2 

Minimum turning 45 50 50 65 55 
radius (ft) _,,,. 

'-J 

Minimum inside 20.5 19 24.3 25.8 25.6 
radius (ft) 

Note: 1 ft"" 0.305 m 



Channelization Guidelines: Table 60 is similar to table IX-4 in the 
AASHTO Green Book and contains minimum designs and channelization guidelines 
for turning roadways. Channelization should only be used at an intersection 
ff the curb radius and optimum truck turning radius permit the use of an 
island with an area of at lest 100 ft2 (9.3 mz), the minimum size of 
channelized island recommended by AASHTO. The parameters which govern the 
design of a channelized intersection are angle of turn, design vehicle, curb 
radius, width of lane, and approximate island size. For each design vehicle, 
table 60 lists a suggested island size and width of turning lane at each angle 
of turn that might need channelization. As the curb return radius increases 
towards 200 ft (61 m}, the area of the island becomes larger and the width of 
the turning lane decreases. The size of islands for the larger turning angles 
indicates the size of the otherwise unused and uncontrolled areas of pavement 
that were eliminated by the use of islands. Turning roadways for flat-angle 
turns, less than 75° 0 involve relatively large radii and require designs to 
fit sfte controls and traffic conditions. 

Because the truck configurations follow a spiral path into a curve, it 
would be desirable-to fit the edge of the pavement closely to the minimum path 
of the design vehicle by using three-centered compound curves or simple curves 
with tapers to mfnfmize the amount of unused pavement. The unnecessarily wide 
turning lane widths in table 60 are an indication that simple radius curves 
are not well suited to the turning paths of large trucks. 

3. Sensitivity Analysis 

Current design policy establishes minimum turning paths of a truck based 
on the boundaries traced by outer front overhang and the sharpest turning 
radius of the right inner rear wheel. The critical vehicle characteristics in 
design of intersection channelization and geometrics include overall width, 
effective wheelbase length, and limits of the turning mechanism. 

The Caltrans TOM model was used to develop plots of offtracking data for 
the design vehicles recommended fn this study. 7 2 Plots were developed for the 
following design vehicles: 

• STAA single with 48-ft (14.6 m) trailer (see figure 35) 

• Long single with 53-ft (16.2 m} trailer (see figure 36) 

• STAA double with cab-over-engine tractor (see figure 37) 

• STAA double with conventional tractor (see figure 38) 

Each figure shows a graph of the offtracking for a particular design vehicle 
as a function of the turn radius and the turn angle. The swept path width can 
be obtained by adding 7.58 ft (2.31 m) to the indicated value of offtracking. 
The channelization and turning lane width requirements for the STAA single 
with 48-ft (14.6-m) trailer are represented approximately by the WB-55 truck 
in table 60; the requirements for the STAA doubles are approximated by the 
WB-70 truck in table 60. In both of these cases, the swept path width for the 
design vehicle in table 60 is approximately 2 ft (0.6 m} greater than the 
swept path width for the corresponding design vehicle used fn this study. 
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Table 60. Minimum designs and channelization guidelines 

' 
for turning roadways. 1 1 

Angle of Curb Width of Approximate 
turn Design radius turning lane island size 

(degrees) vehicle _(f..tl (ft) (ft2) 

60 WB-50 200 27 250 
WB-55 200 22 160 
WB-70 200 22 160 
WB-100 200 27 160 
WB-205 

75 WB-50 150 28 320 
WB-55 150 30 160 
WB-70 150 23 200 
WB-100 200 34 300 
WB-105 

90 WB-50 150 30 670 
WB-55 200 38 900 
WB-70 150 22 560 
WB-100 200 40 900 
WB-105 200 54 260 

105 WB-50 150 32 980 
WB-55 150 41 740 
WB-70 150 31 1,320 
WB-100 200 41 1,940 
WB-105 200 57 940 

120 WB-50 150 40 1,640 
WB-55 200 45 3,400 
WB-70 150 39 1,600 
WB-100 200 48 2,580 
WB-105 200 60 1,740 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
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Thus, table 60 provides estimates of turning lane width and island size that 
are slightly conservative. 

The dimensions of the design vehicles used to develop the offtracking 
plots in figures 35 through 38 are given in table 4. That table shows dimen
sion D for the 53-ft (16.2-m) semitrailer truck as 45.5 ft (13.8 m). This 
dimension is appropriate for a 53-ft (16.2-m) truck with the rear axles 
positioned as close to the rear of the truck as possible. Thus, figure 36 is 
appropriate for a truck in this configuration. It should be recognized, how
ever, that the rear axles of many trucks can be moved forward to reduce 
offtracking. Some States have restricted the kingpin-to-rear-axle distance 
for 53-ft (16.2-m) trailers to a maximum of 41 ft (12.5 m), which provides 
nearly the same offtracking as the 48-ft (14.6-m) truck whose offtracking 
performance illustrated in figure 35. 6 Restriction of the kingpin-to-rear
axle distance is not enough, by itself, to provide for safe truck operations 
unless the front and rear overhang of the trailer are also restricted. Long 
front or rear overhang can lead to swingout by the left rear or left front 
corner of the trailer in a right-hand turn and underride problems if the 
trailer is struck in the rear by a passenger car. 

4. Recommended Revisions to Highway· Design and Operational Criteria 

The recommended STAA design vehicles in tables 3 and 4 have greater off
tracking and will require greater swept path widths than the design vehicles 
used in the current AASHTO criteria. There is a clear need to revise these 
criteria to include larger design vehicles in the AASHTO Green Book and to 
include updated turning templates and swept path width guidelines identified 
in section II-A of this report. 

Table 61 documents the additional pavement construction costs of accom
modating larger trucks at urban intersections. The table shows the additional 
paved area and the additional pavement cost to accommodate 45-, 48-. and 53-ft 
(13.7-, 14.6-, and 16.2-m) tractor-semitrailer trucks in comparison to an 
intersection designed for the WB-50 design vehicle. The pavement areas and 
costs in the table are for one quadrant of a 90° intersection and should be 
multiplied by 4 to represent all quadrants of a conventional four-leg inter
section. Of course, higher costs would be incurred at some locations if addi
tional right of way were required or if sidewalks, signals, or utility poles 
needed to be moved in a rehabilitation project at an existing site. 

5. Summary 

Intersection and channelization geometrics should be based on the low
speed offtracking characteristics of the larger design vehicles identified 
above. The offtracking characteristics of these vehicles are documented above 
and in appendix C in volume II. 
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Table 61. Additional pavement construction costs to accommodate design vehicles larger 
than in AASHTO WB-50 truck at urb_an 1 ntersect ions. 

Additional paved area Additional construction costa 
Turning 2er guadrant {ft2} 2er guadrant 
radius 45-ft 48-ft 53-ft 45-ft 48-ft 53-ft 
{ill semitrailer semitrailer semitrailer semitrailer semitrailer semitrailer 

50 900.8 1,225.1 1,849.6 $2,620 $3,570 $5,380 
60 1,095.6 1,423.0 2,283.0 3,190 4,140 6,640 
80 1,243.4 1,673.0 2,939.0 3,620 4,870 8,550 

100 1,498.1 2,085.6 3,319.3 4,360 6,070 9,660 
150 1,601.8 2,242.5 3,752.8 4,660 6,530 10,920 
200 1,631.6 2,249.6 3,732.8 4,750 6,550 10,860 
250 1,554.3 2,331.5 3,730.3 4,520 6,790 10,860 
300 1,403.1 2,245.0 3,648.1 4,080 6,533 10,620 

a Based on cost of $2.91/ft2 ($31.28/m2) for flexible pavement. 
Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m. 



F. Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Sight Distance 

1. Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The FHWA Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook and the AASHTO Green 
Book use the same principles to determine sight distance requirements at 
railroad-highway grade crossings. 1 •ao Both consider sight distance 
requirements for a moving highway vehicle and for a highway vehicle acceler
ating from a stop at the crossing, as shown in figure 39. For the moving 
vehicle situation, the sight distance, dH, along the highway must, as a 
minimum, equal the stopping sight distance for the design speed of the 
approach. The sight distances along the track for this situation are the 
distances traveled by the train during the time the highway vehicle traverses 
both the highway distance, dH• and the distance to clear the crossing. For 
the stopped vehicle situation, the highway vehicle starts from a minimum safe 
distance from the crossing. The distances along the track for this situation 
are those traveled by the train at various speeds while the highway vehicle 
accelerates and just clears the crossing. Each of these cases is addressed 
below. 

a. Sight Distance Along the Highway for a Moving Vehicle 

The minimum sight distance along the highway, dH• is measured from the 
nearest rail to the driver of a vehicle. It is the sum of the minimum 
stopping sight distance and the minimum clearance distance between the tracks 
and the driver after the vehicle stops. This sight distance allows an 
approaching vehicle to avoid collision by stopping without encroaching on the 
crossing area. The minimum safe sight distance formula used in the FHWA 
Handbook and the AASHTO Green Book is: 

where: dH = sight distance along the highway (ft) 

Vv = speed of vehicle (mi/h) 

tpr = perception/reaction time of driver (assumed: tpr = 2.5 s} 

(58) 

f = coefficient of friction used in braking (equal to those used 
for stopping sight distance criteria in table 20} 

D = clearance distance from front of vehicle to the nearest 
rail {assumed: D = 15 ft or 5 m) 

de= distance from driver's eye to the front of vehicle (ft) 
{assumed: de= 10 ft or 3 m) 
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b. Sight Distance To and Along Tracks for a Moving Vehicle 

The legs of the clear sight "triangle" are formed by the distance of the 
vehicle from the track, dH, and the distance of the train from the crossing, 
dr. The equation for dH ls presented above. The minimum distance along the 
track, dr, is measured from the nearest edge of the highway travel lane being 
considered to the front of the train. It is the product of the train speed 
and the time required by the highway vehicle to traverse the highway leg (dH) 
and then to clear the crossing. The distance dr is computed in the FHWA 
Handbook and the AASHTO Green Book as: 

where: dr = sight distance along the railroad tracks for a moving 
vehicle (ft) 

Vt= speed of train (mi/h) 

Vv = speed of vehicle (mi/h) 

(59) 

tpr = perception-reaction time of driver (s) (assumed: t = 2.5 s) 

f = coefficient of friction used in braking (see table 20) 

D = clearance distance from front of vehicle to the nearest 
rail (assumed: D = 15 ft or 5 m) 

L = length of vehicle (ft) (assumed: L = 65 ft or 20 m) 

W = distance between outer rails (assumed for a single track: 
W = 5 ft or 1.5 m) 

It is assumed that the truck is crossing a single track at 90° in level ter
rain. Users are cautioned that adjustments should be made for unusual vehicle 
lengths and acceleration capabilities, multiple tracks, skewed crossings, and 
grades. 

c. Sight Distance Along Tracks for a Stopped Vehicle 

The third case provides sight distance needed to allow a stopped vehicle 
to accelerate and cross the tracks before the train reaches the crossing. It 
considers the perception-reaction time of the driver and vehicle characteris
tics such as the maximum speed of the vehicle in its initial gear, the accel
eration capability of the vehicle, and the length of the vehicle. The 
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required sight distance, dr, along the tracks is determined 1n the FHWA Hand
book and the AASHTO Green Book as: 

where: 

L + 2D + W - d 
---.-,,---_.a;.a +J 

vg {60) 

dT = sight distance along the railroad tracks for a stopped vehicle 
{ft) 

Vt= speed of train (mi/h) 

Vg = maximum speed of vehicle in first gear (ft/s) (assumed: 
v9 = 8.8 ft/s or 2.7 m/s) 

a1 = acceleration rate of vehicle in first gear (assumed: 
a1 = 1.47 ft/s 2 or 0.45 m/s2) 

L = length of vehicle (ft) (assumed: L = 65 ft or 20 m) 

W = distance between outer rails (assumed: W = 5 ft or 1.5 m) 

D = clearance distance from front of vehicle to the nearest 
rail {ft) (assumed: D = 15 ft or 5 m) 

J = sum of perception-reaction time of driver and time required to 
actuate the clutch or an automatic shift (assumed: J = 2.0 s) 

da = distance vehicle travels while accelerating to maximum 
speed in first gear (ft)= v9212a 1 

The assumptions of a single track, a 90° crossing, and level terrain are made 
and the same cautions apply as for the previous case. 

2. Critique of Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

A review of driver characteristics in a 1984 FHWA study addressed changes 
in sight distance requirements with changes in the driver characteristics.s1 
The driver characteristic reviewed for railroad-highway grade crossing sight 
requirements was perception-reaction time. Their findings indicate that the 
sight distance requirements are relatively insensitive to changes in the 
perception-reaction time. 

A review of the cases in the AASHTO Green Book in the 1984 FHWA study 
found the formulation for calculating minimum corner sight triangle for a 
moving vehicle to be correct and reasonable.33 They also concluded that the 
concept for determining the minimum sight distance along a track for a stopped 
vehicle was correct and adequately addressed both the driver and vehicle 
requirements. 
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A 1976 Canadian study reported that the lack of uniformity in driver 
behavior indicates a high level of decisional uncertainty with respect to the 
correct response to grade crossings and may be a major cause of crossing 
accidents.a 2 Vehicle speed variations were higher as the distance to the 
crossing decreased. Specific speed variations for trucks were not reported. 

HCHRP Report 50 1dent1f1ed factors 1nfluenc1ng safety at railroad-highway 
grade crossings based on a sample of 3,627 accidents.a3 One third of the 
accidents involved trains, one third occurred when a train was present but was 
not involved, and one third occurred when no train was present. They reached 
the following conclusions: 

• Comparison of the distribution of vehicle speeds at the crossing and 
prior to the influence of the crossing indicated a def1n1te 
reduction in average speed and fewer vehicles within the 10-mi/h 
(16-km/h) pace. These conditions were believed to contribute 
significantly to multiple-vehicle accidents at crossings. 

• While trucks account for approximately 11 percent of the vehicles 
involved in all types of motor vehicle accidents, they are involved 
in 20.4 percent of the train-involved crossing accidents. 

• High truck involvement in accidents may be attributable to their 
length and the fact that they occupy the crossing longer than 
passenger cars. 

The sight distance criteria for grade crossings are based on the same 
friction coefficients used for AASHTO stopping sight distance criteria. The 
friction coefficients represent the deceleration rates used by passenger cars 
in locked-wheel braking on a wet pavement. Trucks cannot safely make locked
wheel stops without risking loss of control. Section II-A of this report 
documents that the deceleration rates used by trucks in making controlled 
stops are generally lower than the deceleration rates used by passenger cars 
making locked-wheel stops. 

The FHWA Handbook does not cite any documentation as the basis for its 
assumptions concerning the maximum speed of the vehicle in first gear and the 
acceleration rate of the vehicle. However, the assumed values appear 
reasonable. 

3. Sensitivity Analysis 

The current sight distance policies directly or indirectly use different 
vehicle types as the design vehicle. The sight distance along the highway for 
a moving vehicle is derived assuming a passenger car as the design vehicle, 
since the deceleration rates are based on locked-wheel braking by a passenger 
car, on a wet pavement. The derivation for sight distances along the tracks 
for a moving vehicle mixes the characteristics of different vehicle types by 
using passenger car deceleration rates and a 65-ft {20-m) vehicle length 
(typical of a WB-60 truck}. The design vehicle for sight distance along 
tracks for a stopped vehicle is a 65-ft (20-m} truck with reasonable assump
tions for both acceleration and the maximum speed in first gear. 
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The following sensitivity analysis determines the railroad-highway grade 
crossing sight distance requirements using consistent data for trucks. This 
sensitivity analysis is a simple extension of the existing sight distance 
models to reflect current truck characteristics and performance. Table 62 
summarizes the models and the parameters currently used in them. They include 
a driver-related characteristic (perception-reaction time) and several 
vehicle-related characteristics (stopping sight distance, vehicle length, and 
maximum speed and acceleration in first gear). Table 63 presents the range of 
values of the vehicle-related parameters {including vehicle length, stopping 
sight distance, and vehicle acceleration) that have been varied 1n the 
sensitivity analysis. 

Truck lengths of 70 and 75 ft (21 and 23 m) were used in the analyses. 
The stopping sight distances used are those presented in table 23 for both the 
worst and best performance drivers (62 to 100 percent driver control 
efficiency). The Gillespie model for clearance times for trucks crossing an 
intersection is used to determine the times for stopped vehicles to clear the 
crossing.2s 

a. Sight Distance Along Highway for a Moving Vehicle 

The sight distance along the highway ahead to the crossing (dH) increases 
significantly in comparison to the current FHWA and AASHTO criteria when the 
increased stopping sight distances of trucks are considered. Table 64 pre
sents the required sight distances for current criteria in comparison to 
trucks with the worst and best performance drivers. The results shown in 
table 64 are illustrated in figure 40. While the difference is minimal for a 
truck with the best performance driver (between 7 to 22 percent increase in 
sight distance), substantia1 increases in sight distances (between 30 and 
54 percent) are required for a truck with the worst performance driver. 

b. Sight Distance Along Tracks for a Moving Vehicle 

The sensitivity analysis of the sight distance requirements along the 
track from the crossing (d1) for a 70-ft (21-m} truck found similar results 
(see tables 65 and figure 41}. This truck requires 23 percent more sight 
distance at 20 mi/h {32 km/h) and up to 47 percent more at 70 mi/h (113 km/h) 
for the worst performance driver. The best performance driver in a 70-ft 
(21-m} truck requires at most a 20 percent increase in sight distance. A 
75-ft (23-m) truck requires similar increases in sight distance (a maximum 22 
percent increase for the best performance driver and a 49 percent increase for 
the worst performance driver). Not only does the greater truck length 
increase the re~uired sight distance, but the braking distance for the worst 
performance driver for both truck lengths also significantly increased the 
required sight distance. 
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Table 62. Summary of parameters for railroad-highway grade 
crossing sight distance 

Perception- Parameters used to determine sight distance1 

reaction Stopping sight de 0 w L Vg al 
Equations time (s) distance (SSO) fill illl illl 1lli (ft/s) (ft/s) 

AASHTOl 
Speed sso 

Sight distance {m1/h) fttl along a highway tpr = 2.5 20 25 10 15 NA NA NA NA 
30 200 

dH = SSO + 0 + de 40 325 
50 475 

dH = SSO + 15 + 10 60 650 
70 850 

dH = SSO + 25 
..... 
en 
N 

AASHT0 1 

Speed sso 
Sight distance (mi/h) -ffiL along tracks for a tpr = 2.5 20 25 NA 15 5 65 NA NA 
moving vehicle 30 200 (WB-60) 

40 325 
V 50 475 

dT = Vt (SSD + 2D + L + W) 60 650 
V 70 850 

V 
dT = Vt (SSD + 2 * 15 + 65 + 5] 

V 

V 
dT = Vt (SSD + 100] 

V 
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Table 62. Summary of parameters for railroad-highway grade 
crossing sight distance. (continued) 

-

Perception
reaction-

Parameters used to determine sight distance8 

Stopping sight 
distance (SSD) 

de D W L Vg a1 
Eguations 

Sight distance 
along tracks for 
a stopped 
vehicle 

time (s) .li..tl .li..tl ill1 ill1 (ft/s) (ft/s) 
J = 2.0 

v6 L + 2 D + W - da 
dr = l.47Vt[a + V + JI 

1 g 

NA 

v2 
d =l 

a 2a 1 

NA 15 

d = 1 45V [ 8.8 + 65 + 2 * 15 + 5 - (8.8
2
/(2 * 1.47)) 

T • t T:47 8.8 + 2.01) 

dT = 16.9Vt 

a de= distance from driver's eye to front of vehicle (ft) 

D = clearance distance from front of vehicle to nearest rail (ft) 
W = distance between outer rails {ft) 
L = length of vehicle (ft) 

V = maximum speed of vehicle in first gear (ft/s) 
aY = acceleration rate of vehicle in first gear {ft/s 2 ) 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 mi= 1.61 km 

5 65 8.8 1.47 
(WB-60) 



Table 63. Surrrnary of parameters varied in sensitivity analysis 
for railroad-highway grade grossing sight distance 

Consideration 

Sight distance 
along a highway 

dH = SSD + D + de 

dH = SSD + 15 + 10 

dH = SSD + 25 

Sight distance to 
and along tracks 
for a moving 
vehicle 

Vehicle 
length (ft) 

NA 

70-ft tractor semi
trailer truck 
75-ft tractor semi
trailer-full 
trailer truck 
(double bottom) 

V 
dT = Vt (SSD + 20 + L + W) 

V 

V 
dT = Vt (SSD + 2 * 15 + L + 5) 

V 

Vt 
dT = V (SSD + 35 + L) 

V 
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Stopping sight 
distance (SSD) Assumptions 

Truck driver NA 
Speed performance 
(mi/h) Worst Best 

20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

150 125 
300 250 
500 375 
725 525 
975 700 

1,275 900 

Truck driver 
Speed performance 
(mi/h) Worst Best 

20 150 125 
30 300 250 
40 500 375 
50 725 525 
60 975 700 
70 1,275 900 

NA 
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Table 63. Surrmary of parameters varied in sensitivity analysis for 

railroad-highway grade crossing sight distance. (continued) 

Stopping 
sight 

distance 
Consideration Vehicle length (ft) (SSD) 

Sight distance 
along tracks 
for a stopped 
vehicle 

70-ft tractor semitrailer NA 
truck 
75-ft tractor semitrailer
full trailer truck 
(double bottom) 

dr = 1.47 Vt (tc + J) 

Dr= 1.47 Vt (0.682 * (2 * D + W +L)/Vmg + 3.0 + 2.01 

dr = 1.47 Vt [0.682 * (2 * 15 + 5 + L)/8 + 3.0 + 2.0] 

dT = Vt (0.125 L + 11.73] 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 mi = 1.61 km 
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Additional 
assumptions 

tc = time to clear 
hazard zone (from 
the Gillespie 
mode12s) 



Table 64. Sens1t1v1ty analys1s for sight d1stance along a 
h1ghway (dH) at railroad-highway grade crossing. 

Vehicle speed. Vv (mf/h) 
20 30 40 50 60 70 

(~~) 
d .uh d .uh (~~) 

d @ (~~) 

Current values 135 225 340 490 660 865 

Sight d1stance for 175 325 525 750 1,000 1,300 
a truck with worst-
performance driver 

Sight distance for 150 275 400 550 725 925 
a truck with best-
performance driver 

All calculated sight distances are rounded up to the next higher 5-ft 
(1.5-m) increment. 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
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Table 65. Sensitivity analysis for sight distance to and 
along tracks (dr) for a moving vehicle at 

railroad-highway grade crossings. 

Train Vehicle speed, vv (mi/h) 
speed 20 30 40 50 60 70 

V 
1tilli c1I> c1I> c1I> c1I> c1I> c1b 
Current AASHTO procedures using a 65-ft truck 

10 105 100 105 115 125 135 
20 210 200 210 225 245 270 
30 310 300 310 340 370 405 
40 415 395 415 450 490 540 
50 520 495 520 565 615 675 
60 620 595 620 675 735 810 
70 725 690 725 790 860 940 
80 830 790 830 900 980 1,075 
90 930 930 930 1,010 1,105 1,210 

Sight distance for a 70-ft truck with worst-performance driver 

10 128 135 151 166 180 197 
20 255 270 303 332 360 394 
30 383 405 454 498 540 591 
40 510 540 605 664 720 789 
50 638 675 756 830 900 986 
60 765 810 908 996 1,080 1,183 
70 893 945 1,059 1,162 1,260 1,380 
80 1,020 1,080 1,210 1,328 1,440 1,577 
90 1,148 1,215 1,361 1,491 1,620 1,774 

Sight distance for a 70-ft truck with best-performance driver 

10 115 118 120 126 134 144 
20 230 237 240 252 268 287 
30 345 355 360 378 403 431 
40 460 473 480 504 537 574 
50 575 592 600 630 671 718 
60 690 710 720 756 805 861 
70 805 828 840 882 939 1,005 
80 920 947 960 1,008 1,073 1,149 
90 1,035 1,065 1,080 1,134 1,208 1,292 

Note: I mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
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c. Sight Distance Along Tracks for a Stopped Vehicle 

The sight distance requirement along the tracks for a stopped vehicle is 
not very sensitive to vehicle length. Table 66 and figure 42 present the 
results of increasing the current design vehicle length of 65 ft (20 m) to 70 
and 75 ft (21 and 23 m) and using the by Gillespie model for the time to clear 
a hazard zone.2s The sight distance values calculated using AASHTO assump
tions of a 65-ft (20-m) truck, 8.8 ft/s (2.7 m/s) for maximum speed of vehicle 
in first gear, and 1.47 ft/s 2 (9.45 m/s 2 ) for acceleration rate of the vehicle 
in first gear are longer than those calculated using a 70- or 75-ft (21- or 
23-m) truck length and the Gillespie model for clearance times. The reason 
for this result is that the Gillespie model provides lower values of clearance 
time than the current AASHTO model. 

4. Recommended Revisions to Design and Operational Criteria 

Based on the sensitivity analysis results, a change in the requirements 
for sight distance along the highway for a moving vehicle is recommended to 
correspond to any change made in general stopping sight distance requirements 
to accommodate trucks. As in the case of stopping sight distance require
ments, this change is applicable only to higher volume roadways and only if 
antilock brakes for trucks do not come into nearly universal use. The recom
mended revisions for stopping sight distance were found to be cost effective 
only on two-lane highways with truck volumes over 800 trucks/day and freeways 
with volumes over 4,000 trucks/day. These volume requirements might be 
relaxed somewhat due to higher truck accident severities at railroad-highway 
grade crossings. 

The existing criteria for sight distance along the tracks for stopped 
vehicles are adequate to accommodate trucks and do not need to be modified. 

5. Summary 

The sensitivity analyses demonstrate that increased sight distance for 
moving vehicles along the highway (dH) ahead to the railroad-highway grade 
crossings is needed to accommodate trucks primarily because of their longer 
braking distances. These recommended revisions are equivalent to those recom
mended for stopping sight distance in section III-A. These revisions are 
applicable only to higher volume roadways and only if antilock brake systems 
for trucks are not required by government regulations and do not come into 
nearly universal use. 

Similar conclusions were reached for sight distance needed along the 
tracks from the crossing {dT) for a moving vehicle. Substantially longer sight 
distances are required for a truck with the worst-performance driver (up to 
49 percent increase in sight distance). 

In contrast, the current requirements for sight distance required along 
the tracks for a stopped vehicle were found to be adequate to accommodate 
trucks. 
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Table 66. Sens1t1v1ty ana1ys1s for sight distance along 
track for a stopped vehicle at railroad-highway 

grade crossings. 

Sight distance (dr) (ft) 
Train 
speed AASHT0 70-ft 

V Procedure tractor-semi-
(mi lh) (WB-60 truck) trailer truck 

10 240 206 
20 481 412 
30 721 ·617 
40 962 823 
50 1,202 1,029 
60 1,443 1,235 
70 1,682 1,441 
80 1,924 1,646 
90 2,164 1,852 

Assumed: 

tc determined from Gillespie mode12s 
tc = 12.0 s for 70-ft (21-m) truck 
tc = 12.4 s for 75-ft (23-m) truck 

Lhz = 20 + W = 2 * 15 + 5 = 35 ft (10.7 m) 

Vmg = 8.0 mi/h (12.9 km/h) 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 mi = 1.61 km 

17 l 

75-ft 
tractor-semi-
trailer-full 
trailer truck 

212 
423 
635 
847 

1,058 
1,270 
1,482 
1,693 
1,905 
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G. Crest Vertical Curve Length 

1. Current Design and Operational Criteria 

Crest vertical curves are designed on the basis of criteria discussed 
earlier in this report. The primary control in selecting the length of a 
crest vertical curve is the need to provide stopping sight distance at all 
points along the curve. For any set of stopping sight distance criteria given 
in section III-A of this report, such as the AASHTO criteria in table 16 or 
the truck criteria in tables 23 and 24, the minimum length of a crest vertical 
curve can be determined from equations (27) and (28). 

Drainage needs are also considered in the selection of a crest vertical 
curve length. The likelihood of drainage problems on a vertical curve can be 
determined from the rate of vertical curvature, defined as: 

where, 

L 
K = A 

K = rate of vertical curve (length per percent change in A) 

L = Length of vertical curve {ft) 

A= algebraic difference in percent grade 

(61) 

Vertical curves with values of K larger than 167 may experience drainage prob
lems in the level portion of the curve near the crest. The concern about 
drainage problems does not exclude use of vertical curve values of K larger 
than 167, but merely requires that drainage be carefully considered on such 
curves. 

Each of the sight distance issues addressed earlier in this report may 
also affect the design of crest vertical curves. Equations (27) and (28) are 
also applicable to the provision of passing sight distance if a passing zone 
is to be maintained over a crest. Decision sight distance, intersection sight 
distance, or railroad-highway grade crossing sight distance can also be con
trolling factors in determining crest vertical curve length. 

2. Sensitivity Analyses 

No sensitivity analyses of truck requirements for crest vertical curve 
length are presented here because these analyses have already been presented 
in the analysis of the individual sight distance issues. The minimum crest 
vertical curve requirements for trucks are presented in table 25 for stopping 
sight distance, in table 35 for passing sight distance, and in table 41 for 
decision sight distance. 

3. Summary 

The design of crest vertical curves is closely related to the sight 
distance issues addressed earlier in this report. In particular, stopping 
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sight distance is addressed in section III-A, passing sight distance in 
section III-B, and decision sight distance in section III-C. Sensitivity 
analyses for crest vertical curve length are found in each of those sections. 

H. Sag Vertical Curve Length 

1. Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The AASHTO Green Book specifies that four different criteria should be 
considered to some extent in establishing the lengths of sag vertical 
curves. These are: headlight sight distance, rider comfort, drainage con
trol. and, a rule of thumb for general appearance. Of these, headlight sight 
distance is considered to be the primary criterion. 

The headlight criterion employed in sag vertical curve design is that the 
vehicle headlights should illuminate the roadway ahead for a length at least 
equal to the stopping sight distance. Sag vertical curves should be long 
enough so that, anywhere on the curve, the headlight beam will intersect the 
pavement at a distance in front of the vehicle that is at least equal to the 
stopping sight distance. The factors that determine the minimum sag vertical 
curve length are stopping sight distance, algebraic difference in percent 
grade, and headlight height. The following equations show how the minimum sag 
vertical curve length is computed:33 

When Sis less than Lmin: 

= 200 (Hh + S (tan B)) 

When Sis greater than Lm1n= 

where, 

200 (Hh + S (tan B)) 
Lmin = A 

Lmin = Minimum sag vertical curve length (ft) 

S = Minimum stopping sight distance (ft) 

A= Algebraic difference in percent grade 

Hh = Headlight height (ft) 

B = divergence angle of light beam from longitudinal axis of 
vehicle headlight (degrees) 

(62) 

(63) 

The AASHTO Green Book criteria are based on the stopping sight distance 
criteria in table 20, a headlight height of 24 in (61 cm), and a divergence 
angle for the headlight beam of 1° above the centerline of the headlight. 
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Table 67 shows the minimum sag vertical curve lengths based on the AASHTO 
criteria. 

2. Critique of Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The AASHTO criteria for sag vertical curve length are based on the 
assumption that vehicle headlights are capable of illuminating the roadway 
ahead for a distance equal to the stopping sight distance which ranges up to 
850 ft (259 m) for a 70-mi/h (113-km/h) design speed, as shown in table 20. 
However, vehicle headlights are not, 1n fact, effective in illuminating the 
roadway over such long distances. The Uniform Vehicle Code, which serves as 
the model for the traffic laws of many States, specifies that vehicle 
headlights must be capable of illuminating persons or vehicles at a distance 
of 450 ft (137 m) for high beams and 150 ft (46 m) for low beams.B3 It is 
possible that some headlights in use are not, in fact, capable of illuminating 
the pavement at 450 ft (137 m), even with high beams; it is virtually certain 
that passenger car headlights will not illuminate the pavement at 850 ft 
(259 m), as needed for a 70-mi/h (113-km/h) design speed. 

The available data on headlight illumination distances imply that 
approach used by AASHTO to establishing sag vertical curve lengths is inap
propriate. It appears that full stopping sight distance for passenger cars at 
night can be maintained only for design speeds up to about 30 or 40 mi/h (32 
to 48 km/h).33 Thus, the rationale for the AASHTO sag vertical curve criteria 
needs to be fully reexamined. Apparently, the rationale for use of headlight 
height in sag vertical curve design dates from an era when single-lane road
ways were common and the headlight criterion was developed to assure that 
approaching drivers could see one another. 

The AASHTO criterion for headlight height of 24 in (61 cm) appears to be 
a reasonable value for design purposes. Until a few years ago, NHTSA required 
a minimum headlight mounting height of 24 in (61 cm). This has now been 
lowered to 22 in {56 cm), but probably only a few vehicles have headlights 
mounted that low. Recent research has suggested, in fact, that 28 in (71 cm) 
is a more typical headlight height,33 

Since current headlights are not capable of illuminating the roadway over 
the full range of stopping sight distances for passenger cars shown in 
table 20, it is even less likely that truck headlights can provide illumina
tion over the full range of stopping sight distances for trucks, which can be 
as long as 1,175 ft (358 m) as shown in table 24. However, truck headlights 
do have the advantage of being mounted higher than passenger car headlights. 
The Uniform Vehicle Code allows truck headlights to be mounted as high as 
54 1n (137 cm).&3 Since this is an extreme upper limit for truck headlight 
height and most truck headlights are lower, a lower value (48 in or 122 cm) 
was selected to represent truck headlight heights in the sensitivity 
analysis. The specific value of 48 in (122 cm) for headlight height was 
selected based on engineering judgment, since no data on the actual distribu
tion of truck headlight heights are available. 
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Table 67. Minimum sag vertical curve lengths (ft) for 
passenger cars and trucks. 

Algebraic difference 
1n percent grade 

Passenger Cara 

2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

20 

40 
80 

120 
150 
190 

Design speed (mi/h) 
30 40 50 60 

80 
150 
220 
300 
370 

140 220 
280 440 
420 660 
560 880 
690 1,100 

320 
640 
950 

1,270 
1,590 

70 

430 
860 

1,290 
1,720 
2,150 

Truck (Conventional Brake System with 70% Driver Control Efficiencyb 

2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

40 
70 

110 
140 
170 

90 
180 
260 
350 
430 

190 290 
370 580 
560 870 
740 1,160 
920 1,450 

410 
830 

1,240 
1,650 
2,060 

570 
1,130 
1,690 
2,260 
2,820 

Truck (Conventional Brake System with Best Performance Driver)c 

2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

30 
60 
80 

110 
130 

Truck (Antilock Brake System)c 

2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

30 
60 
80 

110 
130 

80 
150 
230 
300 
380 

60 
110 
160 
220 
270 

140 210 310 
610 
910 

270 420 
400 630 
540 840 1,210 

1,520 670 1,050 

110 
220 
330 
440 
550 

190 250 
370 500 
560 750 
740 1,000 
920 1,250 

420 
830 

1,240 
1,650 
2,060 

340 
690 

1,030 
1,380 
1,720 

a Based on AASHTO sight distance requirements in table 20 and 24-in 
(61-cm) headlight height. 

b Based on truck sight distance requirements in table 24 and 48-in 
(122-cm) headlight height. 

c Based on truck sight distance requirements in table 23 and 48-in 
(122-cm) headlight height. 

Note: 1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 mf = 1.61km 
1 fn = 2.54 cm 
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Specific headlight intensity requirements have been established by 
NHTSA. There is no requirement that headlights provide any light output above 
the centerline of the headlight, although all headlights in co11111on use in the 
United States do so. Therefore, the use of a light beam divergence angle of 
1° above the centerline of the headlight, as specified by AASHT0, seems 
reasonable. 

3. Sensitivity Analyses 

A sensitivity analysis has been conducted to determine whether the 
current sag vertical curve criteria for passenger cars are adequate for 
trucks. This analysis was conducted even though the results at higher speeds 
may be meaningless because of the limited illumination distances of vehicle 
headlights. 

The sensitivity analysis considers whether the longer stopping sight at 
higher speeds distance requirements of trucks are offset by the higher head
light mounting height. The sight distances used for passenger cars and trucks 
in this analysis were those given in tables 23 and 24. The braking conditions 
considered were: a conventional braking system with the 70 percent driver 
control efficiency, a conventional braking system with the best performing 
driver (100 percent driver control efficiency), and an antilock braking sys
tem. The headlight heights were assumed to be 24 in (61 cm) for passenger 
cars and 48 in (122 cm) for trucks. 

Table 67 presents the minimum sag vertical curve lengths required for 
each set of passenger car and truck stopping sight distance criteria. The 
data indicate that longer sag vertical curves are required for a truck with a 
conventional braking system and the driver with 70 percent control efficiency 
than are required for a passenger car. However, both truck with a conven
tional braking system and the best performance driver and the truck with anti
lock brake system require shorter sag vertical curve lengths than a passenger 
car in all cases. 

4. Summary 

Under current AASHT0 policies, a change in the criteria sag vertical 
curve lengths would be appropriate in any situation in which the revised stop
ping sight distance criteria for trucks in table 24 are used. These criteria 
are appropriate only for roadways with high truck volumes and only if antilock 
brake systems for trucks are not required by Government regulation and do not 
come into nearly universal use. 

The model used by AASHT0 for sag vertical curve length is itself in need 
of reconsideration because the rationale for basing sag vertical curve length 
on headlight beams may be outdated. In addition, the present criteria are 
flawed because current headlight beams are not capable of illuminating the 
pavement for the full stopping sight distance needed by high-speed vehicles. 
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I. Critical Length of Grade 

1. Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The AASHTO Green Book presents the current warrant for the addition of a 
truck climbing lane in terms of a "critical length of grade." A climbing lane 
is not warranted if the grade does not exceed this critical length. If the 
critical length is exceeded, then a climbing lane is desirable and should be 
considered. The final decision to install a truck climbing lane may depend on 
a number of factors, but basically is determined by the reduction in level of 
service that would occur without the addition. This reduction, in turn, is a 
function of the traffic volume, the percentage of trucks, the performance 
capabilities of the trucks, the steepness of the grade, and the length of 
grade remaining beyond the critical length. 

The critical length of grade, itself, is established by the "gradeabil
ity" of trucks. Subjectively, the critical length of grade is the "maximum 
length of a designated upgrade on which a loaded truck can operate without an 
unreasonable reduction in speed." The Green Book considers the critical 
length of grade to be.dependent on three factors: 

1. The weight and power of the representative truck used as the design 
vehicle, which determine its speed maintenance capabilities on 
grades. 

2. The expected speed of the truck as it enters the critical length 
portion of the grade. 

3. The minimum speed on the grade below which interference to following 
vehicles is considered unreasonable. 

Based on these factors, the AASHTO Green Book defines the critical length of 
grade as the length of grade that would produce a speed reduction of 10 mi/h 
(16 km/h) for a 300 lb/hp (0.18 kg/W) truck. The 300 lb/hp (0.18 kg/W) truck 
is intended for use for average conditions in the United States. The use of a 
truck with a higher weight-to-power ratio is justified at sites with extremely 
low-powered or heavily loaded trucks in the traffic stream (e.g., 1n coal 
mining regions or near gravel quarries). 

2. Critique of the Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

For the most part, the logical approach followed by the Green Book is 
well thought out. The procedures to be applied are straightforward and 
reasonable. Moreover, the AASHTO criteria for factors 2 and 3 also seem 
reasonable. Factor 1, on the other hand, has been determined using truck 
performance data that are out of date, and, therefore, needs to be revised. 
Specific comments on the AASHTO criteria ~re presented below. 

a. Unreasonable Interference with Following Vehicles 

The amount of speed reduction used as the criterion for factor 3 in 
determining the critical length of grade is based on its expected impact on 
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the accident involvement rate of trucks. It is argued. based on known impacts 
of speed differences between vehicles on accident rates. that any speed dif
ference will increase accident rates to some extent. The amount of this 
increase that is "reasonable" has been determined through engineering judg
ment. The Green Book states that the 15-mi/h (24-km/h) speed reduction used 
in the 1965 Blue Book is no longer reasonable, because the increase in acci
dent involvement rate would be too high.1•s1 The Green Book recommends a 
10-mi/h (16-km/h) speed reduction criterion. This decrease in the speed 
reduction criterion is desirable, because accident rates increase very rapidly 
with speed difference. 

b. Speed at Entrance to the Critical Length of Grade 

The Green Book points out, properly, that the speed of trucks on a grade 
depends, in part, on their speed upon entering the grade. It is reasonable to 
use the average running speed if the entrance is on level terrain. However, 
if the upgrade in question is inunediately preceded by a previous upgrade, the 
truck speed may already be depressed, which should be accounted for. Like
wise, it is commonly known that truck drivers will acce 1 erate somewhat on a 
downgrade immediately preceding an upgrade, to get a "running start" at it. 
In that case, the critical length of grade will be longer than with a level 
entrance. For the upgrade/upgrade case, the methods used for determining 
gradeability on a single upgrade can be applied piecewise, to see if the two 
upgrades, combined, exceed the critical length of grade. For the downgrade/ 
upgrade case, no quantitative information is supplied. A 5-mi/h (8-km/h) 
increase above the running speed would be a reasonable value, lacking 
definitive data. 

c. Design Vehicle 

The Green Book uses a 300-lb/hp (0.18-kg/W) truck as the design vehi
cle. This weight-to-power ratio is smaller than that used for the AASHO Blue 
Book; at that time, a 400-lb/hp (0.24-kg/W) truck was typical of a heavy 
truck.s 1 The decision to use the more powerful 300-lb/hp (0.18-kg/W) design 
vehicle was recommended in a 1978 NCHRP study.2a Based on the literature at 
the time, the NCHRP study concluded that the design vehicle should be one that 
(1) comprises a "large" portion of the vehicle population, and (2) has poor 
performance characteristics on grades. These criteria appear reasonable. 

The data on which the recommendation to use 300 lb/hp (0.18 kg/W) was 
based were obtained in the early to mid 1970's. Thus, they are now about 
15 years old. Yet, most available evidence indicates that truck performance 
has continued to increase, just as it has since 1949 (see figure 12). The 
most recently published data are those of Gillespie, which were obtained in 
1984,3 7 Gillespie reports that the most common heavy trucks, consistently 
{according to various measures) outperformed the AASHTO 300-lb/hp {0.18-kg/W) 
design vehicle. Therefore, current policy is overly conservative in that it 
calls for a shorter critical length of grade than is needed for the current 
heavy truck population. 
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Double-trailer trucks do have somewhat poorer performance than single
semitrailer trucks. However. they still perform slightly better than the 
AASHTO design vehicle. Also. they represent a fairly small fraction of the 
trucks on the road in most of the United States. 

d. Final Climbing Speeds 

The most co1TBDon measure used to quantify truck performance on grades, 
although not really the correct measure for determining critical length of 
grade, as will become more evident subsequently, is the final climbing 
speed. This is the ultimate, slowest speed (the "crawl speed") that the truck 
would be reduced to if the grade were sufficiently long. It is often reported 
in the literature, or used in making comparisons between different vehicles. 
It is a useful measure for examining capacity, for example, on very long 
grades where trucks are actually reduced to their final climbing speeds. How
ever, the important parameter in determining the critical length of grade is 
the distance required for the first 10 mi/h (16 km/h) of speed reduction on 
the grade. 

e. Aerodynamics 

In order to properly examine the first 10 mi/h (16 km/h) of speed 
reduction of trucks on grades. it is very important to understand the 
principles involved. Simply put, the truck engine produces power. That power 
must overcome several restraining energy-absorbing phenomena: 

• Truck acceleration, which produces a gain in kinetic energy. 

• Ascending the grade, which produces a gain in potential energy. 

• Overcoming friction losses in the truck's drive train. 

• Overcoming tire-pavement friction losses. 

• Overcoming aerodynamic drag losses. 

To a first approximation, the power used to overcome drive train and 
tire-pavement friction losses are constants, relative to speed. In addition, 
energy changes due to acceleration or climbing a grade are proportional to 
vehicle weight. Thus, if we ignore aerodynamic losses. the weight-to-power 
ratio of the truck is a good measure of its performance, over a range of 
speeds. 

However, the aerodynamic losses of energy are proportional to the square 
of the speed of the truck. At low speeds (e.g., less than 20 to 30 mi/h [32 
to 48 km/h]) these losses are negligible compared to the other losses or to 
desired gains in kinetic or potential energy. But, at highway speeds, aero
dynamic losses become dominant. On level terrain, they are the primary 
limiting factor in speed attainable for a given engine power. Likewise, upon 
entering a grade at highway speed, aerodynamic drag plays a major role in 
determining the rate of speed loss (deceleration), along with the potential 
energy gains required to ascend the grade. 
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The importance of aerodynamics to this discussion is simply this: 
improvement in performance as reflected in reduced weight-to-power ratios for 
trucks is just part of the story; improved aerodynamic streamlining of trucks 
must also be considered when perfonnance at (relatively) high speeds is 
important. 

The fuel crisis of the late 1970's spawned a broad range of efforts to 
improve the fuel efficiency of all vehicles in the United States, including 
trucks. One of the most obvious changes in this regard was that truckers and 
truck manufacturers began to treat aerodynamics seriously. Fairings over the 
tractor cab, to streamline the air flow, are now the norm. Tractors, 
themselves, are now more aerodynamically efficient. Thus, this fairly recent 
effort at improved fuel economy has an important impact on the critical length 
of grade detennination. 

f. Higher Speeds 

Following the energy crises of the late 1970's, the speed limits on the 
United States' highways were set at 55 mi/h (89 km/h), where they remained for 
a number of years. Only recently has Congress allowed the States to increase 
the limits to 65 mi/h (105 km/h) on rural Interstate roads. This allowance is 
now expanding, gradually, to other rural routes. The impact of this trend is 
to emphasize further the importance of aerodynamic drag on the total perfor
mance of trucks and their ability to maintain speeds on grades. 

3. Sensitivity Analyses 

There is no simple formula for critical length of grade for which an 
explicit sensitivity analysis can be performed. The key feature in setting 
realistic criteria for critical length of grade is the selection of a value 
for weight-to-power ratio that is representative of the truck population that 
is currently on the road and will be on the road in the future. 

Figure 12 demonstrates that truck weight-to-power ratios have been 
decreasing steadily for four decades. Recent research suggests that these 
trends are continuing. Unfortunately, the most recent study on this issue by 
Gillespie did not provide results in the form of a distribution of weight-to
power ratios for the trucks observed. Therefore, the Gillespie data were 
reanalyzed in the present study and the results are reported in appendix O in 
volume II. 

The reanalysis of the Gillespie data found that in the mid l980's the 
87.5th percentile weight-to-power ratio for combination trucks was approx
imately 250 lb/hp {0.15 kg/W). This finding agrees well with the results of 
another analysis perfonned in the present study. This analysis applied a 
truck performance model developed by St. John and Kobett to Caltrans data 
collected in the late 1970's and updated in 1983 and 1984.30•3~ This analysis 
found that the weight-to-power ratio of the 93.5th percentile truck was 
245 lb/hp (0.15 kg/W). 

Based on the truck population currently (or, at least, recently) on the 
road, it is recommended that the weight-to-power ratio used to determine 
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critical length of grade be reduced to 250 lb/hr (0.15 kg/W). However. acting 
on this recommendation should be deferred until the resolution of the so
called "Turner truck" proposal. This proposal by former FHWA administrator 
Francis C. Turner could allow truck gross weights as high as 150,000 lb 
(68,000 kg) as long as the number of axles and axle spacings of the truck meet 
an established bridge formula. This proposal, if implemented, could possibly 
increase the weight-to-power ratios enough to warrant retention of the current 
300-lb/hp (0.18-kg/W) criterion. No reliable estimates are available of the 
tractor horsepowers that would be used with "Turner trucks." However, histor
ical data show that truck operators are unlikely to choose tractors that leave 
their trucks substantially underpowered. Tractors up to 500 hp (373 kW) are 
currently available in the U.S. market and it is likely that more powerful 
tractors would be developed ff there was a demand for them. A 150,000-lb 
(68,000-kg) truck with a 500-hp (373-kW) tractor would operate at a weight-to
power ratio of 300 lb/hp (0.18 kg/W). If a 600-hp (447-kW) tractor were 
marketed in the future, a fully loaded 150,000-lb (68,000-kg) truck could 
operate at a weight-to-power ratio of 250 lb/hp (0.15 kg/W), equivalent to the 
87.Sth percentile value in the current truck population. 

4. Recommended Revisions to Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

An analysis based on two sets of field data collected in the early to 
mid-1980 1 s indicates that, based on the current truck population, the weight
to-power ratio for the design truck used in the AASHTO critical length of 
grade criteria should be reduced from 300 to 250 lb/hp (0.18 to 0.15 kg/W). 
The 10-mf/h (16-km/h) speed reduction criterion for critical length of grade 
should be retained. 

Implementation of this recommendation should be deferred until the 
current "Turner truck" proposal is resolved. This proposal might necessitate 
retention of the current 300 lb/hp (0.18 kg/W) criterion, although 150,000-lb 
(68,000-kg) trucks could operate at 250 lb/hp (0.15 kg/W) if market forces 
create demand for more powerful tractors. 

J. Lane Width 

1. Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The AASHTO Green Book encourages the use of 12-ft (3.7-m) lanes for all 
but the lowest volume highways. In particular, on rural arterials, lane 
widths less than 12 ft (3.7 m) are normally used only for roads with design 
speeds under 60 mi/h (92 km/h) and average daily traffic (ADT) under 
400 veh/day. Under restrictive or special conditions, 11-ft (3.4-m) lanes may 
be acceptable. For urban arterials, the AASHTO Green Book states that 10-ft 
(3.1 m) lanes are used only in highly restricted areas having little or no
truck traffic. However, both 11- and 12-ft (3.4- and 3.7-m) lane widths are 
used extensively on urban arterials. 

The AASHTO Green Book does encourage wider lanes to accommodate trucks on 
some turning roadways at intersections and some horizontal curves. These 
issues are discussed in sections III-E and III-L, respectively. 
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2. Critique of Design and Operational Criteria 

The lane width criteria in the AASHTO Green Book were established without 
reference to any explicit vehicle width specification. However, it is 
1mpl1c1t 1n the criteria that the need for 11-ft and 12-ft (3.4- and 3.7-m) 
lanes is based on the consideration of truck width. This is particularly 
important in light of the 1982 Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) 
which permits 102-in (259 an) wide trucks to operate on an extensive system of 
designated highways. Previously, only 96-in (244 an) wide trucks were per
mitted by most States. 

Two studies have addressed the operational effects of wider vehicles and 
the implications of these effects for highway design. A joint NHTSA-FHWA 
assessment conducted in 1973 compared the operational effects of 96- vs. 
102-in (244- vs. 259-cm) wide buses on two-lane, four-lane, six-lane, and 
eight-lane highways based on research reported by in the literature.ss•a& 
This research found no effect of bus width on the lateral placement of 
adjacent cars regardless of highway type and ambient wind conditions. There 
was a shift in the Jateral position of cars by 12 to 18 in {30 to 46 cm) when 
a bus was present, but the magnitude of this shift did not vary between 96-
and 102-in (244- and 259-cm) wide buses. 

A 1982 FHWA study of the effects of truck width on the positions of 
adjacent vehicles found no adverse effects of increased truck width either in 
passing maneuvers or at narrow bridges.a, The passing maneuver studies were 
conducted on a two-lane highway with lane widths that varied from 10.5 to 
12 ft (3.2 to 3.7 m). Vehicle widths of 96, 102, 108, and 114 in (244, 259, 
274, and 290 cm) were varied by changing the width of a fabricated wood and 
aluminum box on the trailer. The lateral position of the passing vehicle 
moved further to the left as the truck width increased, but there was effect 
of truck widths on shoulder encroachments in passing maneuvers, which were 
observed consistently in about 6 percent of the passes. In studies at a 
narrow bridge on a two-lane highway with 11.5-ft (3.5-m) lanes, there was no 
effect of truck width on the speed or lateral placement of oncoming vehicles. 

A 1987 FHWA study found that lane widths affect both single vehicle 
accidents (such as fixed object, rollover, and run-off-road accidents) and 
multivehicle accidents (such as head-on and sideswipe accidents).aa Further, 
a predictive model for two-lane highways developed in this study shows that 
for all vehicles, a 1-ft (0.3 m) increase in lane width results in a 
12 percent reduction in the types of accidents mentioned above. Widening by 
2 ft (0.6 m) produces a 23 percent reduction and 4 ft (0.6 m) provides a 
40 percent reduction in the previously mentioned accident types. This model 
is based upon lane widths between 8 and 12 ft (2.4 and 3.7 m). However, there 
is no indication in this study that this safety effect relates directly to 
truck widths. 

3. Sensitivity Analysis 

No sensitivity analyses were conducted because there is no explicit 
relationship of truck width to lane width requirements. 
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4. Summary 

There is no indication in the literature that lanes widths of 11 and 
12 ft (3.4 and 3.7 m), which are normally used under existing design criteria 
on roads where substantial truck volumes are present, are not adequate for 
1O2-in (259-cm) trucks. There does not appear to be any justification for 
considering a change in current lane width design criteria based on truck 
considerations. 

K. Horizontal Curve Radius and Superelevation 

This section of the report examines the role of truck considerations in 
the design of horizontal curves. Pavement widening on horizontal curves is 
addressed in the next section. 

1. Current Design and Operational Criteria 

The current design criteria for horizontal curves are established in the 
AASHTO Green Book. Under the AASHTO policy, a vehicle on a horizontal curve 
is represented as a point mass. From the basic laws of physics, the lateral 
acceleration of a point mass traveling at constant speed on a circular path 
can be represented by the relationship: 

v2 
a= ill (64) 

where: a= lateral acceleration {g) 

V = vehicle speed (mi/h} 

R = radius of curve {ft) 

The lateral acceleration experienced by the vehicle is expressed in units of 
the acceleration of gravity (g) which are equal to 32.2 ft/s2 (9.8 m/s2). On 
a superelevated curve, the superelevation offsets a portion of the lateral 
acceleration, such that: 

where: anet = unbalanced portion of lateral acceleration (g) 

e = superelevation (ft/ft) 

{65) 

The unbalanced portion of the lateral acceleration of the vehicle is a measure 
of the forces acting on the vehicle that tend to make 1t skid off the road or 
overturn. The side frictional demand of the vehicle is mathematically 
equivalent to the unbalanced lateral acceleration (anet>· For this reason, 
equation {65) appears in the AASHTO Green Book in the form: 
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v2 
f = 15R - e (66) 

where: f = side friction demand 

The tendency of the vehicle to skid off the road must be resisted by tire/ 
pavement friction. The vehicle will skid off the road unless the tire/ 
pavement friction coefficient exceeds the side friction demand. However. it 
is also critical for safe vehicle operations that vehicles not roll over on 
horizontal curves. The tendency of the vehicle to overturn must be resisted 
by the roll stability of the vehicle. The vehicle will roll over unless the 
rollover threshold of the vehicle exceeds the unbalanced lateral acceleration 
Canet)· 

a. Selection of Radius and Superelevation 

The objective of AASHTO criteria for horizontal curve design is to select 
the radius and superelevation so that the unbalanced lateral acceleration is 
kept within tolerable limits. AASHTO policy limits the unbalanced lateral 
acceleration for norizontal curves to a maximum of 0.17 g at 20 mi/h (32 km/h) 
decreasing to a maximum of 0.10 g at 70 mi/h (113 km/h). This limitation is 
based on the results of research performed in 1936 through 1949 that estab
lished 0.17 gas the maximum unbalanced lateral acceleration at which drivers 
felt comfortable. Thus. it is important to note that these AASHTO criteria 
are based on maintaining comfort levels for passenger car drivers. The AASHTO 
criteria are not based explicitly on estimates of available tire/pavement 
friction levels or vehicle rollover thresholds, although ft was assumed 
implicitly that available friction levels and rollover thresholds were higher 
than the specified driver comfort levels. 

The AASHTO Green Book provides design charts for maximum superelevation 
rates (emaxl from 0.04 to.0.10. Highway agencies have established their own 
policies concerning the maximum superelevation rate that will be used on 
horizontal curves under their jurisdiction. Most highway agencies use maximum 
superelevation rates of either 0.06 or 0.08; States that experience snow and 
fee conditions typically use lower superelevation rates. For any particular 
maximum superelevation rate and maximum side friction demand, the minimum 
radius of curvature can be determined as: 

where: Rmin = minimum radius of curvature (ft) 
Vd = design speed of curve (mi/h) 

emax = specified maximum superelevation rate {ft/ft) 
fmax = specified maximum side friction demand 
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Table 68 presents the minimum radius of curvature for specific combinations 
maximum superelevation rate and maximum side friction demand considered 
AASHTO policy. 

Table 68. AASHT0 criteria for maximum degree of curve and 
radius for horizontal curves on rural highways and 

high-speed urban streets.1 

Rounded 
D .... 11 Mulmum Mulmum Minimum 
lpNd Mulmum Mulmum Total Deg,wof i)egrNOf RMI .. 
lmphl • I I•+ fl Cun,■ CulV■ lftl 

20 .04 .17 .21 44.87 46.0 127 
30 .04 .1e .20 19.04 19.0 302 
40 .04 .I& .19 10.17 10.0 5T.3 
liO .04 .14 .18 8.17 8.0 966 
60 .04 .12 .1e 3.81 3.7& 1,r.28 

20 .oe , 17 .23 49.2& 48.215 118 
30 .oe .1e .22 20.94 21.0 273 
40 .oe ,16 .21 11.24 11.215 609 
60 .oe .14 .20 8.86 8.7& 849 
60 .oe .12 .18 4.28 4.25 1,348 
85 .oe .11 .17 3.46 3.5 1.837 
70 .oe .10 .18 2.80 2.7& 2,083 

20 ,08 ,17 .25 83.84 63.5 107 
30 .08 .1e .24 22.84 22.75 252 
40 .08 .16 .23 12.31 12.25 488 
60 .08 .14 .22 7.84 7.6 784 
60 .08 .12 .ZD 4.78 4,71 1,208 
ea .08 .11 .19 3.86 3.7& 1.r.28 
70 .08 .10 .11 3.15 3.0 1,910 

20 .10 .17 :r, 67.82 68.0 99 
30 .10 .10 .28 24.75 24.76 231 
40 .10 .10 .25 13.38 13.21i "'32 
60 .10 .14 .2:4 8.22 8.25 894 ., , 10 .12 .22 6.23 5.26 1,091 
66 , 10 .11 .2:1 4.28 4.25 1,348 
70 .10 .to .20 3.50 3.6 1,637 

NOTE: In recognition or ul1ty conalderatiorui, - of•-.. • 0.04 lhould b9 llmlted 10 u-conditiono. 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

minimum 

in 

The radius of a horizontal curve can also be expressed as the 
degree of curvature, defined as the change of heading in degrees per 100 ft 
(30 m) of curve length. The degree of curvature is computed as: 

of 

D 
_ 5,730 
- R (68) 

where: D = degree of curvature (degrees/100 ft). 

In the design of a horizontal curve under AASHT0 policy, the first major 
decision is to select its radius of curvature. Next, the selected radius is 
checked to assure that it is not less than Rmin for the design speed of the 
highway. Finally, if the selected radius is greater than Rmin• a super
elevation less than emax is selected using tables III-8 through III-II of the 
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AASHTO Green Book. Figure III-9 of the AASHTO Green Book. presented here as 
figure 43 0 su11111ari2es the superelevation rates used for curves with radii 
greater than Rmin• 

Radius ol eu,.,._ Rift t 

.o:i l---d~-+-+--1---t--+-i V • 20 mph 

-• • o.04. o.oe, o.m. o. 10 

0 6 W ~ 20 ~ ~ 5 ~ G ~ H 
[)egrN of Curva, D 

Note: In •-nltion of afety con•ld-lona, UH of 
•mu • 0.04 lhould be limited to urben conditions. 

1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 mi = 1.61 km 

Figure 43. AASHTO criteria for superelevation rates of horizontal 
curves as a function of radius and maximum super

elevation rate.1 

b. Transition Design 

Most horizontal curves are circular curves that directly adjoin tangent 
roadway sections at either end with no transition curve. Thus. a vehicle 
entering a curve theoretically encounters an instantaneous increase in lateral 
acceleration from a minimal level of the tangent section to the full lateral 
acceleration required to track the particular curve. The opposite occurs as a 
vehicle leaves a horizontal curve. In fact, there is a gradual rather than an 
instantaneous change in lateral acceleration, because drivers steer a spiral 
or transition path as they enter or leave a horizontal curve. The design of 
the superelevation transition section is used to partially offset the changes 
in lateral acceleration that do occur. First, a superelevation runout section 
is used on the tangent section to remove the adverse crown slope. Next, a 
supere1evation runoff section is provided in which the pavement is rotated 
around its inside edge to attain the full required superelevation; typical 
design practice is to place two-thirds of the superelevation runoff on the 
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tangent approach and one-third on the curve. Table III-14 in the AASHTO Green 
Book presents the required length for superelevation runoff on two-lane 
pavements. 

The AASHTO Green Book encourages the use of spiral transition curves to 
provide a smooth transition between tangents and circular curves. In a spiral 
transition curve, the degree of curvature varies linearly from zero at the 
tangent end to the degree of the circular arc at the circu1ar curve end. The 
length of the spiral transition curve can be made the same as the super
elevation runoff, so that the degree of curvature and pavement cross-slope 
change together. 

2. Critique of Design and Operational Policy 

a. Consideration of Friction Demand 

The point mass representation of a vehicle that forms the basis for 
equations (64), (65), and (66) is not based on any particular set of vehicle 
characteristics and is theoretically as applicable to trucks as to passenger 
cars. However, in light of the differences between passenger cars and trucks 
in size, number of tires, tire characteristics, and suspension characteris
tics, the suitability of the equations for trucks was recently reexamined. 

A 1985 FHWA study found that, since the basic laws of physics apply to 
both passenger cars and trucks, the point mass representation in equation (66) 
can be used to determine the net side friction demand of both passenger cars 
and trucks.s9 However, they found that while the friction demands at the four 
tires of a passenger car are approximately equal, the friction demands at the 
various tires of a tractor-trailer truck vary widely, as illustrated in 
figure 44. The net result of this tire-to-tire variation in friction demand 
is that trucks typically demand approximately 10 percent higher side friction 
than passenger cars. We have termed this higher side friction demand the 
"effective side friction demand" of trucks. 

The point mass representation of a vehicle has another weakness, however, 
that applies to both passenger cars and trucks. Equation (66) is based on the 
assumption that vehicles traverse curves following a path of constant radius 
equal to the radius of the curve. However, field studies have shown that all 
vehicles oversteer at some point on a horizontal curve. At the point of 
oversteering, the vehicle is following a path radius that is less than the 
radius of the curve.9o Thus, at some point on each curve, the friction demand 
of each vehicle will be slightly higher than suggested by Equation (66}. 
Oversteering by passenger cars is not considered in the AASHTO design policy 
for horizontal curves, but it is probably not critical because the AASHTO 
maximum lateral acceleration requirements are based on driver comfort levels 
rather than the available pavement friction. No data are available on the 
amount of oversteering by trucks relative to passenger cars. 
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represent the outside wheels on the turn. 
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Figure 44. Example of variation in side friction demand between wheels 
of a truck on a horizontal curve.as 

b. Consideration of Rollover Threshold 

As demonstrated above. AASHTO criteria for horizontal curve design do not 
explicitly consider vehicle rollover thresholds. The rJ)llover threshold for 
passenger cars may be as high as 1.2 g. so a passenger .. car wi 11 normally skid 
off a road long before it would roll over. Thus, the consideration of roll
over threshold is not critical for passenger cars. However, tractor-trailer 
trucks have relatively high centers-of-gravity and consequently tend to have 
1ow rollover thresholds. Furthennore. due to suspension characteristics, the 
rollover threshold of tractor-trailer trucks is substantially less than it 
would be if a truck were a rigid body. 

Recent research. summarized in section 11-H of this report, has deter
mined the rollover thresholds of a number of common trucks with typical 
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loading configurations. Some trucks with rollover thresholds as low as 0.30 g 
are found on the road. Since AASHT0 design policy permits lateral accelera
tion as large as 0.17 g, the margin of safety for trucks with low rollover 
thresholds on some horizontal curves is not great. Furthennore. as discussed 
above, oversteer will generally result in a lateral acceleration greater than 
fmax at some point on the curve for vehicles traveling at the design speed. 

As an example of trock operations on horizontal curves. figure 45 
presents the distribution of nominal side friction demand for trucks from 
combined data on four curves in the Chicago area as part of a NHTSA study.9 1 
The radii of the four curves range from 220 to 840 ft (67 to 256 m) and the 
superelevations range from 0.02 to 0.088. The distribution in figure 45 was 
developed by measuring truck speeds on the curve and calculating the lateral 
acceleration for each truck from the known radius and superelevation using 
equation (65). 
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Figure 45. Nominal lateral accelerations of trucks based on 
their observed speeds on selected horizontal curves 

in the Chicago area.91 

0.5 

The figure illustrates that trucks generating lateral accelerations above 
0.30 g are observed, and the lateral accelerations for some trucks range as 
high as 0.40 g. No generalizations should be drawn from these data, since 
they represent only four particular horizontal curves, but they do illustrate 
that levels of side friction demand that could produce rollovers for some 
trucks can occur. 
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3. Sensitivity Analyses 

Sensitivity analyses have been conducted to determine whether the 
existing horizontal curve design criteria are adequate to acconmodate trucks. 
The adequacy of the existing criteria was evaluated with respect to both their 
ability to keep vehicles from skidding off the road and their ability to keep 
vehicles from rolling over. These sensitivity analyses involved explicit 
comparisons between the margins of safety against skidding and rollover for 
passenger cars and trucks. Special emphasis is placed on concern about 
vehicles traveling faster than the design speed, particularly on freeway 
ramps. 

a. Margin of Safety Against Skidding 

Current design criteria for horizontal curves are intended to keep 
vehicles from skidding off the road on wet pavements. The criteria are based 
on the standard curve formula, which provides that a portion of the lateral 
acceleration developed by the vehicle will be resisted by superelevation and 
the remainder by tire-pavement friction. Table 69 shows that current criteria 
provide a margin of safety of 0.31 to 0.41 g against a passenger car skidding 
off the road on a minimum radius curve on wet pavement when traveling at the 
design speed. The margin of safety is the magnitude of the additional lateral 
acceleration that the vehicle could undergo without skidding. The pavement 
friction levels used in the table are the locked-wheel friction levels assumed 
in current AASHTO stopping sight distance criteria multiplied by 1.45 to 
adjust them to peak friction coefficients, which are more appropriate for 
cornering maneuvers. These friction coefficients represent low, but not 
extreme values, of tire-pavement friction for passenger cars on wet 
pavements. 

Tire-pavement friction on a given pavement is lower for truck tires than 
for passenger car tires. HCHRP Report 270 estimates that truck tires have 
coefficients of friction that are only about 70 percent of those of passenger 
car tires. 1 2 In addition, the 1985 FHWA study discussed above has shown that 
trucks generate friction demands approximately 10 percent higher than pas
senger cars when traversing a curve.e9 Thus, table 69 shows that the margin 
of safety against a truck skidding off the road on a wet pavement is less than 
for a passenger car. The margin of safety against skidding for a truck 
traveling at the design speed on a minimum radius curve on a wet-pavement 
ranges from 0.17 to 0.22 g. 

On dry pavements, tire-pavement friction is much higher than on wet 
pavement. Locked wheel pavement friction coefficients of 0.65 or ,- ·e are 
typical for passenger cars on dry surfaces, as shown in figure li of the 
AASHTO Green Book. Thus, peak friction levels would be even highe - by a fac
tor of 1.45. Peak friction levels for trucks were assumed to be 56 percent of 
the values for passenger cars. As shown in table 71, the margin of safety for 
both passenger cars and trucks on dry surfaces is much higher than on wet 
surfaces. 
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Table 69. Margins of safety against skidding on horizontal curves. 

Passenger car Truck 
Maximum Maximum 

Maximum tolerable tolerable Truck 
Design super- leteral Maximum Minimum Avellable Margin of Margin of lateral Minimum Maximum avallable Margin of Margin of 
speed elevation acceleration demand radius f safety safety acceleration radius demand f safety safety 
(ml/h) e (g) f (ft) (wet) (wet) (dry) Cg) -1!.!L f (wet) (wet) ~) 

20 0.04 o. 17 o. 17 127 0.58 0.41 0.77 0.17 127 0.19 0.41 0,22 0.47 
30 0.04 0.16 0.16 302 0.51 0.35 0. 78 0.16 302 0.18 0.36 0.18 0.48 
40 0.04 0.15 o. 15 573 0.46 0.31 0.79 0.15 573 o. 17 0.32 o. 16 0.49 
50 0.04 o. 14 o. 14 955 0.44 0.30 0.80 o. 14 955 0.15 0.30 0.15 0.51 
60 0,04 o. 12 0.12 1,528 0.42 0.30 0.82 0.12 I ,528 0.13 0.29 0.16 0.53 

20 0.06 o. 17 0.17 116 0.58 0.41 0.77 0.17 116 0.19 0.41 0.22 0.47 
30 0.06 0.16 0.16 273 0.51 0.35 0.78 o. 16 273 0.18 0.36 0.18 0.48 
40 0,06 0.15 o. 15 509 0.46 0.31 0.79 0.15 509 0.17 0.3] 0.16 0.49 .... 

'° N 
50 0.06 0.14 0.14 849 0.44 0.30 0.80 o. 14 849 0.15 0.30 0.15 0.51 
60 0.06 0.12 0.12 1,348 0.42 0.30 0.82 0.12 1,348 0.13 0.29 o. 16 0.53 
70 0.06 0.10 o. 10 2,083 0,41 0.31 0.84 0.10 2,083 0.11 0.28 o. 17 0.55 

20 0.08 0.17 0.17 107 0,58 0,41 0.77 o. 17 107 0.19 0.41 0.22 0.47 
30 0.08 0.16 0, 16 252 0.51 0.35 0.78 0.16 252 0.18 0.36 o. 18 0.48 
40 0,08 o. 15 o. 15 468 0.46 0.31 o. 79 0.15 468 0.17 0.32 o. 16 0,49 
50 0.08 0.14 0.14 764 0.44 0.30 0.80 0.14 76'1 0.15 0.30 o. 15 O.'il 
60 0.08 o. 12 0.12 I ,206 0.42 0.30 0.82 0.12 1,206 o. 13 0.29 I), 16 0.53 
70 0,08 o. 10 0. IO 1,910 0.41 0.31 0.84 0.10 1,910 0.11 0.20 o. 17 0.55 

20 0,10 o. 17 0.17 99 0.58 0.41 0. 77 0.17 99 o. 19 0.41 0.22 0.47 
30 0.10 0.16 0,16 231 0.51 0.35 o. 78 0.16 231 0.18 0.36 0.18 0.48 
40 0.10 0.15 0.15 432 0,46 0.31 0.79 0.15 432 0.17 0.32 0.16 0.49 
50 0. IO 0.14 0.14 694 0.44 0.30 0.80 o. 14 5911 0.15 0.30 0.15 0.51 
60 0.10 o. 12 0.12 1,091 0.42 0.30 0.82 0.12 1,091 0.13 0.29 0. 16 0.53 
70 0.10 0.10 o. 10 I ,637 0.41 0.31 0.84 0,10 1,637 0.11 0.28 o. 17 0.55 

Note: I ml = 1,61 km 
fl' = 0.305 m 

--
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A simple example will show how the margin of safety against skidding is 
calculated using the data in the first row of table 69. This row represents a 
horizontal curve with a design speed of 20 mi/h (32 km/h) and a maximum super
elevation of 0.04. Under AASHT0 policy, a horizontal curve with a design 
speed of 20 mi/h (32 km/h) can be designed with a maximum tolerable lateral 
acceleration of 0.17 g. An equivalent statement is that the maximum side 
friction demand for a vehicle traveling at the design speed on a curve with 
maximum superelevation is 0.17 g. The minimum radius of curvature for this 
situation can be determined from equation (67) as: 

(20)
2 

Rmin = 15(0.04+0.17) = 127 ft (39 m) 

The assumed pavement friction coefficient at 20 mi/h (32 km/h) for a 
passenger car tire on a wet pavement is specified in AASHT0 policy as 0.40, as 
shown in table 6. The peak friction coefficient available for cornering on a 
wet pavement is computed as: 

0.40 (1.45) = 0.58 

A peak friction coefficient of 0.58 means that a vehicle can generate up 
to 0.58 g of unbalanced later1al acceleration without skidding. Therefore, 
the margin of safety against skidding for a passenger car on a wet pavement 
traveling at the design speed under assumed design conditions can be computed 
as the difference between the maximum lateral acceleration that can be 
developed without exceeding the available friction (0.58 g) and the friction 
demand (0.17 g): 

0.58 - 0.17 = 0.41 

The pavement friction coefficient under dry conditions was estimated as 
0.65, as described above. Under dry conditions, the peak friction available 
for cornering is computed as: 

0.65 (1.45) = 0.94 

Therefore, the margin of safety against skidding under dry conditions is: 

0.94 - 0.17 = 0.77 

The calculations of the margin of safety against skidding for a truck are 
similar. As discussed above, the maximum demand friction for a truck is 
10 percent higher than for a passenger car based on the results of a 1985 FHWA 



study.e9 Thus. when a truck is traversing a horizontal curve at the design 
speed under design conditions at the maximum tolerable lateral acceleration of 
0.17 91 the effective maximum friction demand is: 

0.17 (1.1) = 0.19 

Since research has shown that truck tires can generate only about 70 per
cent of the friction of passenger car tires, the peak friction available under 
wet conditions for a truck is: 

0.58 (0.70) = 0.41 

and the margin of safety under wet conditions is: 

0.41 - 0.19 = 0.22 

Similarly, under dry conditions, the available peak friction for a truck 
tire is: 

0.94 (0.70) = 0.66 

and the margin of safety under dry conditions is: 

0.66 - 0.19 = 0.48 

The margins of safety for trucks in table 69 are large enough to provide 
safe truck operations if there are no major deviations from the basic assump
tions used in horizontal curve design. The effects of deviations from the 
basic assumptions are considered below. 

b. Margin of Safety Against Rollover 

Table 70 presents an analysis of the margin of safety against rollover 
provided by current horizontal curve design criteria. The margin of safety is 
the magnitude of the additional lateral acceleration that the vehicle could 
undergo without rolling over. The table shows the rollover margin of safety 
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Table 70. Margins of safety against rollover on horizontal curves. 

Passenger car Truck 
Maximum Roi lover Maximum 

Design tolerable Minimum margin tolerable Minimum 
speed Maximum lateral radius of safety lateral radius Rollover margin of safet~ 
(mi/h) e acceleration (ft) RT = 1.20 g acceleration (ft) RT= 0.27 g RT= 0.30 g RT= 0.35 g RT = 0.40 g 

20 0.04 0.17 127 1.03 0.17 127 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.23 
30 0.04 0.16 302 1.04 0.16 302 0.11 0.14 0.19 0.24 
40 0.04 0.15 573 1.05 0.15 573 0.12 0.15 0.20 0.25 
50 0.04 0.14 955 1.06 0.14 955 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.26 
60 0.04 0.12 1,528 1.08 0.12 1,528 0.15 0.18 0.23 0.28 

20 0.06 0.17 116 1.03 0.17 116 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.23 
30 0.06 0.16 273 1.04 0.16 273 0.11 0.14 0.19 0.24 
40 0.06 0.15 509 1.05 0.15 509 0.12 o. 15 0.20 0.25 
50 - 0,06 o. 14 849 1.06 0.14 849 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.26 

"° 60 0.06 0.12 1,348 1.08 0.12 1,348 0.15 0.18 0.23 0.28 u, 
70 0.06 0.10 2,083 1.10 0.10 2,083 0.17 0.20 0.25 O.JO 

20 0.08 o. 17 107 1.03 o. 17 107 0.10 0.13 0.18 0,23 
30 0.08 o. 16 252 1.04 o. 16 252 0.11 0, 14 0.19 0,24 
40 0.08 o. 15 468 1.05 o. 15 468 0.12 o. 15 0.20 0,25 
50 0.08 0.14 746 1.06 0.14 764 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.26 
60 0.08 0.12 1,206 1.08 0.12 1,206 0.15 0.18 0.23 0,28 
70 0.08 o. 10 1,910 1.10 0.10 1,910 o. 17 0.20 0.25 0.30 

20 o. 10 0.17 99 1.03 0.17 . 99 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.23 
30 0.10 0.16 231 1.04 o. 16 231 0.11 0.14 0.19 0.24 
40 0,10 0.15 432 1.05 1.15 432 o. 12 0.15 0,20 0.25 
50 o. 10 0.14 694 1.06 0.14 694 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.26 
60 0.10 0.12 1,091 1,08 o. 12 1,091 o. 15 0.18 0.23 0,28 
70 0.10 o. 10 1,637 1.10 o. 10 1,637 o. 17 0.20 0.25 0.30 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61 km 
I ft = 0,305 m 



in units of the acceleration of gravity (g) for passenger cars with rollover 
thresholds of 1.20 g and for trucks with rollover thresholds from 0.27 to 
0.40 g. 

The margin of safety against rollover for passenger cars traveling at the 
design speed ranges from 1.03 to 1.10 g. At all design speeds, the margin of 
safety against rollover for a passenger car is much higher than the margin of 
safety against skidding on either a wet or dry pavement. Thus, rollover is 
not a major concern for passenger cars because, unless they collide with 
another vehicle or object, passenger cars will skid rather than roll over. In 
contrast to the related issue of skidding off the road, the margin of safety 
against rollover is not dependent on whether the pavement is wet or dry. 

Section II-Hof this report establishes that a conservative value of 
truck rollover threshold appropriate for use in design is 0.30 g. The margin 
of safety for a truck with a rollover threshold of 0.30 granges from 0.13 to 
0.20 g. This margin of safety is adequate to prevent rollover for trucks 
traveling at or below the design speed. It should be noted that the margin of 
safety against rollover increases with increasing design speed, while the 
margin of safety against skidding decreases. 

Comparison of tables 69 and 70 indicates that rollover is a particular 
concern for trucks. Under the assumed design conditions for horizontal 
curves, a truck will roll over before it will skid on a dry pavement. Under 
the assumed design conditions on a wet pavement, a truck will roll over before 
it skids at design speeds of 40 m1/h (64 km/h} and below; above that speed, a 
truck will skid before it rolls over. The effects of deviations from the 
basic assumptions are considered below. 

c. Deviations from Assumed Design Conditions 

The margins of safety against skidding and rollover are a measure of the 
extent to which real-world drivers, vehicles, and highways can deviate from 
the assumed conditions without resulting in a skid or a rollover. Deviations 
from assumed conditions that can increase the likelihood of skidding 
include: 

• Vehicles traveling faster than the design speed. 

• Vehicles turning more sharply than the curve radius. 

• Lower pavement friction than assumed by AASHT0. 

• Poorer tires than assumed by AASHT0. 

Traveling faster than the design speed and turning more sharply than the 
curve radius would also increase the likelihood of rollovers. In addition, 
the likelihood of a rollover would also be increased for a truck with a roll
over threshold less than the assumed value of 0.30 g. 

It would seem logical that the practice of providing less than full 
superelevation at the point of curvature (PC) would also increase the 
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likelihood of rollovers, but this is not always the case. Horizontal curves 
without spiral transitions are typically designed with 2/3 of the super
elevation runoff on the tangent in advance of the PC and 1/3 of the super
elevation runoff on the curve itself. Thus, only 2/3 of the design super
elevation is available at the PC and this lack of full superelevation at the 
PC would appear to have the potential to offset up to approximately 0.03 g of 
the available margin of safety. However, AASHT0 policy assumes and field and 
simulation studies (for passenger cars) confirm that even on horizontal curves 
without spiral transitions, drivers tend to steer a spiral path. Thus, where 
maximum superelevation is not available, the driver is usually not steering a 
minimum radius path. 

Computer simulation studies of trucks traversing horizontal curves 
reported in appendix B of volume II found that developing full superelevation 
on the tangent approach to a conventional circular curve actually developed 
slightly more lateral acceleration than development of superelevation with the 
2/3-1/3 rule. While the difference in lateral acceleration is small--at most 
0.03 g--it is in the wrong direction, so development of full superelevation on 
the tangent is not a desirable approach to reducing truck rollovers. The same 
study found a small decrease in lateral acceleration--typically less than 
0.01 g--when spiral transitions were used to develop the superelevation. 
Thus, the use of spiral transitions is desirable but, because of the small 
reduction in lateral acceleration, the use of spirals is unlikely to provide a 
major reduction in rollover accidents. 

Field data for passenger cars (and simulation results for trucks obtained 
in this study) show that vehicles traversing a curve do not precisely follow 
the curve. Thus, while the path may have a larger radius than the curve at 
the PC, it will also have a smaller radius than the curve at some point in the 
curve. Simulation results show that the maximum lateral acceleration occurs 
several hundred feet after entering a curve. However, simulation results also 
show that the maximum excursion of lateral acceleration above the value 
obtained from the standard curve formula is approximately 0.02 g, which would 
offset a small portion of the margins of safety against rolling and 
skidding. Field studies for passenger cars suggest that this is a reasonable 
average value, but more extreme values can occur. Truck drivers may have 
lower excursions of lateral acceleration than passenger car drivers, but there 
are no data on this point. 

The AASHT0 criteria for tire-pavement friction are based on a poor, wet 
pavement and (apparently) on worn tires. Table 71 has provided an adjustment 
to these values for the differences between passenger cars and trucks. The 
assumptions appear to be conservative for design purposes. In fact, an 
interesting aspect of this factor discussed below is what happens when the 
likelihood of skidding is reduced because tire pavement-friction is higher 
than the design value. 
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The review of the potential for safety problems created by derivations 
from the design assumptions indicates that traveling faster than the design 
speed of the curve is the single greatest concern. This is a particular 
concern on freeway ramps for two reasons. First, freeway ramps generally have 
lower design speeds than mainline roadways, which means that they have lower 
margins of safety against rollover {but higher margins of safety against 
skidding). Second, traveling faster than the design speed is especially 
likely on off-ramps, where vehicles traveling at higher speeds enter the ramp 
from the mainline roadway. 

Table 71 compares the speeds at which skidding or rollover would occur 
for passenger cars and trucks traversing minimum radius curves designed in 
accordance with current AASHTO criteria. The table shows that on a dry pave
ment a passenger car will skid at a lower speed than it rolls over, and a 
truck with rollover threshold of 0.30 g will roll over at a lower speed than 
it skids. On a wet pavement~ a passenger car will still skid at a lower speed 
than it rolls over. A truck, on the other hand, will skid before it rolls 
over at design speeds of 40 mi/h {64 km/h) or less under the assumed values 
for pavement friction on wet pavements. If a wet pavement has above minimum 
friction, however, the truck may still roll over at a lower speed than it 
skids. Finally, for curve design speeds over 40 mi/h (64 km/h), the truck 
will always roll over before it skids under the assumed design conditions. 

Table 72 presents the results of an alternative sensitivity analysis to 
table 71 by showing the lateral accelerations that result from overdriving 
horizontal curves at speeds up to 20 mi/h (32 km/h) higher than the design 
speed. The table addresses curves designed to the AASHTO minimum radius for 
selected values of design speed and maximum superelevation rate. Curves de
signed with larger radii than the AASHTO minimum naturally produce lower 
lateral acceleration than those shown in table 72. The results shown in 
table 72 are very much in line with operational experience. At lower design 
speeds, overdriving of design speed by even a few miles per hour can produce 
side friction demands above the rollover thresholds of trucks. On the other 
hand, at higher design speeds, overdriving of the design speed by as much as 
20 mi/h {32 km/h) does not produce enough lateral acceleration to produce a 
truck rollover. 

4. Recommended Revisions to Design and Operational Criteria 

Based on the sensitivity analysis reported above, there does not appear 
to be a need to modify existing criteria for determining the radius and 
superelevation of horizontal curves to accommodate trucks at particular design 
speeds. The margins of safety against skidding by trucks appear to be ade
quate even for trucks traveling at the design speed under wet pavement condi
tions. The margins of safety against rollover by trucks appear to be adequate 
even for trucks with extremely low rollover thresholds (0.30 g) traveling at 
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Table 71. Vehicle speed at impending skidding or rollover on horizontal curves. 

Passenger 

11111111■ .. car 
Des;gn tolerable Nlnlai■ aval !able Passen!j!tr car s2eed (■ llh) Tnick Sj!!ed ( ■IL!!} 

speed Maxi■• lateral radius comernlng I! !■pending I! !■pending I! rollover I! !■pending 11 !■pending 9 rollover 

~ _e_ acce 1 erat Ion ...illL __ f __ skid {wet} skid {dry} RT • 1.20 9 skid (wet} skid {dry) RT • 0.27 9 RT • 0.30 9 RT • 0.35 g RT•40g 

20 0.04 0.17 127 0.58 34.4 43.3 48.6 27.9 34.9 24.3 25.4 27.3 29.0 

JO 0.04 0.16 3112 0.51 49.8 66.7 74.9 40.5 53.8 37.5 39.2 42.0 44.6 

40 0.04 0.15 573 0.46 65.8 91.9 103.2 53.7 74.2 51.6 54.l 57.9 61.5 

50 0.04 0.14 955 0.44 82.5 118.6 lD.3 67.4 95.7 66.6 69.8 74.7 79.4 

60 0.04 0.12 1,528 0.42 1112. 7 150.l 1611.6 84.0 121.l 84.3 811.l 94.5 100.4 

20 0.06 0.17 116 0.58 ll.4 41.8 46.8 27.3 D.9 24.0 25.0 26.7 28.3 

JO 0.06 0.16 273 0.51 48.2 64.l 71.8 39.6 52.0 36.8 38.4 41.0 43.4 

40 0.06 0.15 509 0.46 63.l 87.5 98.l 52.l 71.0 50.2 52.4 55.9 59.l 

.... 50 0.06 0.14 849 0.44 79.4 113.0 126.7 65.5 91.7 64.8 61.1 n.l 76.5 
10 60 0.06 0.12 1,348 0.42 98.6 142.4 159 .6 81.4 115.5 81.7 85.l 91.I 96.4 10 

70 0.06 0.10 2,083 0.41 120.7 177 .0 198.4 99.7 143.6 101.5 106.1 113.2 119.9 

20 0.08 0.17 107 0.58 32.5 40.5 45.3 26.8 D.O 23.7 24.7 26.3 27.8 

JO 0.08 0.16 252 0.51 47 .1 62.2 69.6 39.0 50.7 36.4 37.9 40.3 42.6 

40 0.08 0.15 4611 0.46 61.8 84.7 94.8 51.l &!I.I 49.6 51.6 54.9 58.0 
50 0.08 0.14 764 0.44 76.8 Ull.2 121.l 63.9 111.3 63.3 66.0 70.2 74.2 
Iii) 0.08 0.12 1,206 0.42 95.Z 136.0 152.2 79.l 110.9 79.6 82.9 111.2 93.Z 
70 0.08 0.10 1,910 0.41 118.0 171.2 191.5 98.5 139.6 100.1 104.3 111.0 117.3 

20 0.10 0.17 99 0.58 31.8 39.3 43.9 26.4 32.2 23.4 24.4 25.9 27.2 
JO 0.10 0.16 zn 0.51 45.9 60.l 67.1 38.l 49.2 35.8 37.2 39.5 41.6 
40 0.10 0.15 432 0.46 60.5 82.2 91.8 50.6 67.3 49.0 50.9 54.0 56.9 
50 0.10 0.14 694 0.44 74.6 104.2 116.3 62.6 85.4 62.1 64.5 611.4 72.1 
Iii) 0.10 0.12 1.091 0.42 92.l 130.6 145.9 77.6 107.0 77.8 al.9 85.8 90.5 
70 0.10 0.10 1,637 0.41 111.5 160.0 178.7 93.8 1n.1 95.l 99.1 105.1 110.8 

llote: 1 ■ i • 1.61 k■ 

1 ft • 0.305 



Table 72. Lateral acceleration developed by overdriving design speed for 
horizontal curves designed to AASHTO minimum radii. 

Maxi111Jm Maximum Minimum 
super- tolerable radius 

Design eleva- lateral of Side friction demand for 
speed tion acceler- curvature overdriving design seeed of curve bl: 
(mi/h) Cemax> ation (ft) 0 mi/h 5 mi/h Io mi/h Is mi/h 20 mi/h 

--
20 0.04 0.17 127 0.17 0.29 0.43 0.60 0.80 
30 0.04 0.16 300 0.16 0.23 0.32 0.41 0.52 
40 0.04 0.15 561 0.15 0.20 0.26 0.32 0.39 
50 0.04 0.14 926 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.26 0.31 
60 0.04 0.12 1,500 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.24 

20 0.06 0.17 116 0.17 0.30 0.46 0.64 0.86 
30 0.06 0.16 273 0.16 0.24 0.33 0.43 0.55 
40 0.06 0.15 508 0.15 0.21 0.27 0.34 0.41 

N 50 0.06 0.14 833 0.14 0.18 0.23 0.28 0.33 
0 60 0.06 0.12 1,333 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.26 
0 

65 0.06 0.11 1,657 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.23 
70 0.06 0.10 2,042 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.20 

20 0.08 0.17 107 0.17 0.31 0.48 0.69 0.92 
30 0.08 0.16 250 0.16 0.25 0.35 0.46 0.59 
40 0.08 0.15 464 0.15 0.21 0.28 0.35 0.44 
50 0.08 0.14 758 0.14 0.19 0.24 0.29 0.35 
60 0.08 0.12 1,200 0.12 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.28 
65 0.08 0.11 1,482 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.21 0.24 
70 0.08 0.10 1,815 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.22 

20· 0.10 0.17 99 0.17 0.32 0.51 0.73 0.98 
30 0.10 0.16 231 0.16 0.25 0.36 0.49 0.62 
40 0.10 0.15 427 0.15 0.22 0.29 0.37 0.46 
50 0.10 0.14 694 0.14 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.37 
60 0.10 0.12 1,091 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.29 
65 0.10 0.11 1,341 0.11 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.26 
70 0.10 0.10 1,633 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.23 

Note: 1 mi = I.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
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the design speed. Furthermore, a computer simulation study found that varia
tions in the methods for providing superelevation transitions have only very 
small effects on the likelihood of skidding or rollover by trucks. 

Although the design criteria themselves do not need to be changed, 
increased emphasis is needed on the selection of design speeds for particular 
curves, particularly on freeway ramps. It is evident from table 71 that 
trucks with extremely low rollover thresholds (0.30 g) can roll over on some 
curves when traveling as little as 5 mi/h (8 km/h) over the design speed. In 
most cases, a truck with a very low rollover threshold would not roll over 
unless it was traveling at least 10 mi/h (16 km/h} above the design speed. 

Unfortunately, many freeway ramps have unrealistically low design speeds 
in comparison to the design speed of the mainline roadway. Table 73, taken 
from table X-1 of the Green Book, shows the existing criteria for selecting 
the design speed of a ramp as related to the high_way design speed. If the 
lower range values for ramp design speed are used (as they often are), a 
35-mi/h (56 km/h) off-ramp can be located on a 70-mi/h (113 km/h) highway. 
Speed differences as large as 35 mi/h (56 km/h} between the highway and the 
ramp are undesirable and can lead to trucks traveling fast enough to roll over 
on the ramp. Therefore, it is recommended that the lower range values in 
table 73 not be used on roadways that carry substantial volumes of heavy 
trucks. On existing curves where the lower range of design speeds have 
already been used, traffic control devices to inform truck drivers of the need 
to slow down are particularly important. Further research on increasing the 
effectiveness of such devices may be needed. 

5. Summary 

The evaluation of existing design criteria for selecting the radius and 
superelevation of horizontal curves at particular design speeds found that 
these criteria are adequate to accommodate trucks. In particular, current 
methods for superelevation transition between tangents and curves are adequate 
for trucks. Spiral transitions produce slightly less lateral acceleration 
than the 2/3-1/3 rule, but the difference is too small to suggest that 
increased use of spirals is likely to reduce substantial numbers of rollover 
accidents. However, it was also found that more emphasis needs to be placed 
on the selection of realistic design speeds for curves to minimize the likeli
hood of trucks traveling faster than the design speed. Selection of design 
speeds for freeway ramps that are consistent with the mainline highway design 
speed is particularly important. For this reason, the lower range values of 
ramp design speeds in table X-1 of the AASHTO Green Book should not be used on 
roadways that carry substantial volumes of truck traffic. Further research on 
methods to improve the effectiveness of traffic control devices on truck 
speeds may also be needed. 
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Table 73. Guidelines for ramp design speed as related to 
highway design speed.1 

Highway Design Speed 1mph) 30 40 50 60 66 

Ramp Design Speed (mph) 
Upper Range (85%) 25 35 45 50 55 
Middle Range (70%) 20 30 35 45 45 
Lower Range (60%) 15 20 25 30 30 

Corresponding Minimum Radius 1ft) SEE TABLE 111-6 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61 km 

L. Pavement Widening on Horizontal Curves 

1. Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

70 

60 
50 
35 

The AASHTO Green Book presents the current cr1teria for pavement widening 
on horizontal curves to accommodate offtracking of trucks. Offtrack1ng 1s the 
phenomenon, common to all veh1cles although much more pronounced with large 
trucks, 1n which the rear wheels do not track precisely behind the front 
wheels when the vehicle negotiates a horizontal curve. 

The AASHTO criteria call for widening of curves according to tabulated 
criteria that depend on the pavement width on the tangent, the design speed, 
and the degree of curve. This table is reproduced here as table 74. It, in 
turn, is based on the formulas and definitions given in the Green Book as 
figure III-24. As noted with the table, the AASHTO policy is to disregard 
widening values less than 2 ft (0.6 m) and to add a certain amount to the 
tabulated values if the trucks using the faci 1 ity are commonly "semitrailers" 
Moreover, the table applies only to two-lane roads (one- or two-way); the 
values given in the table are to be adjusted upward for three- or four-lane 
roads. 

The AASHTO policy also details how the widening should be accompl1shed. 
In other words, it notes whether the added width should be on the inside or 
outs1de of the curve, how it should qe transitioned, and how the center line 
should be adjusted. 
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Table 74. AASHTO criteria for pavement widening on horizontal curves.1 
Widening lftl lorTwo-Lana Pavem■ma on CurvaforWlchh of Pav■m■m on T...-ot: 

214 ft 22ft 2Dft 

o., ... O..lon &peed fmphl ONlgn&peedfmphl Dalgn SPNCI fmpt,J 
of Curve 30 40 10 IIO 111 ID 40 ., Ill 111 30 4D ., Ill 

1 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.6 
2 o.o 0.0 o.o 0,6 0.5 1.0 1.0 
3 o.o 0.0 0,5 o.s ,.o 1.0 1.0 

,. o.o 0.6 0.6 2.0 2.6 2.6 3.0 
5 0.6 0.5 1.0 2.5 2.s 3.0 3.0 
6 0.5 1.0 1.0 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.6 

7 0.6 2.6 2.5 3.0 3.6 
8 1 .o 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.5 
9 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.6 4.0 

10-11 2.0 2.6 3.0 3.6 
12-14.5 2.6 3.0 3.5 4.0 
1S-18 2.0 3.0 4.0 

19-21 2.5 3.5 4.5 
%2-25 3.0 4.0 5.0 
26-26.6 3.5 4.6 u 

NOTES: Valun lesa lhan 2.0rnaybe dllnll1an:led. 

3-lane PIV9menta: multiply above valu•bv 1.5. 
4-lane pavements: multiply above val.I• by 2. 

Where umitrallers erealgnlficen1. inc,.._ 1abule1 valua of widening by 0.6 for curvee of 10° IO 18°. and by 
1.0 tor curv• 17° and sharper. 

1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 mi = 1.61 km 

2. Critique of Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The introductory portion of the AASHTO Green Book policy on pavement 
widening on curves illustrates that the authors had a good appreciation of the 
major factors that influence offtrack1ng. These factors have been known for 
many years and were also quoted in the earlier AASHO Blue Book.st In recent 
years, and especially with the advent of the larger 1982 STAA vehicles. these 
factors have been studied in more depth, and their importance is becoming more 
apparent. 

Unfortunately, the present design criteria are flawed in two major 
respects: (1) they have not changed since the 1965 Blue Book, even though the 
vehicles they intended to deal with have changed considerably; and (2) the 
criteria do not, in fact, correctly incorporate many of the factors that are 
stated to be important. These flaws are discussed in more detail below. They 
all deal with some aspect of offtracking, as defined above. 

The policy also incorporates two other factors, front overhang and an 
extra width allowance, to account for the difficulty of maneuvering on a 
curve. These factors are not believed to be affected by the introduction of 
the 1982 STAA vehicles. 
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a. High-Speed Versus Low-Speed Offtracking 

The AASHTO policy notes that there are two distinct types of 
offtracking. Low-speed offtracking is a purely geometrical phenomenon, where
in the rear axle(s) tracks toward the inside of a hor1zontal curve, relat1ve 
to the front axle. Considerable research has been done to document the extent 
of this phenomenon, as a function of truck and roadway geometrics, and ft is 
quite well understood. Hfgh-speed offtrackfng, on the other hand, is a 
dynamic phenomenon. It fs caused by the tendency of the rear of the vehicle 
to move outward due to the lateral acceleration of the vehicle as ft nego
tiates a horizontal curve at higher speeds. It fs less well understood, and 
1s a function of not only the truck and roadway geometrics, but also the 
vehicle speed and the suspension and tfre characteristics of the vehicle. The 
current AASHTO criteria are based only on (an estimate of) the low-speed off
tracking; no consideration of high-speed offtracking is included. 

b. Superelevation 

No consideration of superelevatfon fs included fn the policy. It is 
known (at least, based on observations) that low-speed offtracking is 
amplified with superelevation. However, this phenomenon has not been 
quantified prior to the present study. 

c. Design Vehicle 

Although the AASHTO policy discusses the importance of wheelbase fn cal
culating offtrackfng, ft then uses a single-unit truck as the primary design 
vehicle. It does footnote a correction for larger trucks, to be used ff such 
trucks are common. The larger design vehicles mentioned here, as well as 
other places fn the Green Book, are the WB-40 and WB-50 tractor-semitrailers. 

The WB-40 is a light duty combination vehicle wfth a short, cab-over
engine tractor with a 35-ft (10.7-m) trailer, also corrvnonly referred to as a 
2-S2 configuration. The WB-50 fs a conventional tractor wfth a 37-ft (11.3-m) 
trailer, a 3-S2 conffguratfon. These were the tractor-semitrailers in common 
use in the late l950's, when the Blue Book was prepared. The design criteria 
have not been upgraded since. As shown in appendix C in volume II of thfs 
report, the impact of longer trailers on offtrackfng is great, and should be 
accounted for. 

d. Offtrackfng Formula 

The design table is based on calculations from formulas given in 
figure III-24 of the policy. The dominant element in the formulas is the 
vehicle track width, also corrvnonly referred to as swept width. The swept 
width is said to be determined as: 

U = u + R - R2 - LZ 
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where: U = swept width (ft) 

u = vehicle track width on a tangent {ft) 

R = Radius of the curve (ft) 

L = "wheelbase" (ft) 

The quotes around the term "wheelbase" have been added for editorial purposes, 
because the definition is not really correct. The Green Book states that the 
wheelbases of the design vehicles are as follows: 

WB-40: Wheelbase= 13+27 = 40 
WB-50: Wheelbase= 20+30 = 50 

The unknowing reader might be tempted to substitute these values into equa
tion (69) to calculate the vehicle track width. In fact, equation (69) is 
valid only for single-unit vehicles. For articulated vehicles, an alternative 
version, such as the Western Highway Institute model, must be used: 1 1 

U = u + R - R2 - r (L;2) (70) 

where the Li are the distances between consecutive axles (or sets of tandem 
axles) and articulation points. For example, for a tractor-semitrailer there 
are three values: 

L1, the distance from the front axle to the tractor drive axle(s), 

L2, the distance from the drive axle(s) to the fifth wheel pivot, and 

L3, the distance from the fifth wheel pivot to the rear axle(s). 

In the summation process, the second term is subtracted, rather than added, 
because the fifth wheel pivot is generally in front of, rather than behind, 
the tractor drive axle(s). 

The difference in the values obtained using the two equations can be 
substantial, and is accentuated as the number of articulation points 
increases, as it does with doubles and triples. The more simplified formula 
overstates the amount of offtracking. It is our belief that the numerical 
values in the Green Book were obtained using the correct formula [(equa
tion (70)) however. 

e. Length of Curve 

The offtracking formulas given above are fairly simple, in large measure 
because they represent a special case of offtracking--which we might call 
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"fully developed" offtracking. As a vehicle leaves a tangent section and 
begins to traverse a curve, the amount of offtracking changes with distance. 
It is initially zero, but it increases as the truck proceeds around the 
curve. Finally it approaches, asymptotically, the "fully developed" amount of 
offtracking. In effect, the track of the rear axle spirals outward, from 
being on the same track as the front axle on the tangent, to its final 
distance reflected by U in equation (70). 

The determination of the development of offtracking with distance around 
a horizontal curve is not easy. It is typically accomplished with a scale 
model, a template, or a computer program. The answer depends on the radius of 
the curve and the geometrics of the vehicle. 

3. Sensitivity Analyses 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the pavement width 
requirements to accormnodate trucks on horizontal curves. Based on the 
critique of the existing AASHT0 criteria given above, this analysis uses a 
slightly different approach to pavement widening criteria. Those criteria are 
based solely on traditional low-speed offtracking and _do not consider either 
the speed-dependent ( 11 high-speed") component or the superelevation component 
of offtracking and address a design vehicle that is too small for current 
conditions. The sensitivity analysis reported here determined the lane width 
required to accommodate trucks under various offtracking scenarios; the 
required pavement widening is not specified directly, but could be computed as 
the difference between the lane width required on the curve and the actual 
lane width on the tangent. 

Appendix C in volume II of this report presents a new model for computing 
offtracking on horizontal curves. This model not only computes the tradi
tional low-speed component of offtracking, but also incorporates the effects 
of vehicle speed and pavement superelevation on offtracking. The model is 
equivalent to the Western Highway Institute offtracking model, in that it 
computes the fully developed offtracking, rather than the actual offtracking 
on shorter curves, which may be less than the fully developed offtracking, and 
can be computed with computer models, such as the Caltrans offtracking model, 
that plot the turning paths of trucks making specific maneuvers.12,11 

At low speed, the rear axle of any vehicle making a turn will follow a 
path inside of the front axle. The speed-dependent component of offtracking 
increases with the square of the veh 1c le speed and acts in the opposite di rec
ti on to the low-speed component; i.e., as speed increases, the rear axle of 
the vehicle moves back toward the path of the front axle and, at very high 
speeds, it may actually track outside of the front axle. There is also a 
superelevation effect that is independent of speed and tends to make the rear 
axle track further to the inside. Following the sign convention used in the 
appendix C model, offtracking toward the inside of the curve will be referred 
to as "negative offtracking, 11 and offtracking toward the outside of the curve 
will be referred to as a positive offtracking. 
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The lane width requirements on horizontal curves were based on the 
STAA 48-ft (14.6-m) single-semitrailer truck (see table 3) as the design 
vehicle. The requirements indicate the minimum lane widths required for 
maneuvers by that truck. such that the roadway is wide enough to accommodate 
its swept path width plus a 1 ft (0.3 m) clearance on both sides. The swept 
path width was computed as the fully developed offtracking from the model in 
appendix C plus 7.58 ft {2.31 m). which represents half of the width of the 
tractor steering axle plus half of the width of the rear trailer axle. 

The offtracking model incorporates a number of specific truck design 
parameters that influence offtracking to some extent. Three offtracking 
scenarios were considered. which used various combinations of these param
eters. These are: (1) typical values of the parameters for a loaded truck 
(specified in tables 24 and 25 of appendix C in volume II; (2) the combination 
of parameters that produces the largest negative offtracking; and (3) the com
bination of parameters that produces the largest positive offtracking. The 
largest negative offtracking occurs for an empty truck; typical values of axle 
load and center of gravity heights for empty trucks are also given in appen
dix C. The largest positive offtracking occurs for trucks with relatively low 
values of cornering coefficient and composite roll stiffness. which are also 
given in appendix C. 

Table 75 presents minimum lane widths for each of these three scenarios 
for selected combinations of curve radius and superelevation to serve as a 
basis for determining the need for pavement widening or horizontal curves. 
These combinations are selected to represent the minimum radius curve for each 
value of design speed and maximum superelevation (e,,.ax> and selected larger 
radii up to 2.000 ft {610 m). Offtracking is usual,.y not a major considera
tion on curves with radii above 2,000 ft (610 m). The minimum lane width for 
each scenario is the largest lane width required at any speed less than or 
equal to the design speed. Table 75 is not meant to suggest that any 
particular lane width is acceptable or unacceptable for a particular roadway 
class. Other AASHTO criteria address that issue {see section 11-K). 
Instead. if a tangent roadway section has 11-ft (3.4-m) lanes, and table 75 
indicates that a particular horizontal curve requires 13-ft (4.0-m) lanes. 
then it is recommended that the pavement be widened 2 ft (0.6 m) per lane on 
that curve. 

The design value of minimum lane width presented in the table is the 
largest of the values for the three scenarios. The design values presented in 
the table range from 10.5 to 14 ft {3.2 to 4.3 m). The minimum lane width of 
14 ft (4.3 m) occurs only for the largest positive offtracking by a truck 
traveling at the design speed on a curve with the AASHTO minimum radius for a 
superelevation of 0.10. 

4. Recommended Revisions to Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

It is recommended that existing cr1teria for pavement widening on 
horizontal curves be changed to use a larger design vehicle and a more com
plete offtracking model. The recorrmended criteria. presented in table 75. 
would provide enough pavement width for offtracking by the recommended STAA 
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Table 75. Minimum lane width required to accommodate truck offtrackfng on horizontal curves. 

a 
Minimum lane width (ft) 

Truck char- Truck char-
acteristics actertstics 

Design Maximum Actual Typical for largest for largest 
speed super Radius super truck char- negative positive Design 
(mi/h) elevation (ft) elevation acteristics offtracking offtracking values 

40 0.04 573 0.040 12.0 11.5 12.0 12.0 
600 0.040 11. 5 11.5 12.0 12.0 
800 0.037 11.5 11.0 11.5 11.5 

1,000 0.035 11.0 11.0 11.5 11.5 
1,500 0.030 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 
2,000 0.027 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 

50 0.04 955 0.040 11.0 11.0 11.5 11. 5 
1,000 0.040 11.0 11.0 11. 5 11.5 
1,500 0.037 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 
2,000 0.033 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 

60 0.04 1,528 0.040 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 
N 2,000 0.039 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 a 
0) 

40 0.06 509 0.060 12.0 12.0 13.0 13.0 
600 0.059 12.0 11.5 12.5 12.5 
800 0.056 11.5 11.0 12.0 12.0 

1,000 0.050 11.0 11.0 11.5 11.5 
1,500 0.041 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 
2,000 0.034 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 

50 0.06 849 0.060 11.5 11.0 12.0 12.0 
1,000 0.059 11.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 
1,500 0.052 10.5 10.5 11.5 11.5 
2,000 0.045 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 

60 0.06 1,348 0.060 11.0 10.5 11.5 11. 5 
1,500 0.060 11.0 10.5 11.5 11.5 
2,000 0.055 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 

70 0.06 2,083 0.060 10.5 10.5 11. 5 11.5 

40 0.08 468 0.080 12.5 12.0 13. 5 13.5 
600 0.078 12.0 11.5 13.0 13.0 
800 0.071 11.5 11.0 12.0 12.0 

1,000 0.062 11.0 11.0 11. 5 11.5 
1,500 0.047 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 
2,000 0.038 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 
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Table 75. Minimum lane width required to accommodate truck offtracking on horizontal curves. (continued) 

a 
Mininrum lane width (ft) 

Truck char- Truck char-
acteristics acteri st ics 

Design Maximum Actual Typical for largest for largest 
speed super Radius super truck char- negative positive Design 
(mi/h) elevation (ft) elevation acteristics offtracking offtracking values 

50 0.08 764 0.080 11.5 11.0 12.5 12.5 
800 0.080 11.5 11.0 12.5 12.5 

1.000 0.077 11.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 
1,500 0.063 11.0 10.5 11.5 11.5 
2,000 0.053 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 

60 0.08 1,206 0.080 11.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 
1,500 0.078 11.0 10.5 12.0 12.0 
2,000 0.068 10.5 10.5 11.5 11.5 

70 0.08 1,910 0.080 11.0 10.5 11.5 11.5 
N 

2,000 0.080 11.0 10.5 11.5 11.5 
0 

'° 40 0.10 432 0.100 12.5 12.0 14.0 14.0 
600 0.094 12.0 11.5 13.0 13.0 
800 0.084 11.5 11.0 12 .. 5 12.5 

1,000 0.070 11.0 11.0 11.5 11.5 
1,500 0.051 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 
2,000 0.040 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 

50 0.10 694 0.100 12.0 11.5 13.0 13.0 
800 0.100 11.5 11.0 13.0 13.0 

1,000 0.092 11.5 11.0 12.5 12.5 
1,500 0.072 11.0 10.5 11.5 11.5 
2,000 0.057 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0 

60 0.10 1,091 0.100 11.5 11.0 12.5 12.5 
1,500 0.093 11.0 10.5 12.0 12.0 
2,000 0.077 10.5 10.5 11.5 11.5 

70 0.10 1,637 0.100 11.0 10.5 12.0 12.0 
2,000 0.096 11.0 10.5 12.0 12.0 

a Based on STM 48-ft (14.6-m) semitrailer with conventional tractor as design vehicle. 
Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km; 1 ft= 0.305 m. 
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48-ft (14.6-m) des1gn veh1cle at speeds up to the des1gn speed for scenarios 
1ncluding typ1cal truck character1st1cs. and the truck characteristics that 
prov1de the largest negat1ve and the largest posit1ve offtrack1ng. The 
requ1red amount of pavement widening per lane on a hor1zontal curve ls the 
d1fference between the des1gn value in table 75 and the actual lane w1dth on 
the tangent section. 

M. Cross-Slope Breaks 

1. Current H1ghway Design and Operational Cr1ter1a 

The following represents a br1ef sununary of the AASHTO Green Book 
criter1a for cross-slope rates: 

• On tangent or long-radius curved al1gnment with normal crown and 
turf shoulders, the max1mum shoulder slope rates result in algebraic 
differences of 6 to 7 percent between the pavement and the shoulder. 

• For desirable operation, all or part of the shoulder on the outside 
of a horizontal curve should be sloped upward at about the same rate 
or at a lesser rate than the superelevated pavement. 

• The cross-slope break at the edge of the paved surface 1s limited to 
a maximum of approximately 8 percent. 

• To alleviate severe cross-slope breaks, the use of a continuously 
rounded shoulder cross section may be used on the outside of super
elevated pavements. 

2. Critique of Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

a. Cross-Slope Breaks 

A 1982 FHWA study investigated the operational effects of cross-slope 
breaks on highway curves.9 1 Using the Highway-Vehicle-Object S1mulation Model 
(HVOSM), vehicle traversals were simulated for var1ous combinations of pave
ment and shoulder slopes for a range of horizontal curvature. The objective 
criterion was to limit lateral acceleration to a level that was stable at the 
tire-pavement interface and tolerable to the driver. A 1971 Dodge Coronet was 
the passenger car used in the simulat1ons. 

The study results indicated that a four-wheel traversal and entry to a 
cross-slope break produce a more extreme response than a two-wheel tra
versal. The dynamic effects were found to be most sensitive to shoulder 
cross-slope and to exceed reasonable driver discomfort levels for the design 
conditions that reduce the conditions associated with higher cross-slope 
breaks. It was determined that relatively large negative slopes are tolerable 
on very narrow shoulders. As shoulder width increases, permissible shoulder 
slopes should decrease to ma1ntain the established maximum driver discomfort 
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level. Specifically, the study found that maximum driver discomfort occurred 
when all four wheels were on the shoulder, not when the vehicle crosses the 
break. 

The FHWA study identified two unanswered questions regarding the 
sensitivity of trucks to cross-slope break traversals:92 

1. Do professional (truck) drivers exhibit higher tolerable levels of 
driver discomfort? 

2. Do shoulder traversals by trucks occur often enough to justify the 
truck as the "design" vehicle for cross-slope break reconmendations? 

No further data were found in the literature to shed any additional light on 
these issues. 

b. Centerline Crowns 

In another portion of the same FHWA study that was discussed above, the 
dynamic effects of centerline crowns on expected vehicle maneuvers were eval
uated for the purpose of recommending maximum centerline crown designs as a 
function of vehicle type and design speed.93 The controlling operational 
maneuver was the passing situation. Research was limited to tangent roadway 
sections. Vehicle types considered included: compact and mid-size passenger 
cars, loaded and empty tractor-trailer truck combinations, and single-unit 
trucks. 

The pertinent truck-related findings include: 

• A loaded or empty tractor-trailer truck generates lower tire 
friction demand than automobiles on 2 percent cross slopes. 

• Driver discomfort levels and vehicle roll angle are also less for 
trucks than automobiles on 2 percent cross slopes at high speed 
(approximately 75 mi/h or 121 km/h). 

• An empty tractor-trailer produces similar tire friction demands 
(approximately 0.30 g), but has significantly lower driver 
discomfort and roll angle values. 

The implication of the findings is that cross-slope design should be kept 
to a minimum on high-speed highways. The primary reason is that the simula
tion of nominally critical passing behavior produced vehicle dynamic responses 
on the order of 0.28 to 0.34 g for cross slopes of 2 percent for all vehicle 
types. 

3. Sensitivity Analyses 

No sensitivity analyses were performed for this issue. 
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4. Summary 

There are no data available to detennine whether the current AASHTO 
criterion for the maximum cross-slope break at the edge of the traveled way on 
a horizontal curve is adequate for trucks. Research on cross-slope breaks at 
the centerline crown of a highway indicates that the roadway cross-slope 
should be kept to a minimum to maintain safe truck operations in passing 
maneuvers. 

N. Roadside Slopes 

1. Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The AASHTO Green Book states that "sideslopes should be designed to 
ensure the stability of the roadway and to provide a reasonable opportunity 
for recovery for an out-of-control vehicle." The use of roadside slopes as 
steep as 3:1 is implicitly permitted under AASHTO criteria, because roadside 
barriers are not warranted.9~ When slopes steeper than 3:1 are used, AASHTO 
reco11111ends the consideration of a roadside barrier. On freeways and other 
arterials, a sideslope of 6:1 is recommended to provide a good chance of re
covery. Depending on the hazard at the toe of slope, steeper slopes up to 
about 3:1 are considered traversable on lower functional classes of road
ways. Roadside slopes should be free of obstacles within a ciear zone up to 
30 ft (9 m) from the edge of the traveled way. Wider clear zones are required 
on horizontal curves.9~ 

2. Critique of Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

Although the design vehicle used to develop the AASHTO criteria for 
roadside slopes is not stated, the largest vehicle used in most full-scale 
crash tests has been an automobile weighing approximately 4,500 lb (2,050 kg) 
or less. Some roadside barriers have been designed for containing and/or 
redi'recting large trucks and buses.9~ However, there have been no full-scale 
tests of trucks traversing various side slope combinations. Thus, the current 
criteria for roadside slopes do not consider trucks. 

It is known that trucks are prone to rollovers since they have a high 
center of gravity compared to passenger cars. Once the truck's lateral 
acceleration exceeds its rollover threshold, a rollover may be initiated. Any 
adverse cross slope increases the opportunity for a truck to rollover. As 
such, once a truck leaves the traveled way (and traversable shoulder) and 
enters the roadside area, a rollover can result. 

There is no information available regarding the critical combinations of 
traveled way cross-slope, shoulder cross-slope, and roadside slope 
combinations that either contribute to the roll propensity of trucks or offer 
them an opportunity to recover from a roadside traversal. If small angle 
departures from the traveled way are cons'idered, the influence of various 
cross slope combinations could be identified that decrease the probability of 
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a rollover event. Likewise, critical or limiting values could be determined 
that may warrant roadside barriers where truck traffic volumes are signifi
cant, even though the roadside configuration is considered traversable by a 
passenger car. 

3. Summary 

The issue of roadside slope design for trucks has not been addressed in 
past research. Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn concerning the adequacy 
of current roadside slope design criteria for trucks. 

0. Vehicle Change Interval 

1. Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The vehicle change interval at a signalized intersection is the yellow 
signal phase provided at the end of the green phase to warn drivers of the 
impending change in right-of-way assignment. Section 4B-15 of the MUTCD 
specifies that the·yellow vehicle change interval should range in length from 
approximately 3 to 6 s. The MUTCD states that the longer signalized inter
sections are generally appropriate for higher approach speeds. The MUTCD does 
not provide any other guidance on the selection of the length of the vehicle 
change interval. However, the MUTCD states that the yellow vehicle clearance 
interval may be followed by a short all-way red clearance interval of suffi
cient duration to permit the intersection to clear before traffic is released. 

2. Critique of Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

The FHWA Traffic Control Devices Handbook (TCDH} provides a more complete 
examination of the issues involved in selection of a vehicle change inter
val.9s First, the TCDH refers to this interval as a "phase change interval," 
which is more descriptive of its function. Second, the TCDH suggests that, 
because excessively long yellow intervals may encourage driver disrespect, a 
maximum yellow interval of about 5 s should be used. If a longer phase change 
interval is needed, then the additional time should be provided with an all
red interval. Finally, the TCDH presents several alternative methods for 
determining the length of the phase change interval (yellow plus all-red 
time). 

The TCDH states that some authorities believe that the timing of a phase 
change interval should enable a vehicle traveling in the direction in which 
the yellow signal is displayed to clear the intersection before the onset of 
the green phase for conflicting movements. In this case, the length of the 
phase change interval is determined as the sum of a perception-reaction 
period, a deceleration period, and an intersection-clearing period, as fol
lows: 

V W + L y +AR= tpr + 2d + 0.644 g + -v- (71) 
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where: Y +AR= phase change interval (yellow plus all-red time} (s} 

tpr = driver perception and brake reaction time (s} 

V = approach speed (ft/s) 

d = deceleration rate (ft/s2} 

g = percent grade(+ for upgrade, - for downgrade} 

W = width of intersection (ft} 

L = length of vehicle (ft) 

Equation (71) at first appears incorrect to casual readers because it involves 
both a deceleration rate term (which implies that the vehicle will stop at the 
signal} and a clearance term (which implies that the vehicle will proceed 
through the intersection}. However, the derivation of equation (71) is 
correct. The first two terms represent the time required for a vehicle 
traveling at the prevailing speed (V} to reach the stop line from the closest 
point to the intersection at which it could stop within a specified decelera
tion rate (d). It is implicity assumed in this relationship that the driver 
makes the correct decision between stopping and continuing through the inter
section based on his speed and location at the moment when the signal turns 
yellow. 

Equation (71) is a very conservative policy in that approaching vehicles 
are provided an opportunity to clear the entire intersection before the green 
signal is displayed to conflicting traffic, even though the conflicting 
traffic is usually stopped and requires some additional time to accelerate 
from a stop and reach a point of conflict with the clearing vehicle. Field 
observations in a 1984 FHWA study found a mean starting time of 1.8 s for 
cross traffic, although a small fraction of vehicles (0.8 percent) started 
before their signal turned green.9& 

The TCDH points out that some jurisdictions follow a policy of allowing 
the onset of green for a conflicting approach after vehicles have partially 
cleared the intersection (i.e •• after the rear of the vehicle has cleared the 
centerline of the conflicting approach}. This policy should consider the 
geometrics of each specific intersection to which it is applied, but it can be 
approximated by replacing the term W by W/2 in equation (71). 

The TCDH also points out that some jurisdictions time the phase change 
interval to allow the onset of the green phase for conflicting movements with
out the intersection having been cleared. The following equation is used in 
such cases: 

V 
y +AR= tpr + 2d + 0.644 g (72) 
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The use of this fonnulation for the vehicle change interval can create a 
dile11111a zone within which some drivers can neither stop safely or clear the 
intersection safety. 

The use of equation (71) is certainly the most prudent course for estab
lishing the length of the vehicle change interval and it will be used for 
sensitivity analyses of the vehicle change interval in this report. However, 
there is no general agreement on the most appropriate formulation of the vehi
cle change interval. In fact, as some observers have noted, the Uniform Vehi
cle Code and the laws of most States allow drivers to enter an intersection at 
any point during a yellow signal phase.e~•97 A 1978 FHWA survey found that 
the procedure used for determining the length of the change interval was 
statistically independent of the State law regarding the meaning of the yellow 
indication.sa 

The TCDH reco11111ends the use of 1.D s for perception-reaction time (t0 r>• 
10 ft/s2.(3 m/s 2) for deceleration rate (d), and 20 ft (6.1 m} for vehicle 
length (L) in equation (71). The reco11111ended values ford and Lare 
appropriate for passenger cars, but not for trucks. 

Recent field studies by found that the average deceleration rate {d) used 
by drivers in stopping for yellow signals ranged from 8.0 to 10.5 ft/s 2 (2.4 
to 3.2 m/s 2), as a function of approach speed. Observed perception-reaction 
times (tpr) varied from 1.0 to 1.5 s, also as a function of approach speed. 
Table 76 illustrates the values of t

0
r and d recommended for operational use 

by the 1984 FHWA study. 9 6 · In contrast to the TCDH criteria, The FHWA study 
also suggested alternative methods for determining vehicle change interval 
lengths based on the observed distributions of the probability that a vehicle 
will be able to clear the intersection or stop for the signal. However, all 
of the FHWA study results are based solely on passenger cars and do not 
consider truck behavior on signal approaches. 

3. Sensitivity analysis 

A sensitivity analysis of the differences in vehicle change interval 
requirements for passenger cars and trucks was conducted. This sensitivity 
analysis compared the vehicle change interval requirements based on the TCDH 
criteria for passenger cars, based on the criteria for passenger cars from the 
1984 FHWA study and based on estimated data for trucks. The criteria that 
were varied in this sensitivity analysis were: 

• Perception-reaction time (tpr> 

based on TCDH criteria (see table 76) for passenger cars 
based on criteria from the 1984 FHWA study (see table 76 for 

passenger cars 
based on use of criteria from the 1984 FHWA study as the 

estimated value for trucks 
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Approach 
s12eed {miLh} 

25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 

N ..... 
0-. 

--

Table 76. Recommended passenger car performance criteria for determining 
vehicle change interval. 

Traffic Control Devices Handbook9s 1984 FHWA studi96 
Perception- Deceleration Perception- Deceleration 

reaction time (tpr> rate reaction time (tpr> rate 
{s} {ftLs2} {g} {s} . {ftLs2} {g} 

1.0 10.0 0.31 1.5 8.0 0.25 
1.0 10.0 0.31 1.4 8.5 0.26 
1.0 10.0 0.31 1.3 9.0 0.28 
1.0 10.0 0.31 1.2 9.5 0.30 
1.0 10.0 0.31 1.1 10.0 0.31 
1.0 10.0 0.31 1.0 10.5 0.33 
1.0 10.0 0.31 1.0 10.5 0.33 
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• Deceleration rate (d) 

based on TCDH criteria (see table 76) for passenger cars 
based on criteria from the 1984 FHWA study (see table 76) for 

passenger cars 
based on an estimated value of 5 ft/s2 (1.5 m/s2) for 

trucks 

• Percent grade (g) 

3 percent upgrade 
level 
3 percent downgrade 

• Length of vehicle (L) 

19 ft (6 m) for passenger cars 
75 ft (23 m) for trucks 

• Width of intersection (W) 

40 ft (12 m) for moderate width intersection 
100 ft (31 m) for wide intersection 

No data were available on the perception-reaction time requirements for 
braking by trucks. For analysis purposes, the perception-reaction times for 
trucks approaching yellow signals were assumed to be equal for the values for 
passenger cars observed by in the 1984 FHWA study.9 6 

No data were available on the deceleration rates used by trucks approach
ing a yellow signal. The estimated rates for passenger cars (8 to 10.5 ft/s2 
or 2.4 to 3.2 m/s2) are within the capability of most trucks on a dry pave
ment, but may exceed the braking capabilities on a poor, wet pavement for 
trucks with inexperienced drivers. The deceleration rate for trucks in this 
analysis was assumed to be 5 ft/s 2 (1.5 m/s 2), which is a comfortable rate on 
a dry pavement but may be a critical rate for some drivers on a poor, wet 
pavement. 

Table 77 compares the length of the required vehicle change interval, 
based on equation (71), for the range of conditions discussed above. The 
vehicle change intervals range from 4.3 to 13.2 s depending on the criteria 
being evaluated. Any vehicle change interval requirements over 5.0 s would 
generally be met by a combination of yellow and all-red phases. Figure 46 
summarizes the data shown in table 77. The figure also compares the required 
vehicle change interval for trucks based solely on their increased braking 
distances to the required vehicle change interval incorporating both their 
increased braking distances and their increased lengths. 
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Table 77. Sensitivity of vehicle change interval(s) to differences 
between passenger cars and trucks.9s•96 

40-ft intersection width 100-ft intersection width 
Vehicle Vehicle 

Vehicle change Vehicle change 
change interval Estimated change interval Estimated 

interval for vehicle interval for vehicle 
for passenger change for passenger change 

Approach passenger cars interval passenger cars interval 
speed cars (1984 FHWA for cars (1984 FHWA for 
(mi/h) (TCDH)9s study)96 trucks (TCDH) 9s study96 trucks 

Grade: 3% Upgrade 
25 4.3 5.2 7.7 5.9 6.8 9.3 
30 4.3 5.1 7.7 5.7 6.4 9.1 
35 4.5 5.0 7.8 5.7 6.2 9.0 
40 4.7 5.0 8.1 5.7 6.0 9.1 
45 4.9 5.0 8.4 5.8 5.9 9.3 

N 
50 5.1 5.0 8.7 6.0 5.8 9.5 

_. 55 5.4 5.2 9.2 6.2 6.0 9.9 00 

Grade: Level (%) 
25 4.4 5.4 8.3 6.1 7.0 9.9 
30 4.5 5.3 8.4 5.9 6.7 9.8 
35 4.7 5.3 8.7 5.9 6.5 9.8 
40 4.9 5.3 9.0 6.0 6.3 10.0 
45 5.2 5.3 9.4 6.1 6.2 10.4 
50 5.5 5.3 9.9 6.3 6.1 10.7 
55 5.8 5.6 10.5 6.5 6.3 11.2 

Grade: 3% Downgrade 
25 4.6 5.7 9.2 6.3 7.4 10.8 
30 4.8 5.7 9.5 6.1 7.0 10.8 
35 5.0 5.6 9.9 6.2 6.8- 11.1 
40 5.3 5.6 10.4 6.3 6.7 11. 5 
45 5.5 5.6 11.0 6.5 6.6 11.9 
50 5.9 5.7 11.7 6.7 6.5 12.5 
55 6.2 6.0 12.4 6.9 6.7 13.2 

Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km; 1 ft= 0.305 m. 
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For the 40-ft (12-m) intersection width, the required vehicle change 
intervals for trucks in table 77 are 50 to 110 percent higher than the 
passenger car requirements, based on the 1984 FHWA data.9s At speeds below 
40 mi/h (64 km/h), most of the added yellow time for trucks is due to their 
increased length. However, at higher speeds, the difference in deceleration 
rates between trucks and passenger cars also plays a major role in increasing 
the vehicle change interval requirements for trucks. 

For the 100-ft (31-m) intersection width, the required vehicle change 
intervals for trucks in table 77 are 40 to 100 percent higher than the pas
senger car requirements, based on the 1984 FHWA data. Thus, the differences 
between passenger cars and trucks are slightly less critical at wider inter
sections. As at the narrower intersection, the deceleration rate begins to 
dominate the vehicle length in its contribution to vehicle change interval 
requirements at higher speeds. 

The differences between passenger cars and trucks in vehicle change 
interval requirements are generally lowest on upgrades and greatest on down
grades. 

4. Recommended Revisions to Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

A sensitivity analysis shows that trucks require vehicle change intervals 
that are 40 to 110 percent longer than passenger cars, depending upon approach 
speed, approach grade, and intersection width. Longer vehicle change 
intervals could probably increase safety for trucks in some situations. 
However, a complete analysis of this issue should also consider the 
operational impact of the reduction in the duration of the green phases that 
would result from lengthening the clearance intervals. Not only would this 
increase operational delays at signals, but it might also create safety 
problems due to increased congestion. No change in existing criteria for 
vehicle change intervals is recornnended based on the information currently 
available. 

P. Sign Placement 

This section reviews the suitability for trucks of the criteria for 
placement of signs. 

1. Current Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

Criteria for horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal placement of signs 
are presented in part II of the MUTCD. 

a. Horizontal Placement 

According to section 2A-24 of the MUTCD, roadside signs in rural areas 
are generally placed so that there is at ·1east 6 ft (1.8 m) horizontal 
clearance from the outside edge of the shoulder to the nearest edge of the 
sign. If there is no shoulder, there should be at least 12 ft (3.7 m) 
horizontal clearance from the edge of the traveled way to the nearest edge of 
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the sign. Longer clearances than 6 to 12 ft (1.8 to 3.7 m) are desirable on 
expressways and freeways, especially for large guide signs. A lesser 
clearance may be used in urban areas where necessary. Signs in urban areas 
should generally be at least 2 ft (0.6 m) from the edge of the traveled way, 
although a clearance of 1 ft (0.3 m) from the curb face is permissible where 
the sign position is restricted by the presence of a sidewalk or the location 
of existing poles. 

b. Vertical Placement 

According to section 2A-23 of the MUTCO, roadside signs in rural areas 
should be mounted at a height of at least 5 ft (1.5 m), measured from the 
bottom of the sign to the near edge of the pavement. In business, commercial, 
or residential districts where parking or pedestrian movements are likely or 
there are other obstructions to view, the clearance to the bottom of the sign 
should be at least 7 ft (2.1 m). The mounting height of a secondary sign, 
located beneath another sign, may be 1 ft (0.3 m) less than the minimum 
heights prescribed above. 

On expressways and freeways, guide signs should be mounted with a minimum 
vertical clearance of 7 ft (2.1 m). When a secondary sign is mounted below 
another sign, the minimum vertical clearance to the major sign should be at 
least 8 ft (2.4 m). 

The MUTCD specifies that overhead signs should be mounted to provide a 
minimum vertical clearance of at least 17 ft {5.2 m) over the entire width of 
the pavement and shoulders except where a lesser vertical clearance is used 
for the design of other overhead structures. This MUTCD criterion is consis
tent with the AASHTO Green Book which specifies a desirable vertical clearance 
of 16.5 ft (5.0 m) for overhead structures, with 14.5 ft (4.4 m) as a 
recoTI111ended minimum. 

c. Longitudinal Placement 

Table II-1 in MUTCO section 2C-3 presents criteria for advance placement 
of warning signs, shown here in table 78. These advance placement distances 
are intended to provide adequate time for drivers to perceive a potentially 
hazardous condition, identify the condition, decide what maneuver to make, and 
begin to perform that maneuver. The time required for this process is 
referred to as Perception-Intellection-Emotion-Volition {PIEV) time. Required 
PIEV time is generally thought to range from 3 to 10 s depending upon the 
nature of the potential hazard. Table 78 provides suggested minimum sign 
placement distances that are applicable to three specific conditions: 

Condition A--a high driver judgment condition which requires the driver 
to use extra time in making and executing a decision because of a complex 
driving situation; i.e., lane changing, passing, or merging. Warning 
signs appropriate for this condition include MERGE, RIGHT LANE ENOS, 
etc. Condition A corresponds to the same situation types for which 
decision sight distance to a physical decision point such as a major fork 
is required (see discussion in section III-C) is needed. 
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Condition B--a condition in which the driver will likely be required to 
stop. Warning signs appropriate for this condition include CROSS ROAD, 
STOP AHEAD, SIGNAL AHEAD, PED-XING. etc. 

Condition C--a condition in which the driver will likely be required to 
decelerate to a specific speed. Warning signs appropriate for this 
condition include TURN, CURVE, DIVIDED ROAD, HILL, DIP, etc. 

The values for condition A in table 78 provide 10 s travel time at the posted 
or 85th percentile speed. The values for Condition Bin table 78 are based on 
the comfortable braking distances for passenger cars, shown in Line E of 
figure II-13 of the AASHTO Green Book, presented here as figure 47. The 
values for condition C in table 61 are based on the comfortable deceleration 
rates for passenger cars shown in lines A through Din figure 47. All of the 
values for conditions A, B, and C assume that the driver perception time be
gins at the point where the sign becomes legible, which is assumed to be 
125 ft (38 m) in advance of the sign. The advance sign placement distances in 
table 78 are only suggested values and are not absolute requirements. 

Table 78. MUTCD criteria for advance warning sign placement distance.2 
(Based on MUTCD table II-1) 

Distance from warning sign to eotential hazard (ft)a 
Posted or 

Condition Ab 
Condition C 

85th Condition Bc (deceleration to stated 
percentile (high judg- (stop advisori seeed !miLhl) 

seeed (miLh) ment needed reguired) Io 20 30 40 50 

20 175 d d 
25 250 d 100 
30 ~5 100 150 100 
35 400 150 200 175 
40 475 225 275 250 175 
45 550 300 350 300 250 
50 625 375 425 400 325 225 
55 700 450 500 475 400 300 
60 775 550 575 550 500 400 300 
65 850 650 650 625 575 500 375 

a All distances are based on the assumption that the warning sign is 
legible to drivers for 125 ft (38 m) in advance of the sign. For large 
[48-in by 48-in (122-on by 122-cm}] signs, the legibility distance can be 
increased to 200 ft (61 m} and each of the entries in this table can 
therefore be reduced by 75 ft (23 m). 

b Includes 10.0-s PIEV time but no maneuver time. 
c Includes 3.0-s PIEV time and allowance for comfortable deceleration rate. 
d No suggested minimum distance provided; at these speeds, sign location 

depends on physical conditions at site. 
Note: 1 mi= 1.61 km; 1 ft= 0.305 m; 1 in= 2.54 cm 
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Figure 47. AASHTO criteria for passenger car deceleration 
rates at intersections. 1 

2. Critique of Current Design and Operational Criteria 

The current criteria for horizontal and vertical placement of signs are 
not based on any explicit vehicle characteristic. Therefore, the appropriate 
horizontal and vertical placement of signs is not sensitive to the differences 
between passenger cars and trucks. However, the potential for blockage of 
signs by trucks is of concern and this issue is addressed below. 

The criteria for longitudinal placement of warning signs depend on the 
deceleration capabilities of vehicles and the preferences of drivers. The 
effect of the reduced deceleration and braking capabilities of trucks on 
longitudinal placement of warning signs is also addressed in the following 
discussion. 

a. Sign Blockage 

The potential for blockage of signs by trucks does need to be 
considered in establishing sign placement criteria. This issue was examined 
in a 1985 paper which examined both the blockage of roadside signs when a 
passenger car is passing a truck and the blockage of overhead signs when a 
passenger car is following a truck.99 

When a passenger car is passing a truck on the left, the passenger car 
driver's view of signs on the right side of the roadway is blocked for some 
distance. The most critical position for the passenger car driver is when the 
front of his car is even with the rear of the truck. In this position, the 
passenger car driver's view of roadside signs is blocked for only 150 ft 
{46 m). Since roadside signs may be legible for more than 150 ft {46 m) and 
since the passing driver may have had an opportunity to see the same sign 
while following the truck before he began the passing maneuver, this situation 
is not critical. 
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Sign blockage for passenger car drivers does become critical, however, 
when two or more trucks are traveling together in the right lane. For 
example, if a second truck is traveling within 63 ft (19 m) in front of the 
first truck, the passing driver's view is blocked for 455 ft (139 m) from the 
rear of the first truck. If three trucks are traveling together in the right 
lane, roadside signs may be blocked for as much as 1,050 ft (320 m). 

The potential for obstruction of the view of passing drivers to roadside 
signs cannot be remedied through changes in the criteria for horizontal and 
vertical placement of signs, but may require that critical signs be supple
mented with overhead signs or with signs placed on the left side of the 
roadway. 

The passenger car driver's view of overhead signs may also be blocked 
when closely following a truck. When following a truck by five car lengths 
(95 ft or 29 m), a passenger car driver does not have a full view of an over
head sign mounted with 16 ft (4.9 m) of vertical clearance until the car is 
within 140 ft (43 m) of the sign. At a speed of 50 mi/h (80 km/h), an over
head sign would be visible to the passenger car driver for only 1.9 s. This 
situation can be remedied by mounting overhead signs higher or by providing 
supplementary roadside signs. 

b. Longitudinal Placement 

The longitudinal placement of advanced warning signs under condition A is 
based on 10 s of PIEV time. There is no allowance for time to complete a 
maneuver, such as a lane change, in response to the sign. However, very few 
decisions on the highway are so complex that they require 10 s of PIEV time 
for detection and recognition. Therefore, the criteria for condition A 
certainly include an allowance for decision and response initiation, as in the 
AASHTO criteria for decision sight distance, and may also implicitly include 
an allowance for maneuver time. The concepts involved in condition A are very 
similar to the concepts used in.the AASHTO criteria for decision sight 
distance. The AASHTO decision sight distance criteria in table 37 and the 
revised criteria for trucks in tables 39 and 40 could be used to derive sign 
placement criteria for condition A, except that the decision sight distance 
criteria really only apply to one maneuver type--a lane change approaching a 
major fork on a freeway 

The longitudinal placement of warning signs under condition Bis based on 
the minimum braking distances for dry pavement from the AASHTO Green Book 
shown in figure 47. The sign placement criteria for condition Care based on 
the comfortable deceleration rates for passenger car drivers which are also 
shown in figure 47. These comfortable deceleration rates range from 6.6 to 
10.5 ft/s2 (2.0 to 3.2 m;s2 or 0.21 to 0.33 g). as shown in table 79. The 
deceleration rates for condition Care about two-thirds of the rates used for 
condition B, based on the assumption that drivers will use a lower decelera
tion rate in slowing down than they would·in stopping. While the rates for 
condition C may be comfortable rates that passenger car drivers would choose 
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on dry pavements. at higher speeds they exceed the deceleration rates that 
passenger cars can attain in a locked-wheel stop on wet pavement (see decel
eration rates used in AASHT0 stopping sight distance criteria in table 6). A 
sensitivity analysis indicating how table 78 should be revised for trucks is 
presented in the next section. 

Table 79. AASHT0 criteria for comfortable passenger car 
deceleration rates. 1 

(Derived from AASHT0 Green Book figure II-13) 

Speed reached 
through deceleration 

(mi/h) 

· 50 
40 
30 
20 

0 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 

3. Sensitivity Analysis 

Deceleration rate 
(ft/s2) l91 

10.2 
10.3 
10.5 
7.5 
6.6 

0.32 
0.32 
0.33 
0.23 
0.21 

No sensitivity analyses are needed for the issues of horizontal placement 
of signs. vertical placement of signs. and sign blockage by trucks. Horizon
tal and vertical placement criteria for signs are not dependent on the dif
ferences between passenger cars and trucks. Sign blockage by trucks must be 
addressed through sign relocation or placement of supplementary signs. 

No formal sensitivity analysis of the criteria for advance placement of 
warning signs was performed. Instead. the sensitivity analyses performed 
earlier in this report for stopping sight distance has been adapted to address 
condition B, since the design condition for condition Bis functionally 
equivalent to stopping sight distance. It would be desirable for the AASHT0 
and MUTCD criteria for these situations to be consistent. The sign placement 
criteria for conditions A and C have been revised for trucks in manner con
sistent with the criteria for condition B, as discussed below. Table 80 
presents a revised version of table 78 that is applicable to trucks. 
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Table 80. Revised criteria for advance warning sign placement 
distances adequate for trucks. 

Distance from warning sign to EOtential hazard (ft)a 
Posted or Condition cd 

85th Condition Ab Condition Bc (deceleration to stated 
percentile (high judge- (stop advisorx SEeed [miLhl} 

s2eed (miLh} ment needed reguired) 10 20 30 40 50 

20 250 e e 
25 325 e 125 e 
30 425 175 225 150 
35 500 250 325 250 100 
40 600 325 450 375 225 
45 675 425 600 500 325 175 
50 775 525 750 650 525 325 
55 B50 650 900 825 675 500 225 
60 950 775 1,075 1,000 875 675 425 
65 1,025 900 1,225 1,200 1,050 850 600 

a All distances are based on the assumption that the warning sign is 
legible to drivers for 125 ft (38 m) in advance of the sign. For large 
148-in by 48-in (122-cm by 122-cm)] signs, the legibility distance can be 
increased to 200 ft (61 m) and each of the entries in this table can 

b therefore be reduced by 75 ft (23 m). 
Includes 12.0-s PIEV time. 

c Includes 2.5-s PIEV time and deceleration rates for driver with 70% 
braking control efficiency driver for consistency with revised stopping 
sight distance criteria for trucks in table 24. 

d Based on comfortable deceleration rate equal to two-thirds of the 
deceleration rate used for condition B. 

e No suggested minimum distance provided; at these speeds, sign location 
depends on physical conditions at site. 

Note: 1 mi = 1.61 km 
1 ft= 0.305 m 
1 in= 2.54 cm 

The revised criteria for condition Bin table BO have been based on the 
deceleration rates used for stopping by a truck with the driver with 70 per
cent braking control efficiency, as used in the revised sight distance cri
teria for trucks in table 24. These deceleration rates, which represent a 
crftfcal condition on wet pavement, would represent very comfortable decel
eration rates on dry pavement. The PIEV time has been decreased from 3.0 to 
2.5 s for consistency with the AASHTO stopping sight distance criteria. Thus, 
the sfgn placement criteria for condition Bin table 80 are equal to the 
candidate stopping sight distance criteria for trucks in table 24 minus the 
125-ft (38-m) allowance for the sign legibility distance. 
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The sign placement criteria for condition Care determined in the same 
manner as the criteria for condition B except that, for consistency with the 
passenger car criteria, they are based on comfortable deceleration rates for 
trucks equal to two-thirds of the deceleration rates used for condition B. 
This approach to condition C results in relatively long advance warning sign 
placement criteria for trucks, because of their relatively low deceleration 
capabilities, but maintains the concept that truck drivers would use lower 
deceleration rates in slowing than in braking to a stop. 

The sign placement criteria for conditions Band C in table BO are based 
on deceleration rates for trucks with conventional brake systems and a rela
tively poor-performance driver (i.e., 70 percent driver control efficiency). 
If trucks with antilock brake systems come into nearly universal use, the 
current MUTCD sign placement criteria in table 78 will acco11111odate trucks. 

For condition A in table 80, the PIEV time has been increased from 10 to 
12 s. This was done primarily so that all of the criteria for condition A 
would be greater than the criteria for condition B, which would not be the 
case if the 10-s PIEV time had been maintained. However, the additional time 
increment for trucks could be considered to represent all or part of their 
higher maneuver times. 

The recommended advance warning sign placement criteria for trucks are 21 
to 43 percent longer than the current MUTCD criteria for situations where high 
judgment is required (condition A), 38 to 75 percent longer where a complete 
stop is required (condition 8), and 25 to 92 percent longer where deceleration 
to a stated advisory speed is required (condition C). 

4. Recommended Revisions to Highway Design and Operational Criteria 

Revised advance warning sign distances have been developed for trucks, as 
shown in table 80. The recommended advance warning sign distances for trucks 
can be reduced if trucks with antilock brakes come into widespread use. 

Adoption of the recommended advance warning sign placement criteria for 
trucks would probably be very cost effective. Table 81 shows the percentage 
reduction in truck accidents required for cost effectiveness of sign reloca
tion to implement revised advance warning sign placement criteria. The table 
is based on a replacement cost of $60/sign and assumes that relocating an 
advance warning sign has the potential to reduce truck accidents over 1,000 ft 
(305 m) of a rural two-lane highway. The table shows that the percentage 
accident reduction in truck accidents required for cost effectiveness is 
always less than 5 percent and, in most cases, is less than 1 percent. 
Therefore, adoption of the revised advance warning sign criteria in table 80 
is recommended both because they are potentially cost effective for trucks and 
because they are based on models consistent with established AASHTO stopping 
sight distance and decision sight distance criteria. 
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Table 81. Minimum percent reduction in truck accidents 
required for cost effectiveness of sign relocation to 

implement revised advance warning sign distances. 

Minimum percent reduction 
in truck accidents 

Percent trucks 
(vehLda,z'.) 1% 5% l0% 20% 30% 

1,000 4.9 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.2 
2,000 2.8 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 
3,000 1.9 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 
4,000 1.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.05 
5,000 1.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.04 
6,000 1.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.03 
7,000 0.9 0.2 0.1 0.04 0.03 
8,000 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.04 0.03 
9,000 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.02 

10,000 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.02 
11,000 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.02 
12,000 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.02 
13,000 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.02 
14,000 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.02 
15,000 0.4 0.1 0.04 0.02 0.01 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS ANO RECOl+lENOATIONS 

The conclusions and recommendations developed in the study are suR111arized 
below. 

A. Design Vehicles 

1. The WB-50 design vehicle given in the 1984 AASHTO Green Book, which 
has a 37-ft (11.3-m) semitrailer, should be replaced with a larger 
vehicle with a 45-ft (13.7-m) semitrailer for use off of the desig
nated highway system. 

2. Two STM design vehicles should be added to the Green Book: 

• STAA single with 48-ft (14.6-m) semitrailer. 

• STAA double with two 28-ft {8.5-m) trailers. 

3. A design vehicle with a 53-ft {16.1-m) semitrailer should be added 
to the Green Book for use where permitted by State law or STM 
"grandfather" provisions. This design vehicle may become appro
priate for more general use in the 1990's. 

4. Longer combinations vehicles (LCVs} are not appropriate for general 
use as design vehicles at this time, but could be added to the Green 
Book for use in those States where they are permitted. 

8. Stopping Sight Distance 

5. Current MSHTO stopping sight distance criteria are adequate for 
trucks with antilock brake systems. 

6. Current MSHTO criteria are adequate at vertical sight restrictions 
for trucks with the conventional brake systems and the best perfor
mance driver. At horizontal sight restrictions, a truck with the 
best performance driver needs approximately 50 ft (15 m) of addi
tional stopping sight distance. 

7. Current MSHTO criteria are not adequate to accoR111odate trucks with 
conventional braking systems and poor performance drivers. Many 
drivers have little experience with the proper procedures for con
trolled braking in emergency situations because emergency situations 
on the road are rare events and very few drivers have had the oppor
tunity to practice emergency stops on a test track. A driver with 
70 percent control efficiency (a poor, but not extreme value) 
requires 25 to 425 ft (8 to 130 m) of additional stopping sight dis
tance, depending on speed. The higher driver eye height for trucks 
offsets some, but not all, of this difference at vertical sight 
restrictions. 
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8. Candidate stopping sight distance criteria to accommodate trucks 
with conventional brake systems are given in table 24. These cri
teria are cost effective only for new construction or major recon
struction projects on rural two-lane highways that carry more than 
800 trucks/day and rural freeways that carry more than 4,000 trucks/ 
day. These criteria are not cost effective for rehabilitation 
projects and will not be needed if antilock brake systems for trucks 
are required by Government regulations or come into widespread 
use. 

C. Passing and No-Passing Zones on Two-Lane Highways 

9. The passing sight distance requirements for a passenger car passing 
another passenger car based on a model recently developed by Glennon 
are in good agreement with the current MUTCD criteria. The AASHT0 
criteria for passing sight distance have an entirely different basis 
and are much more conservative. 

10. Passing scenarios involving a passenger car passing a truck, a truck 
passing a passenger car, and a truck passing a truck require pro
gressively more passing sight distance than a passenger car passing 
a passenger car. Candidate passing sight distance criteria for each 
of these situations are given in tables 33 and 34. 

11. Since passing maneuvers involving trucks require longer sight dis
tance than passing maneuvers involving just passenger cars, they 
also require longer vertical curves if a passing zone is to be main
tained over a crest. For example, at 70 mi/h {113 km/h) a passing 
maneuver involving a truck may require a vertical curve 300 to 
500 ft (90 to 150 m) longer than a passenger car passing a passenger 
car. However, a truck can safely pass a passenger car on any 
vertical curve where a passenger car can safely pass a truck. 

12. There are no current criteria for passing zone lengths, except for 
the default 400-ft (122-m) guideline set by the MUTCD. For all 
design speeds above 30 mi/h {48 km/h), the distance required for one 
vehicle to pass another is substantially longer than 400 ft (122 m), 
indicating the need for longer passing zones. The required passing 
distances are increased substantially when the passing vehicle, the 
passed vehicle, or both, are trucks, as shown in table 36. 

13. Changes in passing sight distance criteria to accommodate a truck as 
the passing vehicle may not be needed because most passing zones on 
two-lane highways are not long enough to accommodate delayed passes 
by trucks. However, trucks may be able to complete flying passes 
(i.e., without slowing down) in relatively short zones. Changes in 
passing sight distance criteria to accommodate trucks should not be 
considered without an operational analysis of the reduction in the 
level of service on two-lane highways that would result from elimi
nating or shortening passing zones where it is safe for a passenger 
car to pass another passenger car. 
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D. Decision Sight Distance 

14. Trucks may require 100 to 400 ft (30 to 122 m) more decision sight 
distance than passenger cars at a design speed of 70 mi/h 
{113 km/h), and lesser amounts of additional decision sight distance 
at lower design speeds. 

15. The higher driver eye height for trucks offsets the increased 
decision sight distance requirement in most cases at vertical sight 
restrictions, but not at horizontal sight restrictions. 

16. A change in decision sight distance criteria to accommodate trucks 
by using longer vertical curves on the approach to major decision 
points would be cost effective only in unusual situations with 
extremely high accident rates. Such improvements are cost effective 
only if they provide accident reduction benefits 4 times those found 
for stopping sight distance improvements for trucks. It is unlikely 
that accident reduction benefits that large could be expected. 
Therefore, no change in existing decision sight distance criteria is 
recommended. 

E. Intersection Sight Distance 

17. For intersections with no control {case I), trucks may require up to 
69 percent more sight distance than passenger cars, but the amount 
of increased sight distance needed by trucks is highly related to 
the relative speeds of the approaching vehicles. 

18. For intersections with YIELD control (case II), the intersection 
sight distance requirements for trucks are the same as the stopping 
sight distance requirements (see table 24). Where a clear sight 
triangle with adequate stopping sight distance is not provided, the 
sight distance requirements can be lowered by placing advisory speed 
limit signs on the approaches. A cost-effectiveness analysis showed 
that providing additional sight distance by clearing the sight tri
angle in each quadrant of an intersection can be very cost effective 
when the clearing cost is relatively small (e.g., $1,000 per inter
section). On the other hand, very expensive clearing operations 
(e.g., removing structures or embankments) are almost never cost 
effective. 

19. Based on the Gillespie model for intersection clearance times, the 
larger trucks currently on the road require up to 17.5 percent more 
sight distance for an intersection crossing maneuver (case III-A) 
than the current AASHTO criteria based on a WB-50 truck. 
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20. For left- and right-turn maneuvers at intersections (cases III-Band 
III-C), use of truck characteristics in the current AASHT0 models 
for curves B-2a & Ca and B-2b & Cb can require sight distances up to 
139 percent greater than a passenger car. The AASHT0 models can 
require over 3,000 ft (900 m) of sight distance at design speeds 
above 50 mi/h (80 km/h}. Very few intersections have such long 
sight distances available, and it is unlikely that drivers could 
judge the location and speed of an oncoming vehicle even if they 
were available. Rather, this result indicates that the current 
AASHT0 model is unrealistic and needs to be revised. 

21. Several alternative models for intersection sight distance (see 
figures 33 and 34) were developed based on data from the literature 
and pilot field studies. These field studies have demonstrated a 
methodology to collect data concerning the intersection sight dis
tance requirements of passenger cars and trucks. In particular, an 
intersection sight distance model based on gap acceptance should be 
considered. A full-scale study of this issue is recommended. 

F. Inte,·section and Channelization Geometrics 

22. Intersection and channelization geometrics should be based on the 
low-speed offtracking characteristics of the larger design vehicles 
identified above. The offtracking characteristics of these vehicles 
are documented in section III E and in appendix C of volume II. 

G. Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Sight Distance 

23. The current FHWA and AASHT0 criteria for the sight distance along 
the highway ahead to a railroad crossing should be increased by up 
to 54 percent, depending on the design speed, for trucks with con
ventional brake systems. No changes in the criteria are needed to 
acco111T1odate a truck with an antilock brake system. 

24. The current FHWA and AASHT0 criteria for sight distance along the 
railroad tracks for a moving vehicle should be increased by up to 
49 percent, depending upon design speed for trucks with conventional 
brake systems. Current criteria are adequate for trucks with anti
lock brake systems. 

25. The current FHWA and AASHT0 criteria for sight distance along the 
railroad tracks for a stopped vehicle are adequate to accommodate 
trucks. 
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H. Crest Vertical Curve Length 

26. See conclusions for stopping sight distance, passing sight distance, 
and decision sight distance. 

I. Sag Vertical Curve Length 

27. Trucks with anti1ock brake systems require shorter sag vertical 
curve lengths than current AASHT0 criteria. 

28. Trucks with conventional brake systems may require sag vertical 
curves up to 670 ft (200 m) longer than current AASHT0 criteria. 

29. The current AASHT0 criteria may be meaningless at higher speeds 
because vehicle headlights do not illuminate the roadway for the 
full stopping sight distance. The AASHT0 model for sag vertical 
curve length needs to be fully reexamined because the rationale for 
the con~ection between headlight beam distance and sag vertical 
curve length appears to be outdated. 

J. Critical Length of Grade 

30. Based on recent field data. the AASHT0 criterion for truck weight
to-power ratio used to define the critical length of grade should be 
reduced from 300 lb/hp (0.18 kg/W) to 250 lb/hp (0.15 kg/W). The 
current 10 mi/h (16 km/h) speed reduction criterion should be 
retained. 

31. Implementation of reco111T1endation 30 should be deferred pending 
action on the "Turner truck" proposal, which could substantially 
increase the weights of trucks on the highways. Some of the effect 
of gross vehicle weight increases up to 150 1 000 lb (68,000 kg) will 
undoubtedly be offset by use of more powerful tractors, and tech
nological advances in engine size could eventually compensate for 
all of the increase. 

K. Lane Width 

32. The current AASHT0 lane width criteria are adequate to accommodate 
trucks. 

L. Horizontal Curve Radius and Superelevation 

33. Current AASHT0 criteria for horizontal curve radius and super
elevation at particular design speeds are adequate to accomnodate 
trucks. The existing criteria provide margins of safety against 
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skidding off the road and against rollover that are substantially 
lower for trucks than for passenger cars. However, the existing 
AASHT0 criteria provide an adequate margin of safety for a truck if 
the truck is traveling at the design speed. 

34. Current superelevation transition methods appear adequate to accom
modate trucks. Use of spiral transitions is preferable to the 
traditional 2/3-1/3 rule, but the resulting reduction in maximum 
lateral acceleration is typically only about 0.01 g. 

35. Increased emphasis is needed on the realistic selection of design 
speeds for horizontal curves, particularly on freeway ramps. It is 
critical that the design speeds selected for off-ramps are con
sistent with the design speed of the mainline roadway. It is 
reconrnended that the lower range values of ramp design speed in 
table X-1 of the Green Book not be used for roadways that carry 
substantial volumes of truck traffic. 

M. Pavement Widening on Horizontal Curves 

36. Revised criteria for pavement widening on horizontal curves to 
accommodate an STAA single 48-ft (14.6-m) semitrailer truck are 
given in table _75. The revised criteria are expressed in terms of 
minimum lane widths on horizontal curves rather than specified 
amounts of pavement widening. These criteria are adequate for 
vehicles traveling up to the design speed and incorporate con
sideration of both high-speed and low-speed offtracking based on a 
new offtracking model developed in the present study. 

N. Cross-Slope Breaks 

37. No data are available to determine the adequacy for trucks of the 
current AASHT0 criteria for pavement/shoulder cross-slope breaks. 

38. Cross-slope breaks at the centerline crown of a highway should be 
kept to a minimum to maintain safe truck operations in passing 
maneuvers. 

0. Roadside Slopes 

39. No data are available concerning the adequacy for trucks of current 
roadside slope design criteria. 
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P. Vehicle Change Interval 

40. Trucks require vehicle change intervals between 40 and 110 percent 
longer than passenger cars, depending on approach speed, approach 
grade, and intersection width. However, the existing guidelines for 
vehicle change interval in the FHWA Traffic Control Devices Handbook 
should not be revised without an analysis to assess the extent of 
operational and safety problems that would be created by reduced 
levels of service at intersections. 

Q. Sign Placement 

41. The MUTCD advance warning sign placement criteria for condition B 
(stop required) should be made consistent with similar concepts used 
in AASHTO sight distance design criteria. The criteria for condi
tions A and C should be adjusted for consistency with the revised 
criteria for condition B. 

42. Advance warning sign placement criteria for trucks with conventional 
brake systems should be longer than the current criteria which are 
based on consideration of passenger cars. The advance warning sign 
placement distances for condition A (high judgment required) should 
be increased by 75 to 175 ft (23 to 53 m), depending on prevailing 
speed, to accomnodate trucks. The advance warning sign placement 
distance for condition B (stop required) should be increased by 75 
to 250 ft (23 to 76 m), depending on prevailing speed, to accom
modate trucks. The criteria for condition C (deceleration to a 
stated advisory speed) should be increased by 50 to 575 ft (23 to 
175 m), depending upon prevailing speed and posted advisory speed, 
to accommodate trucks. These recomnended changes in advance warning 
sign placement criteria would not be necessary if trucks with anti
lock brake systems come into nearly universal use. 

43. Implementation of revised warning sign placement criteria would be 
cost effective under nearly all conditions even if this required 
moving or replacing signs. 
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